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PROGRAMME OF EVENTS

MAY 2006 TO MARCH 2007

SUMMER PROGRAMME – Tuesday Evening Nature Walks
2 May 2006
9 May
16 May
23 May
6 June

Bolton Abbey
Middleton Woods
Lindley Wood Reservoir
Heritage Wildflower Nursery
Ferns of Strid Wood

13 June
20 June
27 June
4 July
11 July

Nightjars and Owls at Timble Ings
Timble
Otley Wetland Nature Reserve
Afternoon at Rodley Nature Reserve
Nell Bank

WINTER PROGRAMME 2006-2007 (Tuesday evenings at 7.30pm. Christchurch, The Grove, Ilkley)
12 Sept 2006
Open Evening. Visitors Welcome.
26 Sept
Washburn Wildlife and Landscape
David Alred
10 Oct
Of Birds, of People, of Whatever – the work of the RSPB Photographer
Andy Hay
24 Oct
Brazilian Pantanal – in Search of Wildlife in a Threatened Wetland Wilderness John Flood
14 Nov
Seabird Summer
Freda Draper
28 Nov
2000 Years Walking in the Dales
Angela Henson
12 Dec
Christmas Meeting. Short presentations by Anne Riley and Margaret Hutchinson
And ‘Natural History of Folk Song’ with Derek Gifford
9 January 2007
Yorkshire Water – Juggling the Demands of Supply, Recreation and Habitat Management
Geoff Lomas
23 Jan
Wanderings in Central Asia
Tom Lawson
13 Feb
Dynamic Iceland
Tony Benfield
27 Feb
Conservation and Biodiversity on Roadside Verges
Margaret Atherden
13 March
A Naturalist in Yorkshire
Roy Crossley
23 March (Friday)
Annual Dinner at the Crescent Hotel, Ilkley
27 March
Annual General Meeting and ‘Natural History of Westray’ by David Leather
3 April
Recorders’ Evening. Highlights of 2006
Botany Section Outings 2006
Thursday 27 Apr Westy Bank Wood, Bolton Abbey
Saturday 13 May Lee Green
Thursday 25 May Duck Street Quarry
Thursday 8 June
Valley of Desolation
Thursday 22 June How Stean
Saturday 8 July
Hambleton Quarry
Thursday 20 July Otley Wetland NR
Thursday 7 Sept
Felwort, Fruits and Seeds, Kettlewell

Microscope Meetings (Clarke Foley, 7.30pm)
Tuesday 3 Oct
Specimens from Otley Wetlands
Tuesday 7 Nov
Coleoptera
Tuesday 5 Dec
Members’ Evening
Tuesday 6 Feb
Micro-miscellanea
Tuesday 6 Mar
Bees and Beekeeping
Summer Visits 2006
Sat 3 June
Leighton Moss and Gaitbarrows
Sat 17 June
Bolton Abbey (joint with the Estate)
Sat 1 July
Yockenthwaite, Flowers Butterflies
and Birds
Tues 4 July
Rodley Nature Reserve
Sat 22 July
Otley Wetland Nature Reserve

Geology Field Trips 2006 (Neil Aitkenhead)
Thursday 6 June
Fountains Abbey Area
Thursday 8 Aug
Clapham and Ingleborough
Thursday 26 Sept Plompton Rocks and Almscliffe Crag
Birding Days 2006 (Thursdays)
Thurs 20 April
Farnham and Staveley
Thurs 18 May
Dunsop Bridge, Stocks Reservoir
Sat 10 June
Potteric Carr YWT Reserve
Thurs 22 June
Grass Wood and Kettlewell
Thurs 10 Aug
Blacktoft Sands and North Cave
Sat 9 Sept
Old Moor (RSPB)
Sat 13 Jan 2007
Wheldrake Ings and N Duffield Carrs
Fungus Foray
Sunday 8 Oct 2206

Deer Spotting
Sat 30 Sept 2006

Fountains Abbey/Studley Royal

Winter Coach Outing
Sat 18 Nov 2006 Martin Mere Wildfowl and Wetland
Trust Centre and Bird Fair
Coffee Morning
Saturday 4 November 2006
Coffee Morning
10am to 12 noon, Clarke Foley Centre, Ilkley.

Nidd Gorge
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FOREWORD
than 34 years’ service but who continues, along
with Jenny Dixon, to produce this splendid Review.

After our hectic 60th Anniversary Year in 2005, the
year 2006 was somewhat more ‘normal’ although,
with so many events to be organised and resourced,
any year seems never less than busy. Judging by
attendances it would seem that most of these events
were successful and appreciated. A few new ideas
were tried some of which were successful and some
less so, but shining through all of our activities was
an ongoing professionalism and commitment which
goes a long way to explaining why we are one of
the most successful Naturalists Societies in the UK,
not least because of our membership which now
stands at 481 – up from 460 last year.

In addition I must refer to the sad loss of Eric
Hutchinson who died suddenly in October. With
eleven years in the post Eric was our longest serving
Treasurer – he did a wonderful job and the Society
will always be grateful. Coincidentally the Society’s
second longest serving Treasurer – Reg Farrar –
also died two months before Eric and we also lost
Sam Hartley, a staunch member and a great support
for Joyce in her many years as Botany Recorder.
The Recorders as usual have been making sterling
efforts to keep abreast of, and interpret, the wealth
of data submitted to them and this Review is
testimony to them all. They are our backbone and
the Society could not carry on without their efforts.
We are still short of a Fungi Recorder incidentally –
any offers please?

As usual, the success is really down to team work
and people who are prepared to put themselves out
to ensure that we deliver quality events which
appeal to a wide range of the Society’s membership.
This is not just about the Committee, the Recorders
and numerous others, it’s about all our members
who want to contribute in some degree or other,
including those who come to very few (if any)
events but just want to demonstrate a commitment
through paying their subscription – a big thanks to
all of you. Whilst I am reluctant to single out
individuals I would like to take this opportunity to
thank Jenny Dixon for her consistently excellent
fortnightly Nature Notes in the Ilkley Gazette,
Christine and John Hobson for their work with local
schools plus John’s running of the successful
Microscope Evenings and Christine’s superb
organisation of the Annual Dinner and Coffee
Morning, and David Brear for his immensely
informative and easy-to-use Society website.

Our Winter and Summer Programmes were again
successful if attendances were anything to go by.
Anne Riley has taken over the Summer Programme
and her attempt to provide as much diversity as
possible seems to have gone down well. Many
thanks to Anne, and those who led events
(especially Neil Aitkenhead, John Flood, Harry
Jevons and Nicky Vernon,) for a splendid job.
Suggested events for the Summer Programme are
always welcome, particularly if you can
organise/lead them! With regard to the Winter
Programme most of the lectures have been by our
own members and every one of them was to a high
standard – we are indeed fortunate to have so many
knowledgeable Naturalists. In addition I am pleased
to say we are well settled into our Christchurch
venue – my thanks to all the Christchurch members
and volunteers who have done so much to help us.

With regard to the Committee I am particularly
pleased to see that we have been able to pass the
baton on to a new generation with some newer
members now involved and making a significant
contribution. There have been too many changes
over the year to list them here – suffice it to say that
the Society is immensely grateful to all those
existing and retiring members, and their
replacements, for their contributions. However I
must take this opportunity to especially thank David
Leather who retired from Committee after no less

We have been successful in spending at least some
of the money raised by our 60th Anniversary
celebrations including a gift of £2000 to Nell Bank
for a wetland area and £600 to Pool-in-Wharfedale
Primary School for a water feature, plus other
smaller gifts to other schools. Our thanks again to
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Alan Titchmarsh for raising the majority of these
funds with his evening at the Kings Hall.

Finally I would like to take this opportunity to
remind you that our two declared objectives are the
study of all branches of natural history and to help
with the work of nature conservation. We have
always been strong on the former and it is my
intention to try to ensure that we continue to build
our reputation and efforts regarding the latter. In
order to fulfil these objectives I firmly believe that,
in addition to educating and informing, we must
continue to be accessible, friendly, helpful,
welcoming and entertaining.

Our conservation efforts have continued
enthusiastically at Grass Wood, Otley and Sun
Lane. On all these Reserves we are continuing to
help make a difference and the flora and fauna are
responding as a result. I cannot speak too highly of
all the volunteers who make it possible. Whilst there
are limits to what we can physically do I suspect
there are other challenges on the horizon where our
intervention could make a difference – Ilkley Moor
for one. If you want to give volunteering a try
please don’t hesitate to dip your toe in the water
(metaphorically I hasten to add!) – you will be made
most welcome and have a great deal of fun along
the way – like the rest of us!

Your support to date, and in the future, to achieve
these objectives has been, and will be, much
appreciated. Many thanks.
Peter Riley
President

EDITORIAL
As membership of the Society increases – approaching 500 and counting – so the size of our journal The
Wharfedale Naturalist seems to grow too. This year, at 114 pages, it’s even bigger than last year’s bumper 2005
Diamond Jubilee edition. A big thank you is due to all those who contributed articles, reports, drawings and
photographs, and also to those who sent in records to our Recorders.
The Recorders carry out a prodigious amount of work at what must be the most inconvenient time of year.
Records keep coming in right up to the New Year, and, indeed, sometimes beyond. Yet somehow the Recorders
manage to get all this material sorted out, written up and sent to us by the end of January. Just look at the Birds
section to see what truly Herculean labour this can entail – compare the publication dates of other bird reports
from other districts. This means that the 2006 Review can be published and available for sale by the end of
March at the WNS Annual Dinner, just in time to inspire us all as the 2007 season gets underway!
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BIRDING IN WHARFEDALE – 60 YEARS OF BIRD STUDIES – PART TWO
Last year we printed the Ringing Programme which should have been headed ‘Part One’ of birding activities in
Wharfedale over the last 60 years. Here in Part Two are the accounts of the Wildfowl Censuses and the Canada Goose
Roundup. The report will be concluded in next year’s edition of The Wharfedale Naturalist with The River Wharfe
Survey and other activities.
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WILDFOWL CENSUSES
The National Census Story In 1950, the WNS was invited by Harrogate Nats to do a monthly census of
wildfowl at all the reservoirs and lakes in our area – in conjunction with Harrogate members who were carrying
out counts in their own area; results were collated by Mr Walker from Harrogate. This was the part of a National
Wildlife Count organized by the Wildfowl Trust
Annual variation in mallard numbers
at Slimbridge (1955 Review). The Count (1963
review) was intended to indicate whether
Number/mont
1400
h
numbers of the common species of wildfowl1,
1200
resident and wintering, are increasing, decreasing
1977
or remaining the same. Counts were made on as
1000
many coastal and inland waters as possible on a
set date each month between September and
800
March2. The 1977 Review stated that Lindley,
600
Swinsty and Fewston had been counted regularly,
1951
Chelker Reservoir and Farnley and Denton Lakes
400
in the early days and Grimwith until 1961.
1965
200
However, there are virtually no results now for
any but the three mid-Washburn Reservoirs.
0
It is important to remember that the situation for
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May June
July
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec
the Washburn Reservoirs was very different from
today. Access to the three reservoirs in midFigure 5
Washburn was restricted, whilst Thruscross
wasn’t built until the 1960s with the village of
Monthly numbers of mallard
West End submerged for the first time in 1966.
(averaged over 10 years)
The path on the north side of Lindley Wood was
Average number/month
open – and viewing was much better than it is
450
today, since the trees had not grown up.
400
However, Swinsty could only be accessed on the
350
western side and the car park there did not exist.
300
Also there was no access to Fewston without
permission.
This state of affairs probably
250
continued
into
the 1980s when water companies
200
were privatised and started taking a more
150
rounded view as to the use of reservoirs.
100
There were four WNS coordinators over the
years: William Fearnley (1950 – 1953), Edward
50
Skinner (1954 – 1961), Bob Parkinson (1962 –
0
1977) and Les Dewdney (1978 onwards). Les
remembers two or three when he, Edward
Skinner and Bob Parkinson walked Lindley and
Figure 6

1

The species covered from the start were mallard, teal, wigeon, pochard, tufted duck and goldeneye. Canada geese were
added in 1962 and great crested grebe in 1966.
2
The count was held on the Sunday nearest to the 15th of the month.
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Swinsty. He didn’t know who had covered Fewston. The count continued until the late 1970s. The 1977
Review comments that ‘some old faithfuls have continued the usual counts… However, the numbers of wildfowl
have not shown any significant alteration...’3. The count was discontinued the following year.
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The Census Records There are no records of the census in the Reviews in the early 1950s, although it gets a
mention in the annual lists of sightings. From 1955-1959 there are brief summaries without specific numbers.
The first useful figures are given in the 1960 Review, which lists totals for the three reservoirs by species for the
period 1951-1960. The 1960 Review also introduced the format which was used for the remainder of the count
up until 1977. This showed the monthly breakdown by species and by reservoir. Interesting (and important)
additions to the records were details of the weather and reservoir water heights (something that was
unfortunately discontinued after 1964). For instance, the reservoirs were largely frozen over in January and
February 1959, apart from a small area, but wildfowl numbers were better than at the start of the previous two
years when the water levels were high. Later in the year, the counts were low when the reservoirs were almost
empty between August and October. In 1963 the reservoirs were completely frozen over and there was a
complete lack of wildfowl, apart from mallards. There are also indications
of the
greater
problems of coping
Monthly
numbers
of wildfowl
th
(averaged
over
10
years)
with more extreme weather in the past: in 1964, heavy snow on 15 March prevented the census team reaching
the reservoirs and they had to delay the count by a
Average number/month
45
week, while the previous autumn (1963) dense
Canada Geese
fog in November prevented any counts at Swinsty
40
and Fewston in November.
35
Teal
Wildfowl numbers proved to be enormously
30
variable and it is not immediately obvious what
25
deductions can be drawn. Figure 5 shows the
Tufted Duck
20
monthly totals for mallards on the three reservoirs
15
in 1955, 1965 and 1967 (for the seven census
Pochard
10
months) – these wildly changing curves are, if
Wigeon
anything, even more variable for the other
5
species. The previous paragraph also gives some
0
indication of how the local environment played a
significant part in influencing count numbers. In
view of this is it possible to draw any conclusions
a
from these figures? A long-term average was
Average number/month
calculated by first determining the annual
12
monthly average for the seven census months and
10
then working out its ten year moving average.
Goldeneye
Figure 6 shows a long term trend for mallards,
8
which suggests there was a slow but long-term
increase in numbers over the period of the count.
6
Comparable figures are shown in Figures 7a and
4
7b for the other species counted. These figures
Great Creasted Grebe
would suggest that during the period when access
2
to the Washburn reservoirs was limited, numbers
of teal, pochard and tufted duck held up, while
0
there was a slow fall in the numbers of wigeon
and goldeneye. In view of the proliferation of
Canada geese nowadays, the fall in the average
b
numbers of this species is a little surprising.

Figure 7

3

The Review also noted that ‘...Swinsty did not appear as popular with ducks as it once was…’ – an interesting issue we
will return to.
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Monthly numbers of wildfowl on Swinsty

The Swinsty Conundrum (and a salutary
lesson?)
The 1977 Review comments that
numbers on the Washburn Reservoirs have not
shown any significant reduction ‘although Swinsty
did not appear as popular as it once was’. Les
Dewdney confirms this noting that Swinsty had
been marvellous in the early days but had
deteriorated over the years, which he had put
down to a deterioration in food supplies. The
historical figures tell a different story. Details of
counts broken down by reservoir are only
available since 1960, so a five year (rather than ten
year) moving average has been calculated and this
is shown in Figure 8. This strongly suggests an
improving situation over the period 1960-1977.
At this distance one must rely on the observations
of the people on the ground at the time, but there
are some interesting questions one would like to
put to them. However, one should also perhaps
take this as indicative of the difficulties – and
dangers – of trying to make sense of nature, either
at the time, or even more so at a later date!

(averaged over 5 years)

45
40

Mallard

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

a

10.0
9.0
8.0
Teal

7.0

Pochard

6.0
5.0

Canada
Goose

4.0

The International Census Records The first
reference to this is in January 1967, although there
2.0
is no indication as to who the count was being
Goldeneye
done for. A count was done on 14/15th of the
1.0
GC Grebe
Wigeon
month at ten bodies of water including all four
0.0
1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977
Washburn reservoirs (and Farnley Lake), but
extending from Stocks and Grimwith Reservoirs
b
and Conistone Cold in the west to Knotford Nook
Figure 8
in the east and Reva Reservoir in the south. The
count included the same species counted in the Washburn counts but also recorded unusual sightings. The count
continued twice a year in November and January with some changes in the sites covered. Malham Tarn was
added but a number of sites omitted. Coverage in the Reviews is incomplete. There are no records from
November 1967 to January 1969, and no records after January 1975. There are few references to the count after
1976. The 1978 Review mentions that although the National Census is being wound up, the International one
will continue in Januarys but in 1979 says it was impossible to carry out because of inclement weather. It took
place in 1981 but is not mentioned again.
3.0

Tufted
Duck

THE CANADA GOOSE ROUNDUP
Background Moult studies on Canada geese have been carried out at Ripley since 1956. Five of the birds
ringed there were discovered in a moulting flock 260 miles to the NW in Beauly Firth near Inverness in 1963.
The Wildfowl Trust funded studies until 1969 to investigate the moult migration of Yorkshire birds, when funds
ran out. This led to the setting up of the Canada Goose Study Group of Yorkshire to carry on the work 4. The
WNS first became involved in 1968 when Mr Walker of the Harrogate Nats (who had also introduced the WNS
to the National Wildfowl Census) asked us to be involved when the ringing locations were extended to include
Fewston Reservoir for the first time.
4

Additional objectives of the Group were to investigate movements within the County and to examine the small influx of
geese from the Midlands.
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A spectacular round-up! The report of the first
round-up appears in the 1968 Review. It was
contributed by Mr Walker and is one of our most
Flotilla of 2 canoes
and an inflatable
graphic contributions on birding activities over the
dingy (with a crew
last 60 years, although graphic descriptions were to
member with a loudbe a feature of this activity in subsequent years. The
hailer)
~180 geese
round-up took place on 7th July. Timing was critical
since it had to take place during the short period
when the geese were moulting and flightless. Mr
Pen was at water’s
edge. Ringers stay
George Jackson, the farmer, carted posts and wires
out of sight until geese
on his tractor across several fields, where a pen was
entered pen
assembled. The carefully planned operation started
at 11.15. A number of members of WNS and
Harrogate members hid themselves around the pen, whilst a flotilla of craft (Two Harrogate Nats canoeists and
an inflatable dingy with a crew-member with a loud hailer) set off from the northern end of the dam wall. The
flock of 180 geese reacted strongly at attempts to drive them towards the pen and made frantic attempts to take
off and to head for the far end of the reservoir. The canoe slipped past and headed them back. Some 70 to 80
were driven ashore, but the problems were not over. The birds continued to panic and charged down one of the
pen walls with all but 20 making their escape. A second attempt in the afternoon was slightly more successful
with 92 penned.
Later round-ups WNS members continued to be involved with subsequent round-ups both at Fewston and at
a number of other sites around Yorkshire for a number of years. The efficiency of operations at Fewston
improved over the years. The round-up became a popular activity for the Leeds Kayak Club and up to six boats
were involved in later years. However, timing of the round-up was always critical. Les remembers a round-up
at Scar House Reservoir when, as the birds were being driven into the pen, they suddenly upped and flew off!
Les’s comment to a fellow worker that all they appeared to have caught was a ‘duck’ was not much appreciated
at the time! Operations continued well into the 1970s, with no reservoirs included in 1973 because of the very
low water levels. The last operation involving WNS members was in 1975.
Results There are few comments in the Reviews about the overall findings of the studies carried out by the
Canada Goose Study Group of Yorkshire. A 1970 Report of the Study Group concluded from 1,020 birds ringed
in the 1960s and from ringing expeditions to Beauly Firth that probably about 20% of the Yorkshire population
migrated to Beauly to moult5.
Les Dewdney & John Flood

HOW INTELLIGENT IS A BIRD?
It is just a tiny happening, but it gives me a lot of pleasure, and unfortunately it is now very rare. I am thinking of
the spectacle of a hen teaching chicks how to scratch and forage for titbits in the undergrowth.
On a farm visit I was so engrossed in watching and listening to a beautiful brown bird trying to demonstrate the
art to her tiny fluffy offspring, as well as give them instructions in chicken language – at least that is what it
sounded like – that I backed the car into a barn, and flattened the bumper.
The next time I was intrigued by this behaviour was in Majorca. My husband promised me lunch at a place I
would love, a golf course(!), not my idea of heaven, but I went to please him. The path from the car park to the
restaurant was a long one, and midway, to my joy, close to the hedge was a very young pullet with six chicks
totally absorbed in teaching them to forage, very noisily, I might add. Needless to say we were late for lunch!
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Not all the birds commuted within the British Isles. One ringed bird was shot in Siberia 2,420 miles away.
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He was right, I did love the place, an old farmhouse overlooking a massive golf course, but it was what was on
the golf course that had me hooked. Dotted around, roughly one to a hole were groups of poultry. Each group
consisted of seven or eight hens accompanied by a cockerel. The hens were brown to gold, but the cocks were
the most magnificent birds I have ever seen, white, gold, yellow, brown, black, all sorts of combination of
colours, with brilliant red combs, and plumage that shone in the sun. No two were alike in size or colour. At the
edge of the golf course where the trees started were further groups all busy hunting for insects etc.
Lunch time was spent feeding chips to two bachelor birds, snowy white with huge jet black tails. Leaving my
spouse to enjoy his coffee, I set off to look for hoopoes, walking back down the long path, and en route passed
my little pullet. This time she was crouched under the hedge, totally silent and with her wings outstretched – if
ever a bird looked worried and frightened, she did. I wasn’t the worry; she ignored me. Just visible under the
outstretched wings were six sets of feet belonging to six silent chicks. Puzzled I walked on and started scanning
distant trees for sight of my hoopoes.
What I did see was a biggish bird of prey that was obviously intent on hunting. As I watched, it suddenly
launched itself in the direction of an approaching group of poultry, flew swiftly down and bowled two of the
hens over onto their backs with the power of its dive. Light dawned! The hunter was obviously hoping to find
chicks hidden underneath them. On this occasion it was out of luck. Returning to my family on the path, I
suddenly had an explanation for their behaviour ... but it did not stop my being amazed by it.
What puzzles me is how my very young pullet with limited brain power:
a) knew the bird of prey was around – it was well out of sight of her.
b) knew it had a liking for chicks
c) most important of all, knew how to protect them by hiding in a hedge and covering them up. Having
covered them, how did she get the cheeping youngsters to stay still and keep silent?
All this raises the big issue of how creatures of supposedly limited intelligence, and from my experience birds
of prey are not bright, learn such things as the way to dive bomb hens and uncover hidden chicks. At the same
time a first time mother pullet has worked out the best way to protect her young from predators. Maybe we have
it wrong about animal intelligence.
Pamela Braithwaite

HOW MANY BRITISH PLANTS ARE THERE?
First up, what do you think makes a plant British? The obvious answer would seem to be, ‘it grows here’. But is
that good enough? Is everything that grows here British? Is Indian Balsam, now clogging our riverbanks,
‘British’ – like a Dandelion is? Feels like it depends on what you mean by ‘British’; and there’s no simple
answer to that question.
Do you want to mean ‘restricted to Britain’, ‘not growing anywhere outside Britain’ – ‘endemic to Britain’?
Dandelions would then not be British at all, because they grow in France, don’t they (‘dents-de-léon’ – ‘lion's
teeth’ – look at the leaves); and Indian Balsam grows in India, as well as here. But to say a Dandelion is not
British would be silly. Should we start to think about degrees of Britishness?
Endemism
If what we mean by ‘British’ means ‘exclusive to Britain, and not growing anywhere else’, what naturalists call
‘endemic’, then the list of British plants is a very short one. Endemism largely comes about as a result of long
geographical isolation, and it is only about 7,000 years since Britain was joined up with France, Belgium and the
Netherlands by land bridges, just the blinking of an eye in nature’s timescale. That being so, we shouldn’t be
looking for that many British endemics, and in all there are only about 430 of them. Leave out plants that are
still undergoing rapid evolution and haven’t settled down yet – brambles, hawkweeds, eyebrights, rowans etc. –
and we are left with only about forty endemic plants, and most of those are simple sub-species of plants that also
grow just across the Channel.
Go further and exclude these and we are left with only about ten ‘straight’ species which botanists generally
agree on as being endemic. Most of these are ‘Robinson Crusoe species’, occurring tucked away in far-off
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places and with tiny distributions. Two out of the ten would be the Scottish Primrose (from Orkney, and
Scotland’s northernmost shores) and the Lindisfarne Helleborine (endemic to that island).
By the way, botanists decided long ago that in the ‘British Isles’ they would
include Ireland (the Republic as well as the North), Shetland and Orkney, the Isle
of Man and the Channel Islands. Studies of ‘British’ plants for at least 150 years
have stuck with this decision, and this means that the records add up to a valuable
long-term base for making consistent comparisons.
‘Natives’
In the human world, one test of nationality is, ‘were any of your grandparents
born here’. The same sort of thing goes for plants. So for how many generations
does a plant have to have been growing here before we let it call itself ‘British’, a
Scottish Primrose
‘native’?
We could apply various tests. For instance, it is clear from fossil and pollen
records that a few species still here today were here before we were, that's before the Ice Ages (Hornbeam, Elm).
But the ice, at its greatest extent, covered almost all of Britain down to the home counties, and mainland Europe
to south of the Alps, and it scraped the ground clean. One or two high areas may have escaped being covered
(Upper Teesdale, a little bit of Upper Wharfedale perhaps) and some of the rare plants found there today just
may have survived the glaciations. However, most plants in most of Britain that were here before the ice will
have been wiped out, and so today must have spread here from somewhere else. Some came very early on
(Scots Pine and Birch), others much later – Beech, which hasn’t yet got very far north in Britain under its own
steam, or Ploughshare Orchid, which seems to have come in on the wind as recently as about fifteen years ago.
Any plant which arrived here under its own steam, even if only very recently, and has survived more than, say,
five years, is regarded by botanists now as ‘native’. If it dies off again within five years it is regarded as a
‘casual’.
‘Under its own steam’ is an important consideration for botanists, ecologists and agriculturalists. If a plant gets
here without human help, and survives and produces new generations, it is very likely to be hardy, ‘make deep
roots’, and become a permanent feature of the British flora. The ways a plant can travel using its own
evolutionary gifts include: floating on the wind (Dandelion, orchids), floating across the sea (Oysterplant), or
hitching a lift in a bird’s gut (Bramble), on an animal’s fur or a bird’s foot or a human’s sock (Cleavers).
‘Introductions’
Some ‘introduced’ plants have however arrived as a result of deliberate human activity, travel or trade, like the
many foreign plants imported by chance with ballast, iron ore, or wool (Melilot, Pirri-pirri-bur). On the other
hand, Iron Age farmers, Roman colonists and Crusaders, monks, cooks and herbalists, and nineteenth-century
plant collectors deliberately introduced plants to use them or because they thought they were pretty (Woad,
Poppies, Buddleia). Introductions, accidental or deliberate, today make up more than half the plants in our flora.
Archaeophytes and neophytes
Botanists (Europeans first, but now we British as well) are now finding it useful to separate out introduced plants
into two different groups – ones brought in before AD 1500 and those since. The earlier ones are the
‘archaeophytes’ (‘old plants’) and the later ones ‘neophytes’ (‘new plants’). Archaeophytes have therefore been
here many centuries; they have settled down nicely into their own ecological niches, and we pretty well know
how they behave. Neophytes are more unknown quantities, and we may need to keep a human eye on them.
New Zealand Pygmyweed, Japanese Knotweed and Indian Balsam are still on an invasive march, with some
quite unwelcome side effects. Not all neophytes seem to be harmful. An apparently harmless example is
Pineappleweed. Although first cultivated in Britain in 1781 it was not until 1871 that this species was recorded
in the wild in Britain as an escape (from Kew Gardens). It has since become one of our fastest-spreading plants,
thanks to tractor tyres and welly boots. By 1962 it had spread to almost every last corner of the British Isles, but
it doesn’t seem to be causing any anxieties.
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The division of introductions into archaeophytes and neophytes may sound a bit arbitrary but it actually reflects
a number of realities. AD 1500 was about the time of the first arrivals of plants from the ‘New World’ and
subsequent discoveries in Africa and the Far East. It was also the time of the beginnings of printed books and
herbals (before then, records of plant introductions scarcely existed). So the number of plant introductions
increased greatly after AD 1500, as did the written evidence for them. If a new plant arrived after 1500 some
enthusiast would be writing about it! If one had arrived before then, the early botanists would not have been
very interested in it.
Who’s bothered?
Getting the hang of how our landscape came to be the way it is, is important for knowing how to manage it for
the future, never mind adding to the interest plants have for us. How did we get here, and which way may we be
going? Some people want to eradicate Ragwort, but as it has been a native plant for maybe 10,000 years we can
be sure this would be extraordinarily difficult, not to say quite impossible. It is so happy here that it will find
ways to survive. If, on the other hand, a plant has depended on human help in order to get established, how long
is it likely to survive if that help is interrupted or suddenly withheld? Wheat, for example rarely survives four
years outside cultivation before it dies out. If we want to keep a new plant here (say as a cash crop) shall we
have to be fighting for ever to prevent it being wiped out by its hardier native competitors? Quite probably!
How can we tell?
So, how can you tell an archaeophyte from a neophyte, or a native plant? ‘With difficulty’ is the only right
answer! but with some hope of being right, even if without proof.
 Knockdown evidence that a plant is native would be finding its fossils, or
its pollen deep in peat to earlier than 8,000 BC (both peat and rocks can
be dated). That would tell us what we want to know about Alder all
right, but most plants do not leave fossils or pollen behind them.
 Another suggestive clue will be whether or not the plant in Britain is
found entirely, or at least mainly, in man-made habitats. If it is, then it is
likely to be an introduction – an archaeophyte or a neophyte – and
unlikely to be native. White Dead-nettle is thus a good example of a
Alder
likely archaeophyte, even though until recently British botanists have
thought of it as native. (By contrast Yellow Dead-nettle is generally
found in old woodland and is a pretty-well ‘dead cert’ native.)
 Archaeophytes will tend to have been noticed and recorded before 1700 (Cornflower, Fennel). If there
is no mention of a plant in the records until after, say, 1700, there is every chance it is a neophyte.
 Again, if a plant was here before 1500 it will hardly be continuing to spread all that much after 1700 –
two hundred years will have been long enough for it to have exploited most of the ecological niches
open to it and to have settled into a stable distribution pattern. Something not spreading all that much
after 1700 is likely therefore not to be a neophyte.
 Another clue will be how the plant fares in the rest of Western Europe. If an introduction is a plant
which depends on man for its spread, then that is what it is likely to look like on the other side of the
Channel. Obviously, every plant must once have been native somewhere, but if its present-day overall
distribution is largely or exclusively in man-made habitats, and its original native area is difficult to
identify, then its presence here in Britain is likely to be as an introduction, and not a native.
 Finally, does the plant grow outside Europe in countries colonised by Europeans? Archaeophytes which
have been spread by man within Europe are likely also to have spread with Europeans to other
continents, and in particular one might expect to find them in old colonies - North America, Australia
and New Zealand (Shepherd's-purse certainly, as also Ground Elder, White Campion and the poppies).
All that may sound a bit less than a racing certainty, but you don’t get all that much certainty in science.
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So how many British plants are there?
Botanists are reasonably happy about the status of the vast majority of our British plants. We think there are
about 1,400 native species in Britain, about 150 archaeophytes, about 1,400 neophytes and more than 2,000
casuals. Because we are a set of small offshore islands the total, 5,000 or so, is also relatively small, but it is
enough to keep us busy. In seventy years and more I haven’t seen more than a fifth of this total. The first
secretary of the Botanical Society of the British Isles, George Druce, claimed when he was fifty-five that he had
seen all the then identified British plants. That was a century ago and a lot has changed since then: we have
more plants and we have had cause frequently to change our minds about a lot of them. I don’t think I shall
catch him up.
And how many Wharfedale plants are there?
About 1600. I've seen about 500 (a long way to go!). What about you?
If you feel like following up any of this further try looking at:
C D Preston, D A Pearman and A R Hall, Archaeophytes in Britain, Botanical Journal of the Linnaean
Society, 2004, 145, 257-294. This contains a complete list of the British archaeophytes.
Mike Atkinson

THE TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE, LIBYAN SAHARA, 29 MARCH 2006
A small ship had been chartered for our group, which was over 700 strong and
composed of both professional astronomers and amateur eclipse-chasers like
our group of four friends, and we were all equally excited when we put in at
Benghazi the day before the eclipse. This was my own personal ‘first contact’
with Africa, and the experience was a real thrill. Our first day was spent visiting
some Roman ruins, and I was struck by how fertile the country was as we drove
north towards the Green Mountains. The lack of large-scale access to
agrochemicals meant that the landscape was splashed with fields of wild
flowers, a sight that has become sadly unfamiliar closer to home.
Eclipse day began at 2.30 am, with breakfast available for those who wanted. We nosed our way through the
dark streets of Benghazi, but very soon, we stopped. The buses had not filled up with fuel last night and did not
have enough for the day’s long journey. A single pump, eighteen big buses… it took well over an hour and
tempers were beginning to fray at the prospect of missing the eclipse.
Gradually the buildings and scrubby trees gave way in the darkness to low, sparse bushes, and the headlights
picked out more and more drifts of sand either side of the road. The lights of Benghazi dwindled behind us and
soon we could see nothing in any direction but flat, sandy wastes extending who knew how many hundreds or
even thousands of miles. The sun finally rose, and we could see a line of pylons marching along the horizon,
seemingly floating on a layer of blue-grey mist. Time was advancing, and we were falling behind schedule,
despite the drivers’ exciting technique of constantly overtaking each other (and the police outriders). The man at
the front of our bus began issuing bulletins from his GPS on just how far we still had to cover in order to reach
our destination co-ordinates on the eclipse centre line.
The traffic began to build up as we neared Jalu oasis, and it became clear that we were not the only people to be
interested in the eclipse. The few vehicles attempting to drive north was simply forced off the tarmac and into
the desert. Many were getting stuck, wheels spinning uselessly, and the nominally two-lane highway itself soon
became entirely gridlocked.
Eventually we pulled off the road on to what may well have been just sand. It was so close to first contact now
that we ended up simply stopping the buses where we were, and everyone surged out into the desert. As totality
approached, the tension mounted until you could cut the atmosphere with a knife. After the lectures on the ship, I
knew to watch out for the phenomenon of the ‘shadow bands’ which would start rippling across the ground just
before totality, so this time, rather than look up at Baily’s beads, I gazed downwards and was rewarded with a
beautiful and other-worldly pattern rushing across the desert sand at my feet.
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Even during the partial phase, the desert sky still stayed astonishingly light. Then quite suddenly, the sun
vanished. Totality. A cheer went up. Sadly the 4x4 contingent immediately turned on their headlights on full
beam. Another shout went up, one of exasperation this time.
As I lay on my back, studying the eclipsed sun, those four minutes seemed to pass in no time at all. The reemergence of the sun, marked by a stunning double diamond ring, was dazzling. A rough intellectual
understanding of the scientific processes involved in an eclipse is one thing, but the visceral experience of
actually being there, in the middle of the Sahara, when the sun is blotted out, is something else entirely.
All too soon we were herded back on to the buses, in a state of high emotion after what must have been the best
eclipse viewing ever. Our driver had been asleep on the back seat throughout the big celestial event, but then he
must have been incredibly tired. Eventually he was awoken and our bus eased into the convoy for the trip back
to the ship. It was 518 kilometres and took seven and a quarter hours. However, we were perfectly content,
because the natural wonders we had seen made the gruelling travelling worth every minute.
Lynn Loader
AERIAL CITY ART
Home-bound traffic chokes city streets,
pent-up speed, impatient to be free.
But high above, unfettered,
hundreds of starlings soar and loop:
smooth contours composed of vigorous specks,
painting the city sky space
with mobile black pointillism on fading blue.
Amorphous flocks converge,
high speed interweavings,
split second diversions –
fluid abstractions, overlaying or blending,
drawn by compulsive energy
to congregate before dusk.
Unconscious artists,
illustrating freedom in exuberant flight,
enlivening the eyes of weary commuters,
(grounded at bus stops,
wings clipped in traffic jams),
with a fast-flying, ephemeral display.
As daylight diminishes, the patterns fragment,
lose altitude, and scatter among buildings,
or cluster thickly like leaves at the top of winter trees.
Ledges and window sills are darkly decorated
with restless birds perched feather to feather –
rows of weathered, living sculptures –
While starling chatter fills the air,
thrilling aerial show over,
before a quiet city night.
Linda Lee
“For many years there has been a large evening roost of starlings in
the centre of Bradford.” John Flood and Les Dewdney, The Wharfedale Naturalist – 2005, p11
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A NEW RECORD OF GLACIAL MELTWATER DEPOSITS
AND ASSOCIATED LANDFORMS IN WHARFEDALE
Reported here are the preliminary results of a geological survey of an area of Wharfedale with particular
emphasis on the glaciofluvial deposits, that is the sand and gravel deposited by glacial meltwaters towards the
end of the last ice age. The area lies upstream from Barden Bridge as far as the gorge of the River Wharfe at
Drebley, and Stangs Laithe [0622 5961] in the tributary valley of the Fir Beck (Fig.1). To the west the area
surveyed is bounded by the B6160
road and to the east by the road
known as Grape Lane.
As far as has been ascertained, no
other geological research has been
done in this area since the primary
geological survey carried out in the
19th Century by J. R. Dakyns and
published as a one inch to one milescale geological map in 1889. This
showed the area to lie within an
extensive outcrop of Millstone Grit
with the valley floored by alluvium.
In a subsequent account (Dakyns,
1893), no mention is made of this
part of the Dale below the rock
barrier cut by Drebley Gorge.
Raistrick (1931) only made brief
mention of this area (see below).
The present survey, however,
shows the area to be distinguished
both by an abundance of
glaciofluvial sand and gravel and
by the distinctive landforms
associated with these deposits.
These landforms are described and
interpreted to include an esker,
kame deltas and a braidplain or
sandur (see the glossary below).
Elsewhere in the dale between
Grassington and Kettlewell, postglacial terraces have been described
by Howard et al, (1998).
Landform descriptions
1. The esker
The
landforms
that
are
provisionally interpreted as a
dissected esker are located from
[0573 5908] at the up-valley end to
[0521 5853] at the down-valley end
(Fig. 1). The typical narrow-crested
symmetrical ridge appearance is
only seen towards the north-east
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end [0550 5901] at its nearest point to Drebley. Elsewhere, parts of it have been removed by erosion and those
that remain have an asymmetrical profile. This is because the esker abuts against the lower western slope of the
valley side so that the eastern slope is steep flanking the valley floor, whereas the western flank mostly forms a
terrace-like feature merging with the relatively gentle valley slope.
At its nearest point to the River Wharfe [0571 5906], about 200 metres downstream from the Stepping Stones,
the esker is represented by an isolated asymmetrical mound with a steep side towards the river and a probably
eroded crest orientated in an east-north-east to west-south-west direction.
There are no extensive exposures to indicate the composition of the esker and only scattered rabbit burrows
reveal the sand and gravel that is thought to constitute the bulk of the deposit. Shallow augering tends to confirm
this conclusion.
2. The kame deltas
There are two landform features that can be described under this heading. The first is located on the right bank of
the River Wharfe just west of the Stepping Stones [5735 5916] and is here referred to as the ‘Stepping Stones
Feature’. It takes the form of a steep sided promontory that merges on its north-west side with the gentle slope of
the valley side. The flat top of the promontory lies at about 140m OD and about 15m above the river level.
Sediment excavated by rabbits on the steep side facing the river indicates a section probably consisting of 5.6m
of sandy gravel underlain by 4.9m of gravelly sand.
The second landform feature is that on which Stangs Laithe [0622 5961] is situated at a height of about 160m
OD, some 25m above the River Wharfe. It is referred to here as the ‘Stangs Laithe Feature’. This may originally
have been an extensive flat-topped feature but shows evidence of having been dissected both by a former
meltwater channel and by workings for gravel. Raistrick’s (1931) description of this area is “A broad depression
with much gravel and silt runs round the end of the Grit ridge into the lower part of the Skyreholme Beck, and
may be the drift-filled Pre-Glacial river course”. This proposition may well be correct but would need to be
proved either by drilling or by geophysical methods. (On the current OS maps and Figure 1, the “Grit ridge” and
the “Skyreholme Beck” referred to by Raistrick are shown as “Haugh” and “Fir Beck”, respectively.)
On the eastern flank of the Stangs Laithe Feature, the Fir Beck has eroded an active scar revealing an excellent
section through the deposit consisting of 13.1m of sandy gravel overlying 12.5m of finely interlaminated sand,
clayey sand and silt. The lamination in the sand and silt appears to be horizontal indicating deposition in a quiet
body of water, probably a lake. This contrasts with the overlying coarse gravels. These are mainly of rounded
limestone pebbles, but include cobbles and small boulders up to 60cm in diameter supported in a matrix of
coarse sand. There are also some subrounded to subangular clasts of coarse sandstone and calcareous shale or
mudstone. The gravels were probably deposited in a vigorous glacial meltwater stream.
3. Other high level deposits
Scattered, poorly exposed sand and gravel deposits also occur south of Stangs Laithe near Gamsworth and Water
Gate farms. The largest and most prominent of these deposits forms three mound-like landforms attached to the
steep eastern slope of Wharfedale [0541 5774 to 0543 5793] north of Water Gate (Fig. 1). It is thought that the
mound like form is probably not original but is the result of dissection or gullying. The most northerly of the
three mounds [0542 5790] has numerous rabbit holes which indicate that it comprises about 5.0m of gravel
overlying about 8.3m of sand, a similar stratigraphy to the section exposed at Stangs Laithe. Angular sandstone
fragments and blocks up to 0.5m in diameter stick through the turf at the top of the mound and are thought to
represent a deposit of Head about 1.6m thick capping the mound and therefore post-dating the gravel. Head
probably also extensively mantles the valley slopes above the level of the mounds but its thickness is not known.
At Gamsworth, an excavation behind some new buildings has exposed a degraded section in Head and sandy
gravel, probably overlying loose brown sand. Further north between Gamsworth and Haugh Mill Farm there are
scattered small exposures of sand and gravel but no substantial deposits appear to be present. However, these
indications do suggest a continuity with the Stangs Laithe deposits and therefore a common origin from glacial
meltwaters, first forming a lake and then a river.
4. Valley floor deposits
Augering and scattered small exposures indicate that an extensive spread of gravel covers the valley floor to an
undetermined depth. The surface is undulating 2.5m – 5.0m above river level, the lower parts forming hollows
elongated down-valley representing former braided river channels. This feature is interpreted as a pro-glacial
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gravel braidplain or sandur with its upstream limit, in this particular stretch of Wharfedale, at the mouth of the
Drebley Gorge. The most recent alluvial floodplain starts just down-stream from the Stepping Stones below the
gorge and extends to and beyond the southern limit of the area.
Interpretation of landforms
The following are tentative and speculative suggestions as to how and when these landforms might have formed.
If the interpretation of the linear landform as a degraded esker is correct, then it must have formed in a meltwater
tunnel under a mass of ice, probably a melting ice sheet rather than a valley glacier. This eventually dwindled to
the extent that the eastern slopes of the main valley and the Fir Beck valley were, at least partially, ice-free with
an ice-dammed lake occupying the lower part of the Fir Beck valley and the eastern side of the main valley.
Laminated sands and silts were then deposited and accumulated on the floor of this lake perhaps while the main
sub-glacial river was still forming the esker. A temporary colder interval might then have shut off the supply of
meltwater. When melting resumed, the main meltwater river was forced by the ice to take a different course to
the east of the Haugh depositing its load of gravel and sand over the top of the former lake deposits to form the
Stangs Laithe Feature. At a later stage in the ice retreat, a second kame delta formed at a lower level forming the
Stepping Stones Feature. Eventually, the ice retreated from the valley floor and the pro-glacial meltwater river,
the precursor of the River Wharfe, spread its load of sand and gravel there in the form of a braidplain or sandur.
Finally, after the ice had melted, the modern river established its course, occasionally adding silt and fine sand to
the alluvium constituting its present day floodplain.
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Glossary
esker long, sinuous, steep-sided, narrow-crested ridge consisting of sand and gravel. It is laid down by glacial
meltwater either at the retreating edge of an ice sheet, or in a subglacial, or englacial ice tunnel.
kame delta flat topped mound of sand and gravel laid down in standing water at an ice margin.
braidplain a valley floor consisting of a number of stream or river channels separated by bars i.e. braided
channels.
sandur (outwash plain) extensive accumulation of rock debris built up by outwash in front of a glacier. Its
surface may be dissected by braided channels. (The name ‘sandur’ is Icelandic.)
head a poorly sorted and poorly stratified mixture of bedrock material (mostly sand and sandstone in this part of
Wharfedale) and glacial till. It has been mobilized and deposited mainly by downslope movement under freezethaw conditions, especially during the final stages of the last glaciation.
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STORY OF THE WOODPECKER
September 4th 2006
After four years in this home I eventually had the opportunity to find a Great Spotted Woodpecker on our peanut
feeder. I knew they were not far away. I could hear them in the woods but by chance had a long wait to actually
see them.
It was about 8 o’clock in the morning and it was a great thrill to achieve my goal
but the situation was rather strange. Twenty minutes later the bird was still on the
feeder not feeding at all and remaining in exactly the same position, but it was
able to turn its head. I suddenly realised it was stuck in the same position and had
got trapped. It experimented for the first time with different body positions
including trying to pull away with force without success but at last it gradually
moved its claw and with patience eventually found the only exit route which
consisted of an acrobatic downwards diagonal movement to allow release.
The happy ending and a more confident and brave return showed that he had learned a hard lesson. When he
returned to feed the next day his visit lasted exactly six minutes instead of half an hour. It happily fed with great
gusto in a typical woodpecker fashion and immediately left at the end of his meal.
Biddy Litten

THE KILLARNEY FERN STORY
On 22 February 2006 ten of our members met at Heber’s Ghyll Woods in Ilkley to visit some sites of the
Killarney Fern in its gametophyte form. Nicky Vernon describes it thus: Looking for it is a ‘bottoms-up’ job as it
grows in humid and shady places, usually in rock overhangs. It appears as a bright green felt-like growth, and
using our hand lenses we were able to see the network of branched filaments with their green chloroplasts,
looking like a mass of green alga.
So what is the story behind the Killarney Fern, a rare protected species in the British Isles? Well it could read
like a fairy tale… A beautiful princess is so hounded by suitors that she magically transforms herself into a plain
and dowdy woman who can pass anywhere without notice. And it
takes a hundred years before it’s realised what has happened to her.
But will she ever change back to her former glory?
At the height of the Victorian fern craze the Killarney Fern was a
prized object to be passionately collected and grown in one’s fernery or
Wardian case. The countryside was scoured for plants, there being no
garden centres then, until inevitably the fern became virtually extinct,
and to this day, any remaining sites for it remain closely guarded
secrets.
Killarney Fern (Trichomanes speciosum) is one of the filmy ferns
with fronds so gossamer thin that you can see right through them if
held up to the light, and indeed their width is just the thickness of one
cell. Lots of moisture or high humidity is needed to maintain such
delicate tissues so the fern hides in caves or holes amongst boulders
especially near streams and waterfalls. Being evergreen, the fronds are
frost sensitive, so an equable winter temperature is desirable and thus
their main habitat tends to lie along the Atlantic fringe of Britain and
Ireland, and further south in western France, northern Spain and
Macaronesia. The fronds can grow quite slowly in our climate taking
years to reach up to 50 centimetres in length, and in the process
becoming increasingly dissected, lace-like and delicate in appearance,
which made them irresistible to the Victorian collectors. There was one
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recorded colony in our area, at Bell Bank near Bingley, which became extinct by 1800.
But this is just half of the story. In the life-cycle of ferns the fronds that we recognise as the fern are called
sporophytes because they produce and distribute the spores, countless millions of them. These spores eventually
fall to ground and under the right conditions germinate into a small piece of tissue called the gametophyte, which
bears the male antheridia and female archegonia sex organs. If fertilised successfully the archegonia will then
develop into the sporophyte form we readily recognise.
It was not until the 1960s in America that a
botanist discovered a different behaviour in the
Killarney Fern. Its gametophyte was not a small
piece of tissue like most ferns; rather it was seen to
grow as long filaments composed of cells around
200 x 50 microns in size, linked end to end. Lots of
chlorophyll producing chloroplasts give a bright
blue-green colour and aid photosynthesis in the
low light conditions under boulders or in caves.
Small brown rootlets called rhizoids anchor the
filaments to the substrate and extract nutrients, so
giving the gametophyte the ability to exist almost
indefinitely. Another feature is the production of
branching gemmae which allow the filaments to
multiply and if broken off can then themselves exist independently, thus allowing for vegetative reproduction
and spread of the colony. What is not understood is why in many cases the sexual organs do not develop, so no
sporophytes can grow.
Armed with this knowledge, pteridologists started looking afresh around the country and hundreds of new
locations were found where the gametophyte form was flourishing successfully, and in many instances far away
from known sporophytes. It is a plant of hard acidic rocks and the gritstones of Lower Wharfedale, Airedale and
Nidderdale provide ideal homes, especially in well wooded locations and where the light level is too low for it to
be out-competed by mosses and liverworts. Heber’s Ghyll, as on our visit, and nearby Panorama Woods are
good places to explore for it. Also it’s in one or two places on Otley Chevin, so we may get the chance to see a
colony on a forthcoming summer outing.
One question remains, and that is, will this ‘plain’ gametophyte ever grow sexual organs and develop into the
beautiful sporophyte? Nobody yet knows what might trigger this off. But with global warming giving warmer
wetter conditions, if sporophytes did develop they may well have better chances of long term survival. One piece
of good news is that at one unspecified location in the north of England new sporophytes are starting to grow,
albeit very slowly (one centimetre growth can take ten years). I’ve not yet seen any signs of sporophyte growth
among our local populations, but who knows what the future might bring. Let’s keep watching!
Bruce Brown and Nicky Vernon

WNS AND ILKLEY MOOR
In view of the recent controversies over the Moor and its future management, we thought it might be useful to
the Committee to have the following brief outline of some of the work done by the Society in the past. The
Committee suggested that we should include it in The Wharfedale Naturalist so that all members could read it.
(JED & JLD)
In 1960 WNS embarked on a detailed study of the ecology of Ilkley Moor i.e. that part of the Moor owned and
managed by Bradford Council. It all started from a challenging question posed by Mary Dalby (WNS President,
1967-68) about changes in vegetation, more particularly the decline of the heather and increase in crowberry,
and deepened into a full-scale investigation of the flora and fauna of the area. The Society’s most successful
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research project, it involved large numbers of members, including enthusiastic juniors, led to several
publications and exhibitions and was featured in a BBC radio programme – The Northern Naturalist. The data
was subsequently used in the early 1990s as the baseline for a further study of the Moor by Bradford University
Environmental Science Department.
Investigative Methods – large-scale, small-scale and specialised.
The Society was fortunate in having support, advice and practical help from members of the Botany Dept. at
Leeds University, and Dr Fidler, a member of the Society, scrutinised the various methods employed to collect
data. These ranged from large-scale work which could be done by interested amateurs to very precise scientific
investigations needing expert knowledge.
Member’ records and observations – especially of mobile wildlife like the birds and mammals on the Moor –
formed part of the information compiled, but a whole range of other special surveys were undertaken.
Assessing the prevalence of crowberry on tracts of moorland involved a large number of members, including
juniors. Pairs walked along parallel lines stopping every five paces to record ‘crowberry’ or ‘no crowberry’
underfoot. The results of such vegetation surveys were expertly mapped by Mr Bottomly (who had done
mapping work for the military during WW2.).
Botanical transects involving recording every 5cm required more knowledge and expertise. Taking core
samples from peat bogs like Crawshaw Moss required help from Dr Bartley, and the University helped with the
analysis. The results give fascinating insights into past changes in vegetation.
A broader view of the evidence was gained when we were given access to aerial photographs, taken as part of
an aerial survey of northern moorland, a project under the leadership of Dr J K St Joseph of Cambridge
University.
Outcomes and Publications
In addition to the radio programme mentioned above, which was presented by Walter Flesher (WNS President
1962-63) – a seasoned broadcaster and for many years gamekeeper on Burley Moor – and featured a recording
of juniors in action counting crowberry, there were a number of talks and exhibitions for local people and ongoing reports in the Society’s annual Transactions (now The Wharfedale Naturalist).
A copy of the final report, The Ecology of Ilkley Moor, is lodged with other WNS material in the West Yorkshire
Archives (WYA) in Bradford, as is a photocopy of the vegetation map.
A number of papers arising from the research were published in the YNU journal, The Naturalist, and reprints of
these are also held by the WYA (see list below).
Further related work and publications
The detailed knowledge of the Moor amassed during the project fed into later WNS publications – The Geology
Trail, Nature Trail and The Birds of Ilkley Moor.
Alistair Headley, a former junior member, did botanical research on the ecology along the pipe-line (dug 1970,
seeded 1971) across the Moor as part of his undergraduate work at Bradford University. This involved belt
transects and statistical analysis.
In 1978 Joan Duncan, helped by Dr Bartley, applied computer technology to some of the Survey studies. She
described this work in her presidential address to the YNU.
In the 1990s the Dept. of Environmental Science at Bradford University did its own survey of the Moor using
the WNS material as base-line.
Conclusion
In the Ilkley Moor project and its results, the WNS has a unique picture of the Moor in the early 1960s and this,
together with our records over the years, gives us a body of knowledge which should be part of any new
decision-making about the future management of this important publicly owned space.
The following articles from the YNU publication, The Naturalist, are listed in The Story of our Society:
Dalby M (1961) The ecology of Crowberry (Empetrum nigrum) on Ilkley Moor, 1959-1960 No. 877: 37-40
Dalby M (1963) A Preliminary Survey of the bryophytes of Ilkley Moor, No. 885: 43-46
Dalby M (1973) Briological observations on some of the bogs and flushes of Ilkley Moor, No. 927: 133-135
Dalby M, Fidler JH, Fidler A and Duncan JE (1971) The vegetative changes on Ilkley Moor, No. 917: 49-56
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Draper FC and Walker P (1963) The fungi of Ilkley Moor, No. 887: 127-133
Fidler JH (1963) The role of sheep in the degeneration of bracken on Ilkley Moor, No.885: 41-42
Fidler JH, Dalby M and Duncan JE (1970) The plant communities of Ilkley Moor, No. 913 41-48
Laming PD (1969) The geology of Ilkley Moor, No. 909: 53-55

Much of the above information was drawn from the WNS booklet, The Story of our Society. We also found John
Flood’s analysis of the West Yorkshire Archives holding of WNS material very useful.
Joan Duncan and Jenny Dixon

MY YEAR
Dorothy Marjoram has a long history as a Wharfedale Naturalist. She was President of the Society, and many
of us remember how much we used to look forward to her lectures. Now 93 years old, she is a regular
attender at WNS meetings and, as you will see, still very interested in all aspects of natural history. (Ed).
2006 was the sixtieth anniversary of the founding of the Wharfedale Naturalists Society and it was my sixtieth
anniversary as a member. I am pleased still to be able to attend meetings with the help of good friends and,
although I can no longer be as active, I enjoy my natural history from the armchair or the car seat.
Every morning I feed the birds and look forward to their visits – just the usual garden birds, sparrows, starlings,
blackbirds, a robin, tits and collared doves. There has been a sparrow-hawk around recently too. It left behind
one of its victims, a pigeon, for me to find.
I look forward to visiting my family in North Wales, where I see far more species from their window –
chaffinches, long-tailed tits and, this year, tree creeper, nuthatch and green woodpecker. At different seasons
there are the flowers in the countryside to enjoy. This year the rowans were weighted down with fruit and the
hawthorn bushes a crimson glow.
In June, a week in Northumberland gave me a chance to see
some of the sea birds. At St Abbs Head the kittiwakes were
still at their nests on the cliffs, and, at Bamburgh, I had very
good views of eider ducks with their families, swimming near
the rocky shore. Nearby, a shag stood on a little rock until the
incoming tide washed it off its perch. Inland it was much
quieter than on the coast. Chaffinches and pied wagtails came
to our picnic spots and black-headed gulls flew overhead.
What a surprise to find a new flower for my list – a hybrid monkey flower, not yellow like the ordinary variety,
but rust coloured.
I could not manage a wander on the dunes on Holy Island. I had to be satisfied with images of the orchids on a
digital camera at the time. However, I was able to get on my feet and look around a small nature reserve on the
cliff tops just south of Berwick on Tweed, and enjoy a very colourful display of flowers. There was thyme,
lady’s bedstraw, blood red geranium, rest harrow, viper’s bugloss and orchids. It was a real treat on the last day
of my holiday.
I found the summer weather too hot for sitting out in the garden, and no frog took up residence, but the mouse
that lives in the wall was there and came out to feed on grain scattered from the bird table.
As autumn came I noticed the changes in the colours of the trees when I was taken out shopping. A trip to
Bolton Abbey woods came just at the right time to see the trees all aglow.
Now, back at home with all my memories, I still watch the birds.
Dorothy Marjoram
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DRAGONFLIES AT OTLEY WETLANDS AND TIMBLE INGS
Mating pair of
Blue-tailed Damselfly

Dragonfly observation at these two sites has proved very rewarding
during 2006, with a new species at Otley Wetlands and important habitat
improvement at Timble Ings. They have, together with Low Dam near
Thruscross, been our area’s best sites for some years, but whilst Low
Dam has deteriorated greatly over the last two to three years due to
habitat changes, Otley Wetlands and Timble Ings have become by far our
prime sites, both in terms of numbers of breeding species, and number of
individual dragonflies and damselflies present.
Accepted records of the number of species seen within our Society’s
area is currently 20. They are:
Damselflies (Zygoptera)
Large Red, Common Blue, Azure,
Blue-tailed and Emerald Damselflies, and Banded Demoiselle.
Dragonflies (Anisoptera)
Common, Ruddy, Black and Red-veined
Darter, Black-tailed Skimmer, Four-spotted and Broad-bodied
Chaser, Brown, Common, Southern and Migrant Hawker,
Emperor, Lesser Emperor and Golden-ringed Dragonfly.
With the exception of Golden-ringed all the above have been seen at
Otley Wetlands, but Lesser Emperor and Red-veined Darter only as
visitors. At Timble Ings the total of accepted species seen is 17, the
exceptions being Black-tailed Skimmer, Lesser Emperor and Red-veined
Darter.

Otley Wetlands
At Otley Wetlands, beginning usually in May and continuing through into summer, a gradual build up of
teneral and subsequently mature damselflies occurs, with considerable numbers present of most species, some
running into hundreds in June, July and August. A particular delight is the Banded Demoiselle which breeds
along the River Wharfe and spreads into the reserve. It may be seen from mid June to mid-August, ten at any one
time being a good number. With its large wings, undulating flight and gorgeous metallic colours it adds greatly
to the dragonfly scene.
Amongst the dragonflies an early one to emerge is the Four-spotted Chaser and numerous males can be seen by
early June continuing through to August, often perched on prominent waterside vegetation, regularly flying out
low over the water attempting to drive off other males, or seeking insect food. Over the past few years an
occasional Broad-bodied Chaser has been recorded, usually a single male or female passing through. In 2005
Black-tailed Skimmer was first seen, the few present usually to be found alongside the Conservation Lake, liking
to rest on open stony stretches of bank, between regular flights out over the water.
Darters are much in evidence from June to October, the Common Darter being one of the most common
dragonfly species with 100+ counts by late August. There are a few Black Darters present, but to see three on a
visit would be satisfactory, as would up to six Ruddy Darter, say in mid-August. The Red-veined Darter,
common in mainland Europe is a species regularly coming into Britain as an immigrant, and in early September,
2002 Pat Limb was lucky enough to record one here. In 2005 three or four were present for a few weeks at
Farnham, a Harrogate Naturalists Society reserve.
The really large dragonflies present here are the Hawkers and Emperor, with Brown Hawker well represented
from late June through to October, and on a bright sunny day in August 30+ would not be unexpected, including
mated females exploring water growing vegetation along lake and ditch side for suitable ovipositing sites.
Throughout the summer a few Common Hawker and Southern Hawker will be present hawking for smaller
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insect food, and will already have been on the wing for some weeks before numbers of Migrant Hawker emerge
and fly. From August through to mid-October they can be quite numerous, males being especially noticeable and
with care permitting a close approach, their females however are much less easy to detect. Counts of 20+ and
30+ again on a bright sunny day in September being the norm, with 50+ observed on 11th September 2006,
including a few mating pairs and subsequent ovipositing alone by the females.
For a few years Emperor Dragonfly has been recorded at Otley Wetlands, the best time to look being from late
June to late July. Usually males with their bright blue colouring are the ones seen, normally only one or two,
through three have been seen together. The occasional female may also be present.
A considerable surprise to a number of our members on 15th July 2006 was the sight of a male Lesser Emperor
flying fast and low over the Conservation Lake for a short time. There was also a sighting of this species at
Farnham about the same time. At Farnham in 2005 a pair had been present and had bred. Over the past decade
this species has been recorded in Britain, being an immigrant from Southern Europe, but tending to spread
further north in increasing numbers. Records initially were from southern counties but over the last three years it
has become more widespread with a number of records as far north as Yorkshire. In 2005 countrywide about 30
individuals were observed, and this number increased to about 50 during 2006.
Regular visits to Otley Wetlands are much to be recommended as there is usually a good deal of dragonfly
activity to be observed, and with relative newcomers such as Black-tailed Skimmer and Emperor present, and the
chance of a real rarity such as Red-veined Darter or Lesser Emperor who knows what you might discover.
Timble Ings
Timble Ings vies with Otley Wetlands for recognition as our best dragonfly site. It is mainly conifer plantation
in a moorland situation with rides and streams and some felled and open areas. As mentioned earlier the
accepted species total is 17 with Golden-ringed dragonfly a speciality, its choice of breeding site being moorland
streams some of which rise on the surrounding moorland and flow through Timble Ings and it is both there and
along forest rides that this handsome black and yellow insect may be seen, June and July being the most likely
period. Twelve were recorded in mid-July 2005, and eight on 15th July 2006.
Timble Ings has a good population of damselflies, and is an excellent place to observe the Emerald damselfly.
Common Darter is present in good numbers and each year a few Black Darters are about. Four-spotted Chasers
are well established residents, as are some of the Hawkers. An occasional immature Banded Demoiselle has been
seen. Whilst its normal habitat is alongside the River Wharfe where it breeds, when immature they can spread far
and wide before eventually returning to the riverside. A male was recorded at Timble on 19th June 2005 and a
female on 28th June 2006.
Emperor dragonflies have been seen for a few years, and in July
2005 at the well established Timble pond six males and two
ovipositing females were there together on the 16th. Males and
females have been regularly seen at Timble in 2006, some taking
advantage of the new ponds, the construction of which by Yorkshire
Water was instigated and managed by Geoff Lomas. These ponds
have greatly improved the habitat here for wildlife in general, and in
particular the dragonflies, many of which have been observed in
2006 at these ponds, with considerable ovipositing taking place.
A major beneficiary of these new ponds, which are in groups in a
number of areas within Timble Ings, has been the Broad-bodied
Chaser, a species with a record of colonising new ponds, but up to
this year seen in our area mainly as one passing through with just a
few sightings each year, though in 2000 a pair were present at
Timble Pond and the female was observed ovipositing. In July 2005
a mature female was seen and one can perhaps speculate that, whilst
not observed or reported, further mating and ovipositing may have
occurred in other recent years. The growth period of the larvae,
ranging from one to three years to emergence and depending largely
Mating pair of Golden-ringed Dragonfly
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upon water temperature and availability of food, may have resulted in the unexpected and dramatic increase in
numbers seen this year around the new ponds at Timble Ings. This is quite likely as in mid June a number of
females with immature colours were present for some days feeding and resting around brambles, prior to
developing mature colours and moving to the ponds. Of the total of 24 observed (16 male and 8 female) it is
possible that some passing through may have come across the new ponds, but highly likely that the majority, if
not all, had emerged from the well established Timble pond itself, or some other nearby pond in the Washburn
Valley.
The benefit of these new ponds has been considerable in 2006 and hopefully will continue to improve in future
years and further enhance the dragonfly status of Timble Ings, already a jewel in the Wharfedale Naturalists
Society area.
David Alred



REPORTS OF WNS ACTIVITIES IN 2006

THE UPS (AND DOWNS) OF BIRDING FIELD DAYS IN 2006
Like the curate’s egg, the birding field days in 2006 were good in parts! Twelve sites were visited on the eight
trips, with a total of 97 species being recorded. As in previous years, the visit to the RSPB site at Old Moor
along with two nearby Ings in the Dearne Valley, yielded the highest number with 61 species. The average
number of birds seen per visit was 47, higher than the average for the past five years of almost 41. Three of the
trips were very poorly attended, and the planned visit to the Lower Derwent Valley Wetlands in October was
postponed to January 2007 due to flooding not having taken place, hence a lack of wildfowl.
The four people who visited Dunsop Bridge and Stocks Reservoir in May had a most rewarding day, but
venturing into Lancashire was too much of a hazard for others! John Flood’s trip to Potteric Carr clashed with an
England World Cup match, result being only three people on the visit. Two of us visited Grass Wood on one of
the worst days of the ‘Summer’ – 8°C, heavy rain and high winds – and we eventually aborted the trip and
retreated to the warmth (and dry) of our homes!
However the remaining trips were well attended with 18-20 people and some good birdwatching. A feature of
the 2006 season was the high number of birds (24) which were only recorded at one site. These were as follows,
Rodley: Wheatear, Goosander. Farnham: Mistle T, Chiffchaff, Coal Tit. Staveley: Cuckoo, Swift, Sky Lark.
Dunsop Bridge: Dipper, Spotted Flycatcher, Treecreeper. Potteric Carr: Black-necked Grebe, House Martin,
Garden Warbler. Blacktoft Sands: Garganay, Ruff, Black-tailed Godwit, Reed Warbler. Old Moor: Hobby,
Golden Plover, Curlew, Sandpiper, Willow Tit, Linnet.
John Flood’s summary of Bird Field Days for the past five years gave a total of 1627 records from 40 visits,
averaging almost 41 birds per visit and over 130 species being recorded. This amply illustrates how fortunate we
are to have such a diverse range of birds in our area. Many thanks to John for producing this breakdown and also
the annual bird list. Also thanks to Peter and Barbara Murphy who arranged and led the visit to Rodley Nature
Reserve, and Nevil Bowland for the trip to Farnham and Staveley Reserves.
Watch this space (or rather, look in the programme) for details of new sites we are planning to visit in 2007.
Newcomers to birdwatching are most welcome – make a point to join us on at least one or two visits in 2007,
you’ll be most welcome.
Harry Jevons
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GEOLOGY FIELD EXCURSIONS IN 2006
(led by Neil Aitkenhead unless otherwise stated)
Fountains Abbey area, Tuesday, 6th June.
A fine warm day encouraged 22 members and friends to join a walk in the area around this famous Cistercian
Abbey and World Heritage Site. Starting at the new National Trust Visitor Centre, we first walked via St Mary’s
Church over the Studley Deer Park, an undulating area of glacial till. Eventually we descended to the gorge of
the River Skell, known as ‘The Valley of the Seven Bridges’. After crossing six of these, we arrived at the first
geological locality [2890 6906] where we found beds of rubbly dolomitic limestone at river level overlooked by
an inaccessible crag of the same rock but of a more massive character. These rocks belong to the Cadeby
Formation (formerly known as the Lower Magnesian Limestone) of Late Permian age.
Scattered exposures of similar rocks were seen
upstream
but after walking round the largest of
Neil indicating cross-bedding
the ornamental lakes in this valley we
experienced one of the highlights of the day
namely the finding of tiny white fossils in the
limestone by the path below the Octagon Tower
[2804 6904]. Retired palaeontologist Jack
Pattison subsequently identified these as the
marine foraminifera Agathamminia pusilla
(Grainitz) thus proving that these limestones
were formed in the sea known as the Zechstein
Sea that is thought to have extended eastwards
from what is now the Pennines to Poland some
260 million years ago.
The published geological map (BGS Harrogate
Sheet 62) indicates that at some point our route
would cross the unconformity where the Permian
Cadeby Formation rests on the Lower Plompton Grit of Carboniferous age. This unconformity is beautifully
exposed in the cliff below Knaresborough Castle but here, in order to reveal is approximate position, we had to
search for fragments of coarse gritstone in the bank beside the path. However, we soon saw this grit well
exposed in old quarries adjacent to the Abbey ruins and in the ruins themselves where we also examined two or
three small columns made of the highly crinoidal Nidderdale Marble. This rare ornamental building stone was
also seen at the entrance to Fountains Hall, our final stop before returning to the Visitor Centre.
Clapham and Ingleborough, Tuesday 8th August.
This walk from Clapham up Ingleborough via Clapdale and Gaping Gill, and down to Newby Cote, was enjoyed
by ten geologically inclined Nats members and friends plus Dougie, a Highland Terrier whose extremely short
legs were more than compensated for by great energy and enthusiasm. A geological highlight of the walk was
the stop at Cat Holes in Clapdale where the basal Carboniferous unconformity is well exposed. Here we actually
stood on a planed off eroded surface of rocks that had been folded, cleaved and uplifted then worn down over a
period of about 40 million years in late Devonian times. Beds of limestone seen overlying this surface were then
deposited some 330 million years ago. Later, we ascended Trow Gill, a deep dry gorge through these limestones
thought to have been mainly eroded by glacial meltwaters. Although the day was cloudy, the cloud base was
above the summit of Ingleborough allowing fairly extensive views.
Plompton Rocks and Almscliffe Crag, Tuesday 26th September.
These two craggy escarpments of Millstone Grit are in completely contrasting topographical situations.
Plompton Rocks overlook a tranquil lake in the middle of a wood just off the Harrogate–Wetherby Road,
whereas Almscliffe Crag stands high, isolated and conspicuous on the northern slopes of Wharfedale NE of
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Otley. After visiting Plompton Rocks by special permission of the owners, we fitted in a quick visit to
Knaresborough Gorge to see the fine exposure of the basal Permian unconformity in the cliff by the road beneath
the castle. This was the important geological boundary which we had located but not actually seen near
Fountains Abbey during our walk there in June.
Plompton Rocks probably formed as a result of glacial meltwater erosion at the margin of the Vale of York ice
stream. However, in the case of Almscliffe Crag, it was probably the ice itself moving eastwards from the
Pennine ice cap that sculpted this feature followed by severe wind erosion as it emerged from the retreating ice.
The fact that the sandstone here is double the thickness of that in the adjacent part of the escarpment is also
thought to be a causative factor.
Neil Aitkenhead
SUMMER COACH OUTING – LEIGHTON MOSS AND GAIT BARROWS
3rd June, 2006
After weeks of much-needed but nevertheless very unpleasant rain, Wharfedale Naturalists had the good fortune
to enjoy a day of sunshine and cloudless skies for their summer outing. The countryside en route was a constant
delight of hawthorn blossom and rich hay meadows with almost every other garden flaunting the glorious yellow
of laburnum trees.
We chose to spend the full day at Leighton Moss where our first stop was at the Bird Feeding Station where a
Grey Partridge with nine tiny chicks got us off to a good start to the day. At the nearby Lilian Hide we could
only identify Black-headed Gulls but as they had nests and chicks on the small islands we found them more
interesting than usual. In one tiny pool Mrs Mallard with her brood of eight allowed them to have their fun in
the water before calling them to order and waddling off down the path followed by her large family.
Yellow Flag Iris grew in great profusion by the water and in the woodland I noted delicate Speedwells, some
Ox-eye Daisies, not as many Ramsons as I expected, Campions and a group of Kingcups. Dragonflies swooped
around and we spent some time searching for an unusual white Fragrant Orchid growing at the path side, spotted
two years ago by Eric which our expert botanists decided was not rare but ‘interesting’ (which earned Eric a
Brownie point). No luck this year; we were told we were too early for it to be in flower.
Ignored by a pair of swans, that did not seem to have bred this year, a Tufted Duck sat on its nest by one of the
channels amid the dense reed beds. Hemmed in on both sides by reeds considerably taller than us I felt
somewhat suffocated and would not have been surprised to meet Bogart pulling the ‘African Queen’.
In the hides we are generally lucky and find fellow members with far greater knowledge than we had, who
cheerfully tell us what is around and invite us to look through their ’scopes. This way we saw Shelduck, Pochard
and Spoonbill.
After a welcome cuppa and cake in the excellent cafe we noted Greylag, Coot, Moorhen, Lapwing and Oyster
Catcher from the various hides, then tired but happy reported back at the coach for the 4.30 p.m. roll-call. Here,
thanks to David Alred and our obliging driver we learnt we were to do a detour before the journey home to see a
Lady’s Slipper Orchid. A short distance from the R.S.P.B. reserve, David had found this rare flower down a
road barely wide enough for the coach, which after disembarking us had to travel some way in order to turn
round! The plant with just four flower heads was in splendid condition and guarded by a member of English
Nature who distributed leaflets, and it seems it is known as the Silverdale Orchid and has been there for over a
century. Cameras were very busy and for several members this was their first sighting of the famous flower –
truly the frosting on the cake of a very happy day. (See photograph on back cover.)
Yet again we have to thank Ken Limb for his meticulous arrangements and constant checking that ensures noone gets left behind, and also Mr Beecroft, not only for his careful driving but also for so cheerfully coping with
the hazards of that Orchid safari.
Now read on for the sightings that the REAL naturalists achieved, thanks as always to Ken Limb and his backseat gang.
Margaret Hutchinson
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Meanwhile at Gaitbarrows – in search of the Duke
Six of us elected to spend the whole day at Gait Barrows, a National Nature reserve with a large area of
limestone pavement. Our goal was the Duke of Burgundy butterfly. This pretty insect looks like a small fritillary,
but is actually the only European member of the Metalmark family (Riodinidae). It is at its northern British limit
at Gait Barrows and is nationally quite scarce.
Our quest took us first over limestone pavements with numerous ferns poking
out of the grikes (the deep fissures between the flat blocks or clints). Hard
Shield Fern, with its glossy green fronds cast pretty shadows on the rock,
Hart’s Tongue looked elegant, and Wall-rue and Maidenhair Spleenwort were
tucked well down in the shade. The trees are naturally dwarf here (because of
the dry conditions on the pavement) and include Yew, Ash, Elm, Rowan and
Hazel. We soon saw our first Dingy Skipper (only seen very occasionally in
Wharfedale), and there were many more to follow. Brimstone butterflies were
easy, and two daffodil-yellow males danced right in front of us. The female is
creamy in colour and at a distance could be mistaken for a Large White, but
Brimstone
has a different shape and ‘jizz’. Pearl-bordered and Small Pearl-bordered
Fritillaries flitted past but rarely alighted to let us see the underwing pattern
(essential in telling the difference between the two, relative size depending on
how well the caterpillars fed!). From later examination of our photographs, we’re pretty sure we did see both. An
unplanned detour through Strang Wood (we took a wrong turn!) produced several Speckled Wood basking on
sunlit leaves, but still no sign of the Duke.
Wood ant nests are common at Gait Barrows and look like large piles of dead straw. The ants seem to roam
everywhere and climb aboard unsuspecting feet. The bite is quite painful, and at times we had to be quite
determined to stand still to take pictures!
We chose a lunch spot amidst the Cowslips and Primroses (the food plants
of the Duke) and waited expectantly. A fast-flying Dingy Skipper caused a
Duke of
flurry of excitement (and a dropped sandwich!). Then a couple of local
Burgundy
naturalists appeared, and must have thought we looked bona fide, because
they directed us to another spot a hundred yards away. An excited shout from
Peter brought us rushing (carefully) to where he stood. There sat a beautiful
Duke of Burgundy on a nice fresh bramble leaf a foot from the ground, ready
to take on all comers (he’s a pugnacious little butterfly). He sat obligingly
whilst we photographed front, back and underside until disturbed by a Small
Pearl-bordered Fritillary. He gave chase and we departed satisfied that we
had seen one of Britain’s rarer butterflies.
In all, we saw twelve species of butterfly (Dingy Skipper, Large White,
Green-veined White, Orange-tip, Brimstone, Pearl and Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary, Peacock, Red Admiral,
Speckled Wood, Duke of Burgundy, Green Hairstreak; plus Common Blue seen by the afternoon party),
Cinnabar, Speckled Yellow and Brown Silver-line moths, Common Blue, Azure, Blue-tailed and Large Red
Damselflies, 4-spot Chaser (plus Broad-bodied Chaser seen by David Alred in the afternoon). Some of the
afternoon party also found the rare Angular Solomon’s-seal.
Notwithstanding the odd ant bite (and one tick found later), we had a splendid time on a glorious sunny day.
Anne Riley

YOCKENTHWAITE FLOWER MEADOWS, SATURDAY 1ST JULY 2006
There were 22 of us on the trip to the Yockenthwaite flower meadows – on what promised to be a lovely sunny
day with just a bit of high cloud to moderate the temperature. We walked downstream from Yockenthwaite farm
for only about a mile and back the same way starting out soon after 10am and returning to the cars around 3pm.
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On the bridge we found Maidenhair Spleenwort, Wall Rue and Brittle Bladder Fern.
Proceeding along the riverside path, the fields were golden with Long-rooted Catsear and Lesser Trefoil with
some lovely patches of Tormentil. Patches of blue Meadow Cranesbill stood out in contrast. The Kidney Vetch
was past its best and there were just a few Common Rockrose in flower on the rocky hillside.
It is the drooping buds that give Melancholy Thistle its name (in the 17th Century Nicholas Culpeper claimed
that a potion made by steeping the leaves of the plant in wine ‘expels superfluous Melancholy out of the Body,
and makes a man as merry as a cricket’). Anyway, the large pinky-purple flowers make a pretty picture and are a
magnet for bees. Salad and Great Burnet were flowering in the long grass along with patches of the delicate
flowers of Fairy Flax. Also known as Purging Flax (Linum catharticum), an infusion of its bruised stems gently
simmered in wine (much use seems to have been made of wine in old remedies!) was widely used as a purgative.
Here and there were the tiny flowers of Common Milkwort in all shades from pale pink to dark blue.
The orchids were rather disappointing after last year when there were many hundreds. Common Spotted
Orchids were dotted up the hillside and we found several of the sweet-smelling Fragrant Orchid. The rosy-pink
flowers have really quite a strong smell of cloves.
There was a super example of Dryad’s Saddle (Polyporus
squamosus) fungus on a fallen tree across the river. The butterflies
were good with many Common Blue (there were a few patches of
Birdsfoot Trefoil which is the main food plant for the caterpillars).
This pretty butterfly has not had a good year at Sun Lane Nature
Reserve, nor at other of its usual sites in the lower Valley, so it was
nice to see plenty up the Dale.
There was a sprinkling of Pignut which is the larval food plant of the
now not-so-common Chimney Sweeper moth and indeed we saw
around 20 of these attractive day-flying moths. Young Alasdair
Cooke found a green caterpillar which we photographed and later
identified to be the larva of a Clouded Drab moth. Northern Hawker
dragonflies were seen over the river, but the insect highlight had to be
a Humming-bird Hawkmoth which joined us on the riverbank over lunch and caused great excitement (and
frustration) amongst the photographers as it flitted from flower to flower.
Birds were well represented too, with Grey Wagtail, Dipper, Common Sandpiper, and three Tree Pipits. On the
way back to the cars, we noticed a Spotted Flycatcher behaving suspiciously round the bridge, and sure enough
were able to locate the nest in a hole in the stonework. We watched for just a little while, then retreated for fear
we’d put them off feeding young.
A most enjoyable trip!
Anne Riley
WINTER OUTING TO MARTIN MERE – 18TH NOVEMBER 2006
For the winter outing this year, we returned to Martin Mere and the North West Bird Watchers’ Festival. We
woke to a beautiful, very frosty morning – 1˚C on the Chevin – but 3˚C by the time we met the coach.
The last pick-up was in Addingham, then our President, Peter Riley, handed pamphlets with information about
the day’s programme of lectures. He also noted a rainbow ahead – what did that tell us? Yes, a beautiful double
rainbow as we approached Preston and then, at 10.09am, RAIN! It did soon stop, but we had showers on and off
most of the day – hailstones as we came out of one hide, and a biting cold wind. However, nothing could spoil
the spectacle of the birds we saw from the dry hides. The best sighting for us was a peregrine falcon on the
ground seen through Ken Limb’s telescope for several minutes, and then two more on a fence. From another
hide we saw a beautiful kingfisher, then a great spotted woodpecker close by and a marsh harrier in the distance,
also a water rail and a fine stoat.
Several of our members attended one or more lectures, which they greatly enjoyed, in the dry warmth of the
lecture theatre.
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Our grateful thanks to Peter for planning the trip and to Ken Limb for organising the booking and travel and
for compiling the list of sightings printed below. Thanks too to our excellent driver.
Martin Mere certainly has something for everyone and plenty of shelter for a November visit.
We thoroughly enjoyed the return journey with great fun at the back of the coach among the usual
troublemakers! Kind folk handed round sweets and nobody fell asleep.
In one of the hides I read this thought-provoking paragraph which made me think of the Otley Wetlands
Nature Reserve and the useful work going on there:
“Everywhere on earth wetlands are being destroyed little by little. And yet they are essential to the ecological
balance of the planet.
If they disappear, life itself disappears – animals, plants, human life.
Let’s not deny our children their future”

Audrey Bowland
Great Cormorant
Grey Heron
Mute Swan
Tundra Swan (Bewick’s)
Whooper Swan
Pink-footed Goose
Greylag Goose
Canada Goose
Barnacle Goose
Shelduck
Wigeon
Teal
Mallard

Northern Pintail
Common Pochard
Tufted Duck
Goldeneye
Marsh Harrier
Common Buzzard
Kestrel
Peregrine Falcon
Pheasant
Water Rail
Moorhen
Coot
Lapwing

Ruff
Redshank
Black-headed Gull
Wood Pigeon
Collared Dove
Kingfisher
Great-spotted Woodpecker
Pied Wagtail
Wren
Dunnock
Robin
Blackbird
Redwing

Long-tailed Tit
Coal Tit
Blue Tit
Great Tit
Magpie
Jackdaw
Carrion Crow
Starling
House Sparrow
Tree Sparrow
Chaffinch
Greenfinch
Goldfinch
KL

THE MICROSCOPE GROUP
The group met on six occasions during the winter months, beginning in January, when
members brought specimens ranging from pond water with amoeba to fossil fish scales to
three types of polypody fern, distinguished by the number of cells in the annulus of their
spore capsules.
An evening of Bryophytes (Mosses and Liverworts) led by Barry Wright followed, with a
challenge to identify five different mosses. Using keys, charts and a CD Rom, the
differences in leaf structure could be appreciated.
Another visiting expert, John Webb, ran a workshop on Myxomycetes (Slime moulds).
These fascinating entities, first named in 1654, resemble single celled amoeba in their
streaming movement but reproduce by spores like fungi. The four genera are classified by spore ornamentation.
Using a combination of x125 magnification and oil immersion x500 magnification of these were revealed as:

smooth, round

smooth, irregular

scabrous
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warty

Autumn meetings began with a popular afternoon at Otley Wetlands Nature Reserve collecting specimens to
examine in the evening. These included seeds and seed heads, mosses, fungi and pond water with beetle – which
obligingly remained still long enough for us to see its hind claws, a feature appreciated at a later meeting.
A members’ evening in November continued this theme of collecting material to try to identify with the help
of reference books and charts. There was also an opportunity to make crystals and view them with polarizing
light. This gives a kaleidoscopic effect with colours not always visible under ordinary light. The find of the day
was seven different Sphagna from one wet spot in Nidderdale.
Our Coleoptera recorder, Jim Fairclough, rounded off the year with a look at beetles – their families, body
parts and the adaptations of these for different functions, such as the legs of dung beetles refined for digging and
rolling dung. With the help of keys, it was possible to distinguish between ground and dung beetles and gain a
small insight into a fascinating world.
It has been a diverse programme with increased numbers at meetings. Thanks to all who have led workshops
and provided specimens, and special thanks to John Hobson for organising the meetings and continuing to
supply reference books, equipment and his expertise.
Heather Burrow

OBITUARIES
2006 was a sad year for Wharfedale Naturalists, marked by the deaths of three long-term members each of
whom made a valuable and much appreciated contribution to the life of the Society.
Reg Farrar joined the Society in 1966. A keen walker with an all round interest in natural history, he was much
in demand to lead the Tuesday evening summer walks. He became Hon. Treasurer in
1975, a position he held until 1983, during which time he negotiated the Society's
acceptance as a registered charity – a complicated and time-consuming task. Members
from that period will remember Reg’s friendly smile and unassuming manner, his
meticulous care for detail, his good-humoured but persistent pursuit of those unpaid
subscription and his personal delivery – by bike – of membership cards.
He had a good working knowledge of fungi – especially the edible kinds – and went into
the records for a sighting of St. George’s mushroom (Tricholoma gambosum), actually on
St. George’s Day, 1981 – an early record for those days. Our sympathies to Pauline and
family.
Eric Hutchinson joined the Society in 1993. The very next year we were in urgent need of a new treasurer and
President Margaret Paine was making heartfelt pleas at each meeting. At the Annual
Dinner in April, Eric, with characteristic diffidence, approached and offered his services,
an offer which was most gratefully accepted. For the next eleven years he fulfilled this role
with great thoroughness and care. He did all the groundwork necessary to enable the
Society to claim tax refunds on members’ subscriptions and was wonderfully patient in
guiding fellow committee members through the intricacies of the Charity Commission
requirements. At winter meetings, he and his wife, Margaret, were the first contacts with
WNS for new members and visitors – setting just the right note of welcome and friendly
interest.
Eric had a general interest in the countryside and natural history. He and Margaret
travelled all over the world, their journeys recorded on videos, all beautifully edited by Eric
as “Marric Productions”, and each a delight to those of us lucky enough to be invited to a viewing. He was
always modest about his natural history knowledge, which made it all the more delightful when he spotted an
unusual white form of Fragrant Orchid near the public hide at Leighton Moss, on the 2004 Summer Outing. He
will be much missed. Our sympathies go out to Margaret.
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Sam Hartley. Sam died on 10th August 2006 just eight days after his 89th birthday. As a small boy he was
introduced to the countryside by his parents where he gained a knowledge of botany
from his father who was interested in herbal medicine.
In his younger days he was a keen sportsman and an expert cricketer. During the war
he served in the RAF, seeing action in India, the Middle East, Lebanon and the Holy
Land. He was a physical training instructor which resulted in a lifelong interest in
keeping fit.
He was a keen photographer, and it was at the Photographic Society that he met Joyce
and they married in 1965. They settled in Rawdon and in the 1970s they joined
Wharfedale Naturalists Society. Joyce became Botanical Recorder, a position she held
for many years, ably helped by Sam who provided many of the photographs illustrating the year’s records.
For many years he and Joyce led the Society’s botanical outings where many members gained their knowledge
of plants from him. He was always eager to help identify specimens.
Sam was a kind and modest man and a popular member of the Society. He will be greatly missed by members.
The Society’s condolences go to Joyce.

JLD and JRH
BOOK REVIEW
Westray Flagstone by David Leather (Westray Heritage Trust,
Westray, Orkney, KW17 2BZ), A5 landscape, 48pp, full colour
illustrations, £8.
David Leather’s well known walking guides to the Yorkshire Dales
are notable for their variety of detailed information of interest to
naturalists. His latest book about the Orkney Islands, Westray in
particular, contains a similar breadth of interest, relating not to
today’s natural environment but to that in the Devonian Period
about 380 million years ago. At that time evolution was still at an
early stage and the number of animal and plant species that existed
was relatively tiny, with only a fraction of that number actually preserved as fossils. On Westray these comprise
mainly primitive fish and the spores and coalified stems of club mosses and horsetails, all well illustrated in this
book.
The evidence for Westray’s palaeoenvironment lies in the rocks: the flaggy siltstones and sandstones that crop
out extensively and spectacularly round the island’s coast. For many geologists the subject’s major appeal lies in
the process of searching for evidence in the form of sedimentary structures and fossils in the rock outcrops and
then interpreting that evidence to build up a picture of the ancient landscape and its natural history. David’s skill
and enthusiasm for this process comes through strongly in his easily readable text and his superb colour
photographs, helpful diagrams and drawings. The only thing that hinders the reader’s ability to follow the text is
the lack of a detailed map showing the location of the numerous places mentioned and a copy of the OS Explorer
Map 1:25,000 No. 464 recommended by David is necessary for a full appreciation of this book. If like me,
reading the book provokes a strong desire to visit the island and see the landscape and rocks described, then a
copy of that map is essential anyway.
Neil Aitkenhead
The finale of the WNS Diamond Jubilee celebrations took place this summer when a young oak tree was
planted on Otley Chevin. This now takes its place in the sequence of our commemorative trees: an oak in the
Darwin Gardens in Ilkley, an ash beside the footpath from the Cavendish Pavilion to the Strid and, now, an oak
on the Chevin.
JLD
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RECORDS for 2006
THE WEATHER OF THE METEOROLOGICAL YEAR DECEMBER 2005 – NOVEMBER 2006
With an average annual temperature of 10.33˚C and a total of 787.5 mm of precipitation, the meteorological year
of 2005-2006 was the warmest and the eighteenth driest on record. The summer and autumn were both record
breaking in terms of their warmth, whereas winter and spring were less extreme in the amounts by which they
deviated from their seasonal average temperature.
Table 2: Seasonal deviations from the base-line averages
Season
Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn

Deviation in degrees Celsius
+0.7
+0.5
+2.8
+2.4

Winter
Winter was mild and dry, the dryness being predicted by the Met. Office on the basis of a curious phenomenon
called a negative North Atlantic Oscillation. This alters the prevailing winds operating over the winter period in
Western Europe. During a negative NAO the pressure gradient between the Azores and Iceland is reduced,
meaning that westerly air flow is weakened and Britain is more often exposed to flows of dry (and cold) air from
continental Europe. Maybe without the frequent easterly winds the winter would have been even milder. The
number of frost and raindays were both less than usual. Total precipitation was only 45% of the base-line
average, and January was particularly dry. Snow was restricted to the beginning of the season falling on three
days over the New Year period. The coldest temperature occurred on the night of the 29th of December.
Spring
After the mildness and dryness of winter, March was something of a shock, as a succession of cold continental
air masses invaded the country and brought with them cold days, freezing nights and a total of four days on
which snow fell. Indeed the season was heralded by beautiful hoar and rime frost on the morning of the 1 st after
the previous night had given us the lowest temperature of the whole year (-5˚C). The snow was rather obliging in
terms of when it fell, giving sport for families and the young at heart over the first two weekends of the month,
though the low temperature persisted to allow the snow to lie, at least on the surrounding moors, for twelve days
or so. By the end of the month there had been more raindays than usual in March, and for the first time in four
months total monthly precipitation exceeded the baseline average. April was warm and dry, the last air frost
being recorded for the night of the 9th, though low temperatures on the 23rd and 24th could have given frost at
altitude. May was warm and, like March quite wet.
Summer
June was the second warmest and driest on record. Half its meagre precipitation was delivered in one go,
ironically on Midsummer’s Day. July saw record breaking temperatures all over Britain, a new record for Ilkley
being set on the 18th with 34˚C. On the two days prior to this they sky had remained entirely cloudless, testifying
to the remarkably low humidity and the stability of the atmosphere at this time. By the end of the month there
had been only two days when maximum temperatures failed to reach 20˚C. The total rainfall for the month was
just a little over half the usual amount. August temperatures were less extreme than July’s, though the monthly
average exceeds the base-line average by 0.9˚C. It was one of only four months when precipitation was higher
than usual and its total of nineteen raindays (the highest in the year) fostered the perception of late summer being
good for gardeners but poor for holidaymakers.
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TABLE 1: WEATHER DATA FOR ILKLEY FOR THE METEOROLOGICAL YEAR 2005-2006,
AND BASE-LINE AVERAGES FOR COMPARISON.
Base-line values have been calculated using Ilkley data for the period 1961-1990.
Raindays are defined as those having precipitation totals equal to or exceeding 1mm.
Frostdays are those having a minimum air temperature equal to or less than 0 C.
Base-line average
monthly total
precipitation mm

Number of raindays

Base-line average
number of raindays

Number of frostdays

Base-line average
number of frost days

55.75 (59%)

94

11

14

9

9

Jan. ’06

4.0

3.2

18.5 (19%)

95

7

15

5

11

Feb. ’06

4.1

3.3

46.2 (66%)

70

9

11

9

11

Mar. ’06

4.4

5.0

125 (166%)

75

16

13

14

7

April ’06

8.1

7.3

54.2 (79%)

69

14

10

4

3

May ’06

11.9

10.5

105 (159%)

66

19

12

0

0

June ’06

16.2

13.4

10 (15%)

64

4

10

0

0

July ’06

20.0

15.2

32.5 (56%)

58

7

9

0

0

Aug ’06

16.0

15.1

101 .75 (135%)

75

19

11

0

0

Sep. ’06

15.8

12.6

87.25 (108%)

81

11

11

0

0

Oct. ’06

11.5

9.6

79.7 (97%)

82

15

12

0

1

Nov. ’06

7.6

5.8

71.5 (81%)

88

14

14

2

5

8.1

17.4

11.7

7.6

14.6

9.3

120.5 (45%)

284.2 (137%)

144.3 (72%)

238.5 (95%)

Base-line average total
precipitation by season

Monthly precipitation
mm and in brackets as a
% of base-line average

3.7

3.4

Total precipitation by
season mm and in
brackets as a % of baseline average

Base-line average
monthly temp. ˚C

4.3

4.1

Base-line average
seasonal temp. ˚C

Monthly average temp ˚C

Average seasonal temp.
˚C

Month
Dec. ’05

266

207

199

252

Autumn
September was very warm, its average temperature being the second highest on record, 3.2˚C higher than the
base-line average and only 0.2˚C cooler than August’s. The summary statistics for precipitation are
unremarkable for this month, though electrical storms over the period 12-14th did give some hefty totals, and
lightning strikes caused damage in the local area. October was also very warm (the average temperature being
1.9˚C above the base-line average) but also quite wet. With an average monthly temperature 1.8˚C higher than
the base-line average November too was mild though slightly drier than usual. The only air frosts recorded for
this month are for the nights of the 1st and 2nd, though other low minima suggest night frost at altitude on a few
other occasions in the early and middle part of the month.
Thanks to Jenny Dixon, Heather Burrows and ‘Cath’ at Bolton Abbey for bridging the gaps when I deserted my
post to go on holiday.
Julie Tight
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BOTANY
The most dramatic event of 2006, affecting the wildlife of our area,
must have been the fire on Ilkley Moor, which hit the national news.
Warm to hot sunny days in June and July, with only a third of the
typical rainfall for these two months, led to the moor being designated
a high risk of fire by the Met Office on July 20th.
On July 26th, smoke was spotted on the moor, and this built up into a
blaze, which covered an estimated 500 acres. Control was difficult, as
there was no road access, and a helicopter was hired to drop water
“bombs”. Another blaze re-started on August 8th, when 200 acres of
smouldering peat re-ignited for over 3 hours, because of deep pockets
of burning in the peat.
Mercifully, perhaps, August was a wetter month than usual, and the
peat cooled at last.
In the autumn, gardeners and walkers alike were commenting on
heavy crops of fruit – plums and apples in gardens, sloes, blackberries,
hips and haws in the countryside. Jams, jellies, chutneys – and sloe
gin – were produced in quantity!
Giant Butterbur – Petasites japonicus

SPECIAL RECORDS
Moonwort (Botrychium lunaria) – one plant found near Higher Heights Holes. (AMG)
Shore Horsetail (Equisetum x litorale) – two sites on Otley Chevin. (BB)
Dropwort (Filipendula vulgaris) – found on High Royds site, and to be re-located, because it will be in the path
of a new road. (GH)
Prickly Heath (Gaultheria mucronata) – reported by JW on the side of Spicey Gill. Re-found by PPA, BB and
NV). BB also re-found the much more impressive stand of the mature plant on the moor at the back of
Cowpasture Road, Ilkley. The plants were covered in pink berries in early November. This was probably
JED’s 1991 site for it. It is a naturalised alien.
Prickly Lettuce (Lactuca serriola forma integrifolia) – its second appearance in our records, this time in Otley.
(BB)
Field Pepperwort (Lepidium campestre) – at Bolton Abbey roundabout. (ML)
Dittander (Lepidium latifolium) – re-found at JH’s original site by the A59, also at two new places on the
Addingham bypass. (NV)
Hemlock Water-dropwort (Oenanthe crocata) – One fine plant in Stainburn Forest. (ML)
Grass of Parnassus (Parnassia palustris) – several in wet calcareous flush, riverside near Linton (HMB). A nice
little community here, including Stonewort (Chara vulgaris), Butterwort (Pinguicula vulgaris) and Bogbean
(Menyanthes trifoliata). (NV)
Giant Butterbur (Petasites japonicus) – was found in damp woodland north of Lindley Reservoir. It has creamy
white scented flowers, and the flowering stems are covered with broad pale green bracts. Its leaves grow a
little later. It is an alien, from Japan, but NOT an invasive one. (Someone kicked this little colony out.) (NF,
determined by PPA.)
Polypody Ferns (Polypodium spp) – BB continues to work through the plants of this genus in Wharfedale,
checking out old records, and adding new ones. This year he has found a good number of new sites for
Common Polypody (P. vulgare), ten new sites for Western Polypody (P. interjectum), and three sites for
Southern Polypody (P. cambricum). BB has also identified (and had confirmed) two of the Polypody hybrids,
namely Shiva’s Polypody (P. x shivasiae) – one site, and Manton’s Polypody (P. x mantoniae) – two sites.
One of these last 2 sites is at Loup Scar, found by JH in 1992. The main colony here is of the hybrid, but
Common Polypody is also present.
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Knotted Pearlwort (Sagina nodosa) – one plant in Grass Wood, a new record for the wood. (AMG)
Meadow Saxifrage (Saxifraga granulata) – Burnsall, opposite Postman’s Steps. (HMB)
Somerset Skullcap (Scutellaria altissima) – Burley, Sun Lane N. R., near entrance. (JT, confirmed by FCD)
Alexanders (Smyrnium olusatrum) – on a roadside near Kettlewell. This plant is uncommon away from the sea.
(HMB & RB)

Species Action Plan
Marsh Fern (Thelypteris palustris) – a proposal was made to Bradmet that a Species Action Plan (or SAP)
should be drawn up for this plant, to raise awareness of its importance in our area, and, hopefully, to help to
safeguard its future. It has two sites in our recording area – at Ben Rhydding Gravel Pits, and at Sun Lane
Nature Reserve.
This plant is nationally scarce, and occurs in just 81 of the 3859 10 km squares which cover the British Isles. It
is known from only six sites in Yorkshire, of which one other is in West Yorkshire at Askham Bog YWT
Reserve.
The final draft proposal was prepared by Phyl Abbott (BSBI Recorder for our vice county of Mid-west
Yorkshire), and was submitted to Bradmet in March 2006, for inclusion in its Biodiversity Action Plan. We are
very grateful to Phyl for all her help.

A New Wood
In June, J and SH went to the opening of Pasture Wood, a new wood of native species on the Yarnbury side of
Grassington. 5,500 trees have been planted on 2.4 hectares of hillside. They are mainly Ash, but also Oak,
Birch, Rowan, Holly, Hazel, Hawthorn and Willow.
This is the eighth donor woodland planted by the Yorkshire Dales Millenium Trust. There is a public footpath
through the site.
JH reported that the site has excellent views to Lea Green, Bastow Wood and Kilnsey Crag. She feels that, in
due time, it will enhance the skyline from these places.
J and SH made a list of plants seen on the hillside and in the gully, which included Mountain Pansies (Viola
lutea) and Common Milkwort (Polygala vulgaris). JH also noted an excellent specimen of Monk’s Rhubarb
(Rumex alpinus) at Yarnbury.
Sadly, this was to be the last plant-list that Joyce and Sam would make together, as Sam was taken ill not long
after.
FLOURISHING PLANTS THIS YEAR
“Generally, the spring flowers were very good, once spring arrived.” (ML) “Huge crops of Ash keys,
Beechnuts, Bilberries, Blackberries and Cloudberries.” (ML & DL)
Moschatel (Adoxa moschatellina) – Swinsty Reservoir, near Disabled Fishermen’s car park, large patch doing
well. (DB)
Harebell (Campanula rotundifolia) – a field at Leathley. “Hundreds, more than I’ve ever seen here, including a
clump with pure white flowers.” (NF)
Danish Scurvygrass (Cochlearia danica) – is being recorded more and more frequently from our roads, e.g. near
Pool Bridge, Addingham by-pass (HMB), west of Ilkley on A 65, Chelker to Addingham, A59 east of Bolton
Bridge. (HMB, NV) Otley – Burley road. (BB)
Leopard’s-bane (Doronicum pardalianches) – flowering well at side of Low Park Road, Ilkley to Askwith. (PS)
Adder’s-tongue (Ophioglossum vulgatum) – At the Middleton Hospital site, over 1200 fronds were counted in
seven areas by BB, GH and NV. We hope that they continue to flourish here, despite the disturbances
inevitable with the development work. GH has already had to sort out the dumping of a lorry-load of soil on
the original colony to be found.
Bird’s-eye Primrose (Primula farinosa) – good show on bank, Langstrothdale, also Northern Marsh-orchids
(Dactylorhiza purpurella). (MHA)
Primroses (Primula vulgaris) – in woodland in Littondale “abundantly populated.” (GH)
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Cloudberry (Rubus chamaemorus) – flowering in profusion, walking to Meugher from Yarnbury, above 500m.
(ML & DL)
Meadow Saxifrage – by path from Leathley to Farnley Fish Farm. “More this year” (NF)
BOTANY SECTION OUTINGS
Westy Bank Wood. April 27th. Leader – Midge Leather.
Fourteen people met on a fine day in Bolton Abbey village car park, and walked past the Rectory wall, where we
could see goldfinches, then turned up into the fields. A spring by the path had nice patches of Brooklime
(Veronica beccabunga) and Bog Stitchwort (Stellaria alsine). At the springhead a mass of Barren Strawberry
(Potentilla sterilis) was infected by an orange rust, specific to it (Phragmidium fragaria). A hare was seen on
the hill.
The group looked at the two mediaeval fishponds, where Water Horsetail, (Equisetum fluviatile), Water Dock
(Rumex hydrolapathum) and Water Mint (Mentha aquatica) were starting into growth. There were good patches
of Yellow Flag (Iris pseudacorus) and Bottle Sedge (Carex rostrata) round the edges and later on, Betony
(Stachys betonica), Foxgloves (Digitalis purpurea) and Bugle (Ajuga reptans) would give more colour. A toad
was seen in the upper pond, and a lot of frog spawn in the water, as well as some large goldfish.
Reaching the edge of the wood, Field Woodrush (Luzula campestris) was flowering, along with Cuckooflower
(Cardamine pratensis) and Lesser Celandine (Ranunculus ficaria), and a patch of Alternate-leaved Golden
Saxifrage (Chrysosplenium alternifolium).
In the lower part of Westy Bank Wood, we soon found the large badger sett, with 7 or 8 active holes, and
evidence of digging and bedding changing. This part of the wood is mainly deciduous, with Oak (Quercus
robur), Ash (Fraxinus excelsior), Holly (Ilex aquifolium), Hazel (Corylus avellana) and Alder (Alnus glutinosa),
and there is good ground cover. On the drier banks were lots of Bluebells (Hyacinthoides non-scripta) coming
into flower. Hard Fern (Blechnum spicant), Wood Sedge (Carex sylvatica), Wood Sorrel (Oxalis acetosella) and
Yellow Archangel (Lamiastrum galeobdolon) were all seen.
In the lower wetter areas, there was abundant Opposite-leaved Golden Saxifrage (Chrysosplenium
oppositifolium), along with Meadowsweet (Filipendula ulmaria), Large Bittercress (Cardamine amara) and
Yellow Pimpernel (Lysimachia nemorum). Plantings of Larch (Larix decidua), Douglas Fir (Pseudotsuga
menziesii) and Scots Pine (Pinus sylvestris) changed the nature of the upper parts of the wood. Here we heard a
Great Spotted Woodpecker tapping, saw deer- and badger-tracks, and someone glimpsed a Roe Deer. Heath
Bedstraw (Galium saxatile) grew here, along with Rosebay Willowherb (Chamerion angustifolium),
Honeysuckle (Lonicera periclymenum) and Greater Stitchwort (Stellaria holostea).
Near the southern end of the wood, Lesser Burdock (Arctium minus) and a nice patch of Moschatel were seen.
Nearby, fallen trees produced several good fungi, identified by JP. There were Dryad’s Saddle (Polyporus
squamosus), a white cushiony slime-mould (Enteridium lycoperdon) and a bracket fungus with clear annual
rings (Trametes gibbosa).
After lunch, the group went on to Bolton Abbey Railway Station and walked westwards along the line. Around
3000 flowering clumps of Primrose were found, and about 85 Cowslip plants (Primula veris), among Common
Dog-violets (Viola riviniana), Wild Strawberry (Fragaria vesca) and Bluebells.
A new record for this site was Rue-leaved Saxifrage (Saxifraga tridactylites), growing in the ballast at the west
end of the platform.
Lea Green. May 13th. Leader – Heather Burrow
Seven members had a damp and chilly day for the walk from Grassington over Lea Green to Bastow Wood and
Grass Wood. Despite this, over 280 plant records were made.
On the Lea Green section, plants were a mixture of those found in rough pasture, such as Cuckooflower
(Cardamine pratensis) and those typical of limestone grassland. Lime-tolerant plants included Hoary Plantain
(Plantago media), Parsley Piert (Aphanes arvensis), Lesser Meadow-rue (Thalictrum minus) and the earlyflowering Blue Moor-grass (Sesleria caerulea). There were a few wall species such as Shining Crane’s-bill
(Geranium lucidum), Wall Rue (Asplenium ruta-muraria) and Rue-leaved Saxifrage. JP identified a rust on the
Meadowsweet, and specific to it, as Triphragmum ulmaria.
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In the old grass, Mountain pansies, Early Purple-orchids (Orchis mascula)
and the creamy little brushes of Spring-sedge flowers (Carex caryophyllea)
gave colour.
Nearer the limestone pavement and the wood, some more shade-tolerant
species appeared, such as the neat white-flowered Sanicle (Sanicula
europea), Wall Lettuce (Mycelis muralis), Woodruff (Galium odoratum) and
Hart’s-tongue Fern (Asplenium scolopendrium). On the clints we found
Biting Stonecrop (Sedum acre) and Spring Sandwort (Minuartia verna).
Our lunch stop near the wall was welcome. There were mutterings of “Wish
I’d brought my hat/ scarf/ gloves/ extra woolly”, so the slurps of hot tea from
Gordon’s seemingly bottomless thermos went down well.
In Bastow Wood, the open nature of this old wood pasture lets in plenty of
light for herbs. Primroses, Cowslips, a False Oxlip (Primula x polyantha)
were soon spotted, as well as the first Bird’s-eye Primrose just coming into
flower. We found three Speedwells – Germander (Veronica chamaedrys),
Mountain Pansy
Thyme-leaved (V. serpyllifolia) and Heath (V. officinalis). Wild Strawberry,
Wood Anemones (Anemone nemorosa) and Wood Sedge (Carex sylvatica)
were all looking good, with creamy white Limestone Bedstraw (Galium sterneri) flowering near the rocks.
Making use of the new and much-improved stile between Bastow and Grass Wood, we made our way downhill.
Large patches of Lily-of-the valley (Convallaria majalis) were coming into flower. Ramsons (Allium ursinum),
Welsh Poppy (Meconopsis cambrica) and more Primroses were seen. Wild Cherry (Prunus avium) was
flowering, but Bird Cherry (P. padus) was not. Pignut (Conopodium majus) shoots were unfurling and Red
Campion (Silene dioica) and Goldilocks (Ranunculus auricomus) were in flower, as was Herb Paris (Paris
quadrifolium). Despite the “quadrifolium” bit, we spent a little time trying to work out what proportion of the
shoots had leaves in 5s, rather than 4s.
Columbine (Aquilegia vulgaris) and Wild Privet (Ligustrum vulgare) were found on a terrace, and near the
bottom path, a patch of Solomon’s Seal was checked out as Polygonatum multiflorum (its flower-bells each have
a little “waist”).
The group, by now botanically sated, crossed into Lower Grass Wood, to walk back by the river. Rest Harrow
(Ononis repens) was found growing round some of the boulders by the path, and there was Marjoram (Origanum
vulgare) in the turf. At the river’s edge were Sweet Cicely (Myrrhis odoratum), Common Bistort (Persicaria
bistorta) and Marsh Marigold (Caltha palustris).
In a field corner was a large patch of young alliums, later checked out as Sand Leeks (Allium scorodoprasum),
and probably the same patch recorded by AMG in 1997. Nearby, and downstream of Ghaistrill’s Strid, an area
of a tall and somewhat variable sedge caused some debate. Later checking, when fruits were available, made it
seem most likely to be Brown Sedge (Carex disticha). This is a plant with a preference for base-rich sites, where
the water table fluctuates, so the banks of the Wharfe here should be just right! It is a new site for it in our area.
Southerscales, Ingleborough. May 20th . Leader – Dr. Paul Ashton.
Paul Ashton organised an open BSBI meeting at Southerscales, a YWT reserve with a good range of typical
dales habitats. The aim was for “beginners and improvers” to develop their skills, with help to hand.
The day was cold and wet, with a lot of water coming off the fells, but over twenty people attended. This
included nine WNS members, and there were also four leaders who all worked hard to help us.
Our first task was to use small square frames called quadrats, to find the number of species in a defined area of
limestone grassland (a lot!). Later we repeated this exercise in a similar-sized area of wet acidic heath (only a
few species here).
Our lunch-break was at the edge of the limestone pavement, with some good plants of Baneberry (Actaea
spicata) flowering just behind us. Next we explored three areas of pavement. A new plant to many of us was
Hutchinsia (Hornungia petraea) – a winter annual and a crucifer, which has a limited distribution on open southfacing limestone ledges and which disappears in summer.
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Other limestone “specials” seen were Lily-of-the-valley, Wood Anemone, Dog’s Mercury (Mercurialis
perennis), Mountain Melick (Melica nutans), Lesser Meadow-rue, and the limestone ferns – Green Spleenwort
(Asplenium viride), Brittle Bladder (Cystopteris fragilis), Limestone Fern (Gymnocarpium robertianum) and
Rigid Buckler-fern (Dryopteris submontana).
Our leaders were really good, helping us with useful identification tips, all day. One of them was Clare
O’Reilly, who had just finished revising Dr. Francis Rose’s well-known “Wild Flower Key”, for publication in
spring 2006.
Many thanks to Paul for organising such a useful day. We hope there will be a similar one in 2007, and I
would recommend anyone interested in learning more about wild flowers to come along.
Duck Street Quarry, High Far Side and Prim Gap. May 25th and June 15th. Leader – Nicky Vernon.
In the event, two visits were made to Duck Street, as not everyone could manage the first date.
Duck Street Quarry is rated as a SSSI, on the grounds of its geological interest. However, it has a rich wildlife
interest too. It has several habitats, both acidic and limestone.
A track winds up into the old quarry from the gate. At the sides, where the ground is
open and rubbley, a good number of Hairy Rock-cress plants (Arabis hirsuta) were
found, along with Fairy Flax (Linum catharticum). Lady’s-mantle (Alchemilla
glabra) grew freely down the slopes. Many plants were infected by a rust, which
AMG identified as Trachyspora intrusa.
Plants found in abundance in the lower grassland included Cowslip, Common
Knapweed (Centaurea nigra), Water Avens (Geum rivale) and Bird’s-foot Trefoil
(Lotus corniculatus). Bird’s-foot Trefoil is the food plant for Common Blue
butterflies, and there is a large colony here.
A good number of Frog Orchids (Coeloglossum viride) were seen, as well as
thousands of Common Twayblades (Listera ovata). Orchid flower spikes seen on
both visits, but not in flower, turned out to be Fragrant Orchids (Gymnadenia
conopsea). They were mainly on the slopes near the entrance, and in the little valley
further up the side of the quarry.
Other plants found here included Salad Burnet (Sanguisorba minor), Downy Oatgrass (Helictotrichon pubescens), Cat’s-ear (Hypochaeris radicata), Quaking Grass
(Briza media) and Rough Hawkbit (Leontodon hispidus).
Growing on and around the rock faces were Brittle Bladder-fern, Green Spleenwort
and Harebell.
The top of the site is 1400 feet high, with good views, especially to the east and
south. Here some rabbit-nibbled Early Purple-orchids were found. A few of the
plants had distinctive flowering spikes, with unusually pale bracts. Near the
boundary fence, 4 Moonwort plants were growing in the rough grass. Greenhow
Pasture, however, on the other side of the fence, which had formerly been a rich site
for Moonwort, Frog Orchid and Lady’s-mantle (Alchemilla vestita), looked to be in a
poor state.
Some acidic patches were noticed, with Deer-sedge (Trichophorum caespitosum)
and Mat-grass (Nardus stricta). A patch of Wood Anemone and Bugle just above a
Hairy Rock-cress
stone wall on the north side elicited queries as to whether there had once been a small
wood there.
Walking downhill, a patch of Stinging Nettles (Urtica dioica) was found, with its stems distorted by an orange
rust, named as a sedge-rust, Puccinia caricina.
On the quarry floor, some very small herbs were growing in the thin soil – Eyebright (Euphrasia officinalis
agg), Spring Sandwort (Erophila verna), Wall Speedwell (Veronica arvensis), Thyme (Thymus polytrichus), and
the seed pods of last year’s Felwort (Gentianella campestris).
Some one had left a fine brachiopod fossil on a stone, Blue Peter fashion, and of course it was spotted by David
Leather!
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Birds seen included a Meadow Pipit, Swallows, Jackdaws and a Red Kite. Invertebrates included a Red Velvet
Mite, a Green Shield Bug, a Green-veined Bug, a Peacock Butterfly, a Red Admiral and a Small Tortoiseshell,
but NO Common Blues. (However, the highlight for NV of an evening visit in early July was the sight of large
numbers of Common Blues settling on knapweed stems for the night’s roost.)
After lunch, the party moved a short distance west to visit two further sites. Whereas Duck Street Quarry lies
just within the WNS recording area, High Far Side and Prim Gap are just outside it. We were met at High Far
Side Cottage by Dave Whiteley. He and his wife manage several small fields between Gill Beck to the south
and Ravenstones moor to the north, on a Countryside Stewardship Scheme. He explained that they wish to
manage the semi-improved acidic grassland to increase its wildlife interest. At present, Exmoor ponies are being
used to provide light grazing, but there is a large and costly limit to stocking, because the boundary walls need
rebuilding.
A field to the west of the cottage has had seed from a species-rich hay meadow in the Yorkshire Dales National
Park introduced in 2005. The hope is that its species-diversity will increase, and that it can eventually be
managed as a hay meadow. A large pond is also on the plans.
The party visited a small new pond, and watched a Brown Hawker Dragonfly, then walked down to Gill Beck
over rough grassland, which has not been grazed in recent years. Soft Rush (Juncus effusus), Heath Rush (J.
squarrosus) and Tufted Hair-grass (Deschampsia caespitosa) were conspicuous here.
Nearer the beck, Marsh Marigold, Marsh Violet (Viola palustris) and Ragged Robin could be seen, along with
Marsh Thistle (Cirsium palustre), Congested Wood-rush (Luzula congesta) and Pyrenean Scurvy-grass
(Cochlearia pyrenaica).
Gill Beck marks the boundary between the High Far Side land and that of Prim Gap. Prim Gap is different in
having calcareous grassland and base-rich wet areas, and also a number of spoil heaps from old lead mine
workings, as well as dry and wet acidic habitats. It has previously been sheep pasture, but is now grazed by
Exmoor ponies. It is a proposed SINC.
The vegetation in the wet areas round Gill Beck is very rich and interesting, but sadly we did not have enough
time to do it justice. Water Horsetail, Water Avens were growing along with a very striking hybrid mint, Sharptoothed Mint (Mentha x villosonervata). This occurs on another site close by, in abundance, and is possibly of
garden origin. Its silvery grey foliage stands out among all the greens.
Higher up, Marsh Hawk’s-beard (Crepis paludosa) plants are scattered in the wetter flushes, together with
patches of Meadow Saxifrage. One plant of Common Butterwort (Pinguicula vulgaris) was found in a flush
below the spoil heaps, along with Star Sedge (Carex echinata) and Flea Sedge (C. pulicaris).
On the short turf of the spoil heaps, Moonwort was a nice find. Mountain pansy flowers nearby were flushed
with purple, rather than pale yellow, as they are further west in the dales.
I wish to thank all the landowners for permission to visit their properties, and for their help and interest. They
are: Dr Graham Foggitt, Dr Mike Barnham and Dr McElvoy – Duck Street Quarry,
Dave Whiteley – High Far Side, and Moira Hambleton – Prim Gap.
Timble – a WNS evening walk. June 20th . Leaders – Olwen & Douglas Middleton.
A select group met at Timble on a cool, windy and showery evening. The walk took an old paved path south
out of the village, past a fine hedge of old Holly trees. The first stop was at a marshy field corner, with Floating
Sweet-grass (Glyceria fluitans), Bog Stitchwort, Greater Bird’s-foot Trefoil (Lotus pedunculatus), Ragged Robin
(Lychnis flos-cuculi) and Marsh Foxtail (Alopecurus geniculatus).
The side of the next field sloped down to Timble Gill Beck. The bank was marshy, and had an interesting
collection of plants. There were Common Spotted-orchids (Dactylorhiza fuchsii), Marsh Willowherb
(Epilobium palustre), Marsh Hawk’s-beard, Square-stalked St.John’s-wort (Hypericum tetrapterum) and
Smooth-stalked Sedge (Carex laevigata). On the higher and drier parts of the field were Betony, Mouse-ear
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Hawkweed (Pilosella officinarum), Red and White Clovers (Trifolium pratense & T. repens) among the meadow
grasses.
Crossing the beck at New Gate, the wooded beckside had Common Bistort and Sweet Cicely growing by it.
Wood Melick (Melica uniflora), Wall Lettuce, Common Figwort (Scrophularia nodosa) and Giant Fescue
(Festuca gigantea) grew nearby.
One or two plants at the path side in the next pasture looked like survivors from earlier heathland, ie Gorse
(Ulex europaeus), Bilberry (Vaccinium myrtillus) and Hard Fern.
The walk then took us back to Timble on an overgrown path lined with Dog Rose (Rosa canina), Downy Rose
(R. mollis), with its deeper pink flowers, and Blackthorn (Prunus spinosa), and a cheerful patch of Marsh
Marigolds.
Overall 120 species were recorded – excellent for one evening!
How Stean, Nidderdale. June 22nd . Leaders – Olwen & Douglas Middleton.
Driving up Nidderdale on a lovely morning, WNS members passed fine clumps of Wood Crane’s-bill (Geranium
sylvaticum) and Common Bistort in the roadside verge, before meeting up with OM & DM at Studfold.
The walk started by crossing How Stean Beck to its north bank, then walking upstream towards Armathwaite
Gill. Growing near the bridge were Melancholy Thistle (Cirsium heterophyllum), Hairy Brome (Bromopsis
ramosa) and Wood Melick. Common Polypody was growing on the bridge.
The path went across several fields, with Bracken (Pteridium aquilinum), Bluebells, New Zealand Willowherb
(Epilobium brunnescens), Common Spotted-orchid and Early Forget-me-not (Myosotis ramosissima). Gradually
the land gave way to better pasture, bright with Meadow Buttercup (Ranunculus acris), Creeping Buttercup (R.
repens), Red & White Clovers and lots of Pignut.
The next section of the path was wooded, with a good variety of trees, including Hazel, Silver Birch (Betula
pendula), Rowan and quite a lot of Bird Cherry. The one clump of Meadow Saxifrage, which had been in flower
two weeks earlier, was not to be seen, but a good range of other herbs was found, including five species of
Speedwell and five of Forget-me-not. Common Valerian (Valeriana officinalis) and Marsh Hawk’s-beard were
found in wetter spots, and Blinks (Montia fontana) was growing where a wet grassy flush crossed the path.
Our lunch stop was at the foot of the cliff, where the beck from Armathwaite Gill joins How Stean Beck. In the
cliff, layers of limestone are easily seen, apparently held in place by the roots of Ash trees. It is a lovely place to
linger and explore. Across the beck, at the bottom of the cliff, were large flattish areas of soft loose ground,
dominated by Wood Stitchwort (Stellaria nemorum) with a little Moschatel also present.
On the lower part of the slope beyond the cliff was a colony of fine plants of Scaly Male-fern (Dryopteris
affinis ssp. borreri), standing tall with crowns of upright fronds – more distinctive at this stage than when a little
more mature.
At the edge of the shallow beck, with its smooth flat limestone slabs, were Opposite-leaved Golden Saxifrage,
Water-cress (Rorippa nasturtium-aquaticum) and Blood-drop Emlets (Mimulus luteus).
The party walked back along the south side of the beck, on field paths. We were very grateful for the tea and
cold drinks at Olwen and Douglas’s caravan, before reluctantly leaving for home. A big “Thank you!” to Olwen
and Doug, for making us so welcome.
Felwort, Fruits & Seeds in Upper Wharfedale. September 9th . Leader – Heather Burrow.
For the last botany meeting of the year, 17 members met in Kettlewell, and walked to Starbotton along the
eastern path. The day was one of warm sunshine, with a cool wind at times, and Wharfedale was at its early
autumn best.
In the first part of the walk, plants with fruits were looked for. Lesser Burdock was an early find, with its burrs
of hooked bracts adapted to catch in woolly fleeces (and woolly socks!).
Hips and haws and the berries of Rowan (Sorbus aucuparia) and Whitebeam (Sorbus aria) all have attractive
red skins and nutritious pulpy flesh round the hard-skinned seeds. They can pass through a bird’s gut unharmed,
and germinate on fresh ground. Ash and Sycamore have winged spinners, for the dales winds to disperse.
We were able to compare the fruits of the closely related Crosswort (Cruciata laevipes), Lady’s Bedstraw
(Galium verum) – both smooth-skinned, and Cleavers (G. aparine), well-named as it is covered with tiny hooks.
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Shepherd’s Purse (Capsella bursa-pastoris), in the lane by the farm buildings, had its heart-shaped “purses”,
with seed “money” in its two pockets. Fairy Flax has neat round capsules of slippery seeds. Most attractive were
the delicate skeletons of Harebell capsules, their seeds long gone, and the little “vases” of Agrimony (Agrimonia
eupatoria), which have hooks round their rims. Hand lenses were well used!
Everyone tried to remember the difference
between a seed (1 scar) and a fruit (2 scars). We
also thought about fruits as being typical of
flower families. Thus Welsh Poppy has a
pepper-pot, and Bird’s-foot Trefoil (Lotus
corniculatus) a pod.
Towards Starbotton, a particularly rich
meadow had lovely patches of Devil’s-bit
Scabious (Succisa pratensis), Meadowsweet,
Bloody Crane’s-bill (Geranium sanguineum),
Marjoram and Agrimony. Many of the leaves of
the Bloody Crane’s-bill were deformed –
thickened and rolled into a kind of mop-head, by a mite (Aceria geranii). Puffballs were found, and a pinkspored Entoloma, also Penny Buns and Lurid Boletus (which turns navy blue where pressed).
Eventually we reached the pastures north of Cross Wood, and found quite a number of Felwort plants
(Gentianella amarella) in flower, in varying shades of purple, though not the abundant flowering of 2005.
A lunch stop could now be made, after which the party crossed the bridge at Starbotton, to return through the
lower meadows. Around 100 species were listed.
SURVEYS
Valley of Desolation, Bolton Abbey Estate. June 8th. Leader – Roy Lingard, Head Forester.
We were met by RL in Bolton Abbey village car park, then he drove us on the Posforth Gill track to the Valley
of Desolation. RL’s aim is to use parts of this attractive area with its rocky stream, waterfalls and paths, to make
a living display of the various stages that our vegetation has developed through since the recession of the last ice
sheet, that is from around 15,000 years ago. Interpretation boards are to help the visitor understand these stages.
In the flatter grassland below North Nab, a pond has been created, and has two areas of trees planted, Alders
and Willows. A sloping area of the gill side, to the west of the pond, has been earmarked for showing the early
post-glacial stage, from 15,000 to 10,000 years ago. The soil then would be thin and un-developed, with a rocky
substrate.
Plant growth would have been of slow-growing types, with cushion plants and low shrubs and trees, such as
Dwarf Birch (Betula nana) and dwarf willows such as Salix reticulata and S. herbacea. Dwarf Mountain-pine
(Pinus mugo), which grows to about 3.5m tall, and Juniper (Juniperus communis) have been planted as a suitable
start. However, stronger-growing species need to be removed.
The area chosen has, at present, a good depth of leaf litter over the soil, and will need considerable
impoverishment. It is fenced off, but this has the effect of reducing grazing, which would help to keep the
vegetation open.
In the past, as climate improved over long periods of time, plant roots and weathering broke up the rocks, and
soil gradually formed. This led to the possibility of larger trees and shrubs being sustained from around 10,300
years ago. Such trees would have included Birch, Aspen, Willows and Pines. Floras typical of this time survive
as fragments in Snowdonia, Upper Teesdale, Ben Lawers and the Burren in County Clare.
The hillside area called North Nab has been chosen for this stage. Woody perennials growing here already
include Silver Birch, Rowan, Bilberry and Heather. However, there is a reasonable depth of peaty leaf-litter
over the soil, and a cover of strong-growing grasses such as Tufted Hair-grass, as well as Bracken.
The pond area, with its Alder, larger Willows, and the beginnings of marginal vegetation (Water Starwort –
Callitriche stagnalis agg and Yellow Flag) is to form part of a later, even more temperate stage, between 8,000
and 6,000 years ago.
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The woodland around the Wharfe is, of course, a fine example of the mature mixed deciduous temperate
woodland, dominated by Oak, and including Alder and Hazel, which has developed over the last 5000 years or
so.
This project is a challenging one, not easy to achieve. We will follow its progress with interest and wish Roy
success with it.
Hambleton Quarry & Railway Station, Bolton Abbey. July 8th. Leader – Anne Tupholme.
This year, The Chatsworth Settlement Trustees, Bolton Abbey, gave us permission to visit Hambleton Quarry.
NV, being under the impression that there was still standing water in the quarry, had asked John Hobson if he
would like to sample the water for algae and invertebrates, and he came prepared!
Big surprise (to NV at least) was that although the quarry bottom was damp, there was no area of open standing
water! However, we had a look at the wetter area, finding Meadowsweet, Common Spotted-orchids, Brooklime,
Tufted Forget-me-not (Myosotis laxa) and Water Figwort among the flowering herbs. A good variety of sedges
and rushes included one clump of False Fox-sedge (Carex otrubae) and Oval Sedge (C. ovalis) as well as
Common Spike-rush (Eleocharis palustris). This is only our third record for False Fox-sedge, one of the earlier
two records being nearby on the railway line-side.
At one side of the quarry, on a platform of waste-rubble, Small Nettle
(Urtica urens) was established. This is not often recorded in our area,
and its first record since 1995, at a new site. Great Mullein (Verbascum
thapsus) and Weld (Reseda luteola) were growing well on the bare
open ground. Greater Celandine (Chelidonium majus) was found, and
two poppies – Common Poppy (Papaver rhoeas) and Opium Poppy (P.
somniferum). SW spotted a few plants of Lesser Swine-cress
(Coronopus didymus). We have no records for this casual weed, since
Joan Duncan recorded it from three sites in Rupert Road, Ilkley, in
1969!
The rest of the day was spent walking eastwards, on the south side of
the railway line. Open patches of grassland were colourful with Ox-eye
Daisy, Meadow Vetchling, Red and White Clovers, Common Spottedorchids and Fragrant Orchids, Meadowsweet, Meadow Crane’s-bill
(Geranium pratense) and Autumn Hawkbit (Leontodon autumnalis).
A large patch of Common Figwort was found to be covered with
“little elephants” – ie Figwort Weevils, which have a long flexible
snout.
JH checked out two water samples, one from temporary puddles on
the path, and one from the standing water at the quarry side. He kindly
Greater Celandine
identified and listed the green and blue-green algae, diatoms, protozoa
and larger invertebrates that he found.
Many thanks to Alasdair Jones-Perrott, Assistant Agent for Bolton Abbey Estate, for arranging our visit to the
quarry and to Pete Walker for arranging our access to Bolton Abbey Station. Thanks also to John Hobson for
coming prepared to wade into a lake, and for his I/D work.
Otley Wetlands NR Survey. July 20th. Leader – Nicky Vernon.
This is an annual survey, designed to work over the whole site eventually, but in manageable annual portions.
For botanical purposes, the site has been divided into fifteen compartments, twelve on the reserve proper, and
three outside it, including the riverbank.
In 2006, two compartments were visited. These were one of the ridges in the reed bed (the accessible one), and
the island at the east end of the grazing lawn.
New species for OWNR, found on the reed bed ridge were a Hybrid Willow (Salix viminalis x S. alba), a
Yellow Sedge (probably Carex viridula, but there was not enough plant material to identify it properly), the
liverwort Marchantia polymorpha, and Creeping Forget-me-not (Myosotis secunda). A true Bulrush plant was
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found (Schoenoplectus lacustris). It looked to be the subspecies tabernaemontani, the Grey Bulrush, but this is
rather less likely than the other ssp. lacustris, which is more likely to be found inland, and is more common. If
possible, this also needs checking in 2007. The Fool’s Watercress (Apium nodiflorum), which grows on this
ridge only, in the reserve, was flowering well.
Another addition to the plant list was found on the Grazing Lawn in September by NB. This was Common
Fleabane (Pulicaria dysenterica). It is a plant of wet soils and ditches, so should fit in well here.
Time only permitted one “glade” to be looked at on the island. Additions to the site-list from here were Star
Sedge, Rough Hawkbit (Leontodon hispidus) and Bittersweet (Solanum dulcamara). This last is a woody plant
which tolerates shade and wet ground. Twelve Bee Orchid spikes (Ophrys apifera) were counted this year on
the island.
Farnley Wood & Lake.
Some members had done an initial survey on the Farnley Estate in 2005, for Nidderdale AONB. Because our
visit was late in the season for woodland plants, it was felt that a second, and earlier, visit would be useful.
Farnley Lake’s status as a SINC has been rather borderline, so additional species will improve its qualification,
and also possibly help to establish the surrounding woodland, some of which is wet woodland, as also worthy of
SINC status.
Accordingly, 10 members visited Farnley in early May, and made over 20 additions, together with a few
corrections, to the earlier list.
Seven further woody species were noted, including Grey Poplar (Populus x canescens), Wild Cherry and
Honeysuckle. Herbs of wet places included Water Horsetail, on the west side of the lake, and Lesser Pond
Sedge (Carex acutiformis).
Big areas of Large Bittercress and Marsh Marigold were in fine flower. Water Plantain (Alisma plantagoaquatica), Opposite-leaved Golden Saxifrage, Marsh Ragwort (Senecio aquaticus) and Water Dock were found.
Woodland plants not seen last summer, but now added or confirmed were Primrose and Moschatel, Wood
Anemone and Wild Garlic.
A fine mature Beech tree (Fagus sylvatica) was seen near the boathouse.
We hope these additions will do the trick!
Ben Rhydding Gravel Pits.
NV has started a review of the gravel pits, with the help of MHA, AB, BB and CH, to see what is there now,
and to compile a species-list giving a picture of how the plant community has changed in the 20 years since
Joyce Hartley’s base-line list was made in 1986.
Despite making visits in March, May & June, the survey was not completed, and will need further checking in
2007. The present picture, overall, is not a happy one, since the stunning orchid displays of earlier years seem to
have come to an end, and the site has lost many of the interesting “occasionals”, which arrived there somehow,
but failed to establish themselves.
Particularly at the eastern end of the site, growth of Brambles, Hawthorn and Willows goes unchecked, and the
advances of Japanese Knotweed (Fallopia japonica) and Himalayan Balsam (Impatiens glandulifera) have been
considerable. Rabbits remain a considerable problem.
A path has been beaten through the Japanese Knotweed, and it had been sprayed quite recently with weed
killer, when visited in June. The Himalayan Balsam had either not been sprayed, or had germinated after the
spray was applied. It was also making a southward onslaught from the riverbank, particularly at the west end.
Accumulation of litter, largely from road traffic, but also apparently from the nearby playing fields, adds to the
run-down appearance of the site. Fishing platforms have been constructed around the East Lagoon, one of them
going through a colony of Tall Eryngo (Eryngium giganteum). However, the open ground so created seems to
favour the establishment of its young plants.
The “lawn” to the south of the East Lagoon is now heavily dominated by Springy Lawn-moss (Rhytidiadelphus
squarrosus), so that the sward contains few herbs and, indeed, not much grass.
Some observations:
Grass Vetchling (Lathyrus nissolia) – not seen in 2006.
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New Zealand Pygmyweed (Crassula helmsii) – first recorded in 1988, still in mud of E. lagoon
Enchanter’s Nightshade (Circaea lutetiana) – a new species for BRGP
Snowdrops (Galanthus nivalis) – some double, doing well in river sand
Marsh Fern – MHA saw it doing well in late summer, despite encroaching Himalayan Balsam
Ragged Robin – very little seen
Water Figwort (Scrophularia aquatica) – a large number of plants was found in the mud at the southern
edge of the W. lagoon. Another new species for BRGP.
Summer Snowflake (Leucojum aestivum) – first seen 2001, still doing well.
Galingale (Cyperus longus) – original record for W. lagoon, but found by E. lagoon Only 4 Common
Spotted-orchids were seen, around 12 Northern Marsh-orchids and two dozen Southern
Marsh-orchids (D. praetermissa), with several non-flowering plants, at east end of site. Only 2
were found at the western end. No Bee Orchids were seen. Two Twayblades were found by the
main path. Not seen since 1998. They disappeared – eaten by rabbits?
Greenhow Hill Road – a long project! OM & NV.
Greenhow Hill Road is about 11 km long, and runs more or less in a northwest direction from Blubberhouses to
Greenhow. It has been known for some time that its roadside verges have some botanically interesting areas.
Dan McAndrew, Biodiversity Officer at Harrogate, asked if we could give him a more detailed picture of where
the “good” patches are, so that they could be managed sympathetically.
For a number of years, a local roadman looked after these verges, and knew where the “special bits” were.
Sadly, he is no more, and his knowledge has gone with him.
Wearing our fluorescent yellow jackets, we have spent several days tramping along, one on each side of the
road, working 1 km square at a time. Traffic travels fast on this mainly straight road, and the backwash draught
caused by the bigger vehicles takes a little getting used to. A few times, people have stopped to ask us what we
were doing. One driver thought we were doing a traffic survey. A local man, emerging through a gateway,
searched about along the verge, and presented OM with four or five spikes of Common Spotted-orchid, saying:
“These are very rare, you know.” (!)
So far, we have looked at about seven or eight km of the verges, working south. Highlights have been:
Monk’s Rhubarb – a good number of big successful colonies,
Twayblade – a number of large patches of plants,
Northern Dock (Rumex longifolius) – mainly at the northwest end of the road,
Marsh Arrowgrass (Triglochin palustris),
Water Avens – lots,
Hemlock (Conium maculatum) – a colony,
Downy Rose,
Frog Orchids,
Greater Burnet-saxifrage (Pimpinella major) – lots,
Common Spotted-orchids & Northern Marsh-orchids – one superb mixed stand.
We also found a tiny mini-moor, with a female adder basking there.
Hopefully, this project will be completed in 2007.
Addingham, Silsden Road Nature Reserve. HMB & NV
HMB and NV repeated their survey begun in 2004, by recording species inside and outside the enclosed area,
on two visits in 2006.
The area has changed quite a lot in appearance since the first survey. Some herbs within the enclosure have
grown very vigorously (notably Yarrow (Achillea millefolium) at 1.3m high, Great Willowherb at 2.3 m high,
Broad-leaved Dock and Bird’s-foot Trefoil). The Bird’s-foot Trefoil has made large mats of growth,
suppressing the appearance of smaller herbs and seedlings.
Wild Carrot (Daucus carota), so apparent at the first survey, was not found at all in the fenced area in 2006.
There were a dozen plants outside it. Giant Bellflower (Campanula latifolia) and White Campion (Silene
latifolia) have also failed so far to reappear.
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The number of species in the fenced area has dropped from 78 in 2004 to 67 now. Outside the fence the
species list numbers 93.
Self-sown tree seedlings, particularly Goat Willow (Salix caprea), are establishing themselves both inside and
outside the fence. However, some of the young planted trees, chiefly the Oaks, are only around 0.5m to 0.7m
tall, but among herbs up to 2.3m high, which are giving them serious competition.
A report of the findings and recommendations for future management has been sent to Addingham Parish
Council. The site has a lot of potential, but one thing is abundantly clear, if it is not actively managed, it will go
its own way !
Field near West Chevin Road, Guiseley. CH & NF
Nevil Bowland had suggested that this field, which has a public footpath through it, and is attractive in summer,
might be worth a closer look. CH and NF did a survey in May, and listed over 50 species. Trees noted included
Crab Apple (Malus sylvestris), Hawthorn and Crack Willow (Salix fragilis). Among the herbs were
Cuckooflower, Yellow Rattle (Rhinanthus minor), Red Campion (Silene dioica), Red Valerian (Centranthus
ruber), native Bluebells and the three common Buttercups. Pignut, Foxgloves and Red Clover were present, as
well.
Possibly it is a piece of land, which has managed to avoid too much disturbance, and so has retained its
colourful mix of plants.
Plantlife Surveys.
Several WNS members were among the 1650 people who helped with the 2005 Campanula Survey, which
looked into the distribution of our five native species. The results of the survey were published in late spring
2006.
Easily the most numerous records (70%), not surprisingly, were for Harebells. Half of
the harebell records came from grassland sites, with roadside verges a key habitat.
Roadsides can be vital refuges for grassland species, when traditional meadows become
unsuitable. This makes the sensitive management of verges by local councils so
important.
Giant Bellflower had about 8% of the total records, and was mainly found in linear
habitats such as riversides, roadsides and hedgerows. This is where we often see this
fine plant in Wharfedale.
Nettle-leaved Bellflower (Campanula trachelium) produced 14% of the total records,
from scrub and open woodlands, roadsides and hedgerows.
WNS was able to send in one record for Clustered Bellflower (C. glomerata), but as it
was from the north bank of the river Wharfe, east of Middleton Woods (GH, NV),
rather than from calcareous grassland, it is probably of garden origin.
The dainty Spreading Bellflower (C. patula) is extremely rare, and not in our area,
sadly.
Most of the records were for plants in small numbers, often scattered in ones or twos.
The conclusion is that bellflowers are not dominant in our countryside, but surviving
Harebell
in small populations – which can make them vulnerable to change.
The published composite map of the results in the ‘Plantlife’ newsletter was disappointing, and did not allow
any kind of useful analysis of the results for the North of England.
Plantlife’s 2006 survey was to look for “Plant Invaders”, namely, three aliens with invasive habits. These are
New Zealand Pygmy-weed, Himalayan Balsam and Japanese Knotweed. All three species occur in our area.
Again, several WNS members signed up to help, but the recording cards did not arrive until well into summer.
The Plantlife organisers hope to use the exercise to raise awareness of the problems these particular invaders
can cause for our native plant communities. *Please note, only a few of the many alien species that reach the
British Isles are such determined colonisers as these three!
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OTHER MISCELLANEOUS RECORDS
Yarrow – with really bright pink flowers, Leathley Lane. (NF)
Few-flowered Leek (Allium paradoxum) – Banks of Wharfe, Leathley. (NF)
Common Fiddleneck (Amsinckia micrantha) – Addingham Old Road. (NV)
False Buck’s-beard (Astilbe japonica) – Greenhow Hill Road, plant with crimson-pink flowers. (NV, det. PPA)
Buddleia (Buddleia davidii) – white-flowered bush near bridge, Hoodstorth Lane. (NV)
Giant Bellflower – Lindley roadside. (NF)
Coralroot (Cardamine bulbifera, garden escape form) – old record, Ben Rhydding. (BB)
Star Sedge – Grassington Mire, along with Marsh Violet and Bog Asphodel (Narthecium ossifragum). (GH)
Common Centaury (Centaurium erythraea), Marsh Cudweed (Gnaphalium uliginosum) and Red Bartsia
(Odontites verna) – seen in Stainburn Forest. (M & DL)
Red Goosefoot (Chenopodium rubrum) – Farnham Gravel Pit, colony on old fire site. (BB)
Alternate-leaved Golden-saxifrage – in Turner Gill. (NF), near Eller’s Wood, Washburn. (BB) Also

Gildersber beck, Addingham, one plant. (NV)
Blue Sowthistle (Cicerbita macrophylla) – patches on Old Pool Bank smaller than in 2005. Some verges have
been mown twice to a depth of 5m. (PS)
Pink Purslane (Claytonia sibirica) and Purple Loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) – banks of Washburn, where it
joins the Wharfe. (NF)
New Zealand Pygmyweed – in pond in Darwin Gardens, Ilkley. (BB)
Marsh Hawk’s-beard – Hathenshaw, north of Ilkley. (PPA, MHA)
Heath Spotted-orchid (Dactylorhiza maculata – Burley, Sun Lane N.R. (D & RH)
Broad-leaved Helleborine (Epipactis helleborine) – garden on Westwood Drive, Ilkley. (CW)
Giant Horsetail (Equisetum telmateia) – dense in woodland near Hathenshaw beck. (PPA)
Also old garage site, Addingham. (NV)
Ferns with forked tips – Hart’s-tongue (Asplenium scolopendrium) – in ginnel in Otley Town Centre, also Hard
Fern – Timble Ings Plantation. (Both BB)
Shaggy Soldier (Galinsoga quadri-radiata) – 10 plants in Otley Town Centre. (BB)
Bloody Crane’s-bill – near Thruscross sailing club, also Green Alkanet (Pentaglottis sempervirens). Have they
arrived with limestone chippings ? (D & RH)
Fragrant Orchids – on bank of Coolscar Quarry. (via DH)
Marsh Pennywort (Hydrocotyle vulgaris) – Low Dam, Blubberhouses. (D & RH)
Slender St.John’s-wort (Hypericum pulchrum) – Bolton Abbey woods. (GH)
Toothwort (Lathraea squamaria) – east bank of Strid Wood, established site. (AMG)
Ragged Robin – in a garden in Ilkley. (JC)
Crab Apple – a tree beside goit, on path from Fewston to Thruscross. (H & RB)
Common Cow-wheat (Melampyrum pratense) – on Otley Chevin. (D & RH)
Tall Melilot (Melilotus altissima) and White Melilot (M. alba) – in small area at bottom of Marchup Ghyll,
Addingham, after building of new stone wall, also Hemlock and Tansy (Tanacetum vulgare). (NV)
Wild Daffodils (Narcissus pseudo-narcissus) – Lindley. (NF)
Lemon-scented Fern (Oreopteris limbosperma) – Strid Woods. (BB)
Greater Burnet-saxifrage – path by river, Burley by-pass. (J & DS) Also Menston. (SW)
Bird’s-eye Primroses and Mountain Pansies – near Kettlewell. (LL)
Purple Saxifrage (Saxifraga oppositifolia) – flowers on Penyghent fading on May 1st. (DB)
Colonies included one within WNS recording area. (BB)
Water Figwort – Weir at Otley. (HMB)
Bittersweet – Hambleton Beck, Bolton Abbey. (HMB) Also Church field, Addingham. (NV)
Bridewort (Spiraea salicifolia) – Greenhow Hill Road. (NV)
Marsh Arrow-grass – Top of Redshaw Beck, also Tufted Forget-me-not. (NV)
Great Mullein – Littondale, roadside. (OM)
Sweet Violet (Viola odorata) – flowers white, with a purple spur. Leathley roadside. (NF)
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AMPHIBIANS

Common Toad

CAUDATA TAILED AMPHIBIANS
GREAT CRESTED NEWT Triturus cristatus.
No reports this year. Harrogate DNH Society had a report of some found in a pond
at Stainburn, but after various visits none have been found.
PALMATE NEWT Triturus helveticus.
Found again in Lindley pond.
SMOOTH NEWT Triturus vulgaris.
Reports from Lindley pond and OWNR.
ALPINE NEWT Triturus alpestris.
Reports again from Burley area.

ANURA TAIL-LESS AMPHIBIANS
COMMON TOAD Bufo bufo.
First seen in amplexus at OWNR 29th March, and spawn by 4th April. Within a few days spawn also seen at
Bolton Abbey and Farnley Lake with toadlets at OWNR and Timble Ings by early July.
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COMMON FROG Rana temporaria.
Remains of frog eaten by otter 15th February at OWNR. Lots of spawn at OWNR followed by reports of spawn
from Leathley, Addingham, Askwith, Menston and the Washburn. Frog remains again from Owl pellets
OWNR on 29th March. More spawn from Hawksworth Moor and Lindley Wood. Froglets were about by mid
May at Timble. Last frogs seen by working party at OWNR late December.

REPTILES
SQUAMATA SCALY REPTILES
ADDER Vipera berus
First seen this year at Hoodstorth on 20th March. A very active male. A female also seen beside Greenhow
road.
SLOW WORM Anguis fragilis
Only one report this year – a dead one found on track at Lindley Wood Farm.
COMMON LIZARD Lacerta vivipara
Odd ones seen at Timble and Ilkley Moor.

MAMMALS
INSECTIVORA INSECTIVORES
HEDGEHOG Erinaceus europaeus
Seen regularly in most of our area but still on the decline. J Dixon seems to have had the best sightings in
August with six including a juvenile. 11 road casualties reported.
MOLE Talpa europaea
Mole hills reported from large areas especially early in the year. One found dead at Timble.
COMMON SHREW Sorex araneus
Four caught in Longworth traps at OWNR. Another seen regularly in an Addingham garden.
PYGMY SHREW Sorex minutus
One found dead at Kex Gill in November.
CHIROPTERA BATS
DAUBENTON’S BAT Myotis daubentoni.
Seen from bridge near Devonshire Arms flying low over river Wharfe.
PIPISTRELLE Pipistrellus pipistrellus.
Seen flying in Menston, Burley, Addingham and Otley. Two found dead in an Addingham garden on 16th July.
COMMON LONG-EARED BAT Plecotus auritus.
A maternity colony was found in the roof of the Robinson Library at Timble, when re-roofing was in progress.
A DEFRA licence was obtained, the roofing finished and the bats have now moved on.
LAGAMORPHA RABBITS AND HARES.
RABBIT Oryctolagus cuniculus
Still plague proportions from Coverdale to Otley and beyond. Four black rabbits seen in total at Otley,
Thruscross, Bolton Abbey and Burley. Myxomatosis outbreaks noted in August and September.
HARE Lepus capensis
Seems to be more widespread with 20 reports this year. The most seen together were 5 at Burley. One road
casualty.
RODENTIA RODENTS
RED SQUIRREL Scuirus vulgaris
First report for many years from above Buckden at Nethergill Farm. One ran up the side of the farm building.
There are a few remnant populations in some remote parts of the Dales.
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GREY SQUIRREL Scuirus carolinensis.
Seen everywhere in WNS area. A regular at most bird feeders. Not doing as much damage to the trees at
OWNR this year. Three road deaths reported.
BANK VOLE Clethrionomys glariolus.

Most seen at OWNR, either caught in Longworth traps or seen under sheets of corrugated iron. Four
was the most seen at one time. One found dead in reedbed and one seen swimming the moat. Also
seen in an Addingham garden August to October.
FIELD VOLE Microtis agrestis.
Found in Long-eared Owl pellets from Timble. Noted all year round on moorland at Buckden.
WOOD MOUSE Apodemus sylvaticus.
Most reports of mice coming to bird feeders, eating dropped seed. One caught in Longworth trap at OWNR on
the Open Day. Also found in Long-eared Owl pellets from Timble.
COMMON RAT Rattus norvegicus.
The best view of one was at Lindley being carried off by a Buzzard. Another was seen at a Pheasant feeder at
Grimwith. Also seen on a woodpile in Ilkley.
CARNIVORA CARNIVORES
FOX Vulpes vulpes
Widespread with 20 sightings. Five earths reported occupied, with five cubs playing together at one.
Five road casualties reported.
STOAT Mustela erminea
Widely reported, one in ermine stole chickens from a farm at Buckden 29th January. A young stoat chased by a
rabbit at OWNR. Several pairs seen at various times with three youngsters chasing each other on the access
track on the OWNR Open Day.
WEASEL Mustela nivalis
Mostly singles seen from Menston, Stainburn and OWNR. One seen carrying a vole at Barden Scar and
another carrying a rabbit near Liberty Farm.
MINK Mustela vison
A few caught and despatched during the year at OWNR. Scats seen at OWNR, Lindley and Askwith. A
juvenile found dead at OWNR. Another seen swimming in the Wharfe from Otley Bridge.
BADGER Meles meles
All sets visited were occupied. A definite increase in the population. Young Badgers noted at three sets. Six
road kills reported, mostly in the Addingham area.
OTTER Lutra lutra
More reports of spraint and footprints than ever before. As it
says in the Harrogate Nats Report for 2005: ‘Who ten years
ago would have thought we would have more Otters in our
area than Water Voles’. Signs from Burley, Farnley Lake,
Lindley and OWNR where the Otter seems to pass through
most of the year. For all the signs only two sightings, both by
D Wild, a fisherman at Burley.
ARTIODACTYLA EVEN-TOED UNGULATES
ROE DEER Capreolus capreolus
Our most recorded mammal. Reports from all areas. Six were
seen at Thruscross; they seemed to be eating fungus. Five
were noted on Otley Chevin, and nine were spotted in the
Farnley Lake area.
One road kill was reported.
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CONTRIBUTORS:
D Alred, N&A Bowland, K A Bullimore, F&C Clark, L Dewdney, J Dixon, N Fearnley, J Flood,
G Foggitt, P Jaques, H Jevons, D&M Leather, P&K Limb, D&O Middleton, N Moore, D Parkin,
J Pierce, P&A Riley, D L Robinson & E Scarfe. Many thanks to you all for your efforts, please keep the records
coming. My apologies for any omissions.
Nevil Bowland

BUTTERFLIES
The season was notable for three new species being recorded in the area – an
unprecedented happening. The Brown Argus was expected to move in, but
sightings of a White Admiral and of a Silver-washed Fritillary astonished the
observers, although now we know these two butterflies were recorded in
other unexpected places in 2006.
Butterflies were seen from February to December. Over 60 people sent in
records, over 5000 in total, more than ever. This was unexpected as the
season started badly. The period to the end of April was poor, and numbers
were no more than average by the end of June. This can be seen from the
Table below, which shows which years had relatively few early records.
However the second half of the year was particularly warm, and butterflies
were seen on all but one day of ‘summer’ (July-September). October was one
of the best ever recorded, and November and December were exceptional.
Year

% to end Apr

% to end Jun

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

13%
3%
14%
9%
5%
7%
2.5%

35%
25%
35%
34%
30%
28%
20%

% of year’s records by the end of April, and the end of June
The number of sightings/number of sites is added to each species report this year. However because of the
increased recorder activity it is difficult to compare 2006 directly with any other year. For example, threequarters of all species had the most records ever in 2006 and overall there were six times as many records as in
2000.
Recent warmer years and an increase in species add to the feeling that everything in the WNS butterfly world is
getting better and better, yet we know that historically the fortunes of species have ebbed and flowed. So this
year another way of comparing the success of our species, Rank Order, has been used.
The Rank Order of a species is based on the number of sightings relative to other species and so can show
trends. For the WNS this shows vividly the rapid progress of the Speckled Wood in the last 4 years, moving up
the rank order from 23rd most common, to 21st, 8th and now 5th. Over a much longer period, comparing 2006
with the average of the previous fifteen years, four butterflies appear to be relatively declining, namely Large
Skipper, Orange Tip, Green Hairstreak and Northern Brown Argus. (UKBMS national surveys suggest some real
decline in all but the Orange Tip). Using the same measure no major change in the fortunes of other species can
be seen.
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In 2006 our indifferent spring meant that some early species such as Brimstone and Orange Tip did relatively
poorly, and also that the first generation of the two-generation Common Blues were few in number. However the
single-generation Common Blues in Upper Wharfedale showed few ill effects.
The nymphalids generally had excellent years, particularly Red Admiral, the most common butterfly for the
first time. Small Tortoiseshell remained less common then Peacock, but Comma improved, with a number of
new sites. Painted Lady recovered from the slump in numbers in 2005.
Of the localised residents, Dark Green Fritillary and White-letter Hairstreak did well, and Holly Blue continued
to improve. Purple Hairstreak and Northern Brown Argus were satisfactory, with good numbers of NBA being
seen on two occasions. There was another unconfirmed sighting of Dingy Skipper – really a specimen or a
photograph is needed before the presence of this uncommon butterfly can be accepted.
The browns all did well, including the nationally threatened Wall. A Gatekeeper sighting in Upper Wharfedale
was noteworthy, suggesting a further expansion of range.
Clouded Yellow was seen in more places than it was in 2005, and there was one sighting of the Camberwell
Beauty, a very uncommon migrant.
Details of individual species follow. The initials in square brackets denote individual observers whose names
are at the end of the report. ‘New sites’ denotes new 1km. squares on the WNS map.
HESPERIIDAE
1526 SMALL SKIPPER Thymelicus sylvestris
161 Sightings, 57 Sites.
A good year, with more sightings than ever and good peak numbers. Sites were noted from Trollers Gill,
Bolton Abbey Station, Ilkley to Otley, up the Washburn to Thruscross, and near Greenhow, Timble Ings,
Grimwith and Stainburn Moor. Seen on thirteen sites in the upper dale, from Threshfield to Langstrothdale,
with new sites at Greenfield [GF]. Recorded first on 27th June in Langstrothdale [GF], and last on 10th August
at Norwood Edge [GF]. Peak counts were 148 at Stainburn Forest [JC, AG] on 18 th July and 80 at Park Gill
near Kettlewell [MB] on 30th July. Other new sites were Cray Gill [GL] and Howgill [ES], and more sites were
noted around Grimwith reservoir [GL].
1531 LARGE SKIPPER Ochlodes venata
73 Sightings, 31 Sites.
A much better year, with more sites and sightings although lower numbers. They were seen at new sites at
Trollers Gill [PM], Barden Moor [KL], also at Ilkley, at Sun Lane NR and Otley Wetlands NR, a new site in
the vicinity of Delves Ridge [MB], Stainburn Forest, and Timble Ings. There were thirteen sightings from
Upper Wharfedale, with new sites at Low Greenfield and Cow Close [GF], Yockenthwaite [ES], and Park Gill
[MB], and a peak count of 15 at Bastow Wood [MBL].
First seen on 9th June at Rougemont [GF], last seen on 8th August at Lower Grass Wood [EC]. The peak count
was 36 at Stainburn Forest on 6th July [DH]. There were nine other counts in double figures.
PYRGINAE
1532 DINGY SKIPPER Erynnis tages
One was reported near Leathley on 3rd August [JD]. This would be a second-generation insect, few of which
have been seen in Yorkshire. Visits to the site to look for a colony are needed in 2007.
PIERIDAE
1545 CLOUDED YELLOW Colias croceus
16 Sightings, 11 Sites.
There were sixteen reports of this occasional visitor, all but one of singletons.
No more have been sighted in any year since records began. First seen on 4th
August near Leathley [JD], last on 13th October on the North edge of Burley
Moor [JHY]. Many of the sightings were from Burley through to Otley, but
there were several in the Washburn and one at Lower Grass Wood [TV].
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1546 BRIMSTONE Gonepteryx rhamni
47 Sightings, 23 Sites.
Fewer records in a disappointing year for this insect. First seen on 25th March at Bastow Wood [GL], the last
on 21st September when one flew across the road at Askwith [DH]. Most of the sightings were from
Addingham [LR] through to Menston [JS], with some in Burley [FD], often from Sun Lane NR [PR, FD, DA],
one from Grimwith [PP], several from Washburndale and five from the area of Grass Wood [DB, GL, TV].
The peak count was 2 [PR], [FD], [GL]. Twelve of the reports included females.
Only an average year for the three common Whites, probably due to the poor spring-as shown by the late
‘first sightings’.
1549 LARGE WHITE Pieris brassicae
198 Sightings, 38 Sites.
The peak number was 16, seen on the 5th August at Otley Gallows Hill [ES]. There were only two other
sightings of 10 or more, on 3rd August at Norwood Bottom [ES], and on the 17th July at Trollers Gill [PM].
Small numbers were seen in many other places over the two dales. The first seen was on 23rd April in an Otley
garden [ES] and there were two ‘last’ sightings on 12th October, at Hebden [ABK] and at Menston [JS].
1550 SMALL WHITE Pieris rapae
320 Sightings, 66 Sites.
Seen in many places in both dales, up to Kettlewell and Thruscross respectively, and at Greenhow. The first
was on 15th April in Ilkley [DH], and the last was on 13th October at Otley Wetlands NR [PR]. The peak count
was 100 on 28th July near Leathley bridge [JD]. There were several high counts on other days at the same site
by the same recorder and otherwise one of 40 at Burley Sun Lane NR on 14th August [PR].
1551 GREEN-VEINED WHITE Pieris napi
313 Sightings, 100 Sites.
Seen very widely over most of our area. First seen on 27th April at Westy Bank Wood [DL], last noted on 28th
September at Ben Rhydding gravel pits [DH]. The largest count was of 70 on 15th June at Foxup Gill [GL].
There were four other counts of 30 or above, [KL, JD, KB(2)]
1553 ORANGE TIP Anthocharis cardamines
130 Sightings, 50 Sites.
A disappointing year following the record 2005. There were sightings up Wharfedale to Yockenthwaite [PR,
EC], with 3 seen on a new site North of Cray [SM]. In Washburndale insects were seen as far as a new site at
Hoodstorth allotment [DA], with another at Greenhow [GF]. First seen on 23rd April in a Burley garden [FD],
and the last sighting was at Pool Bank on a late 28th July [NF]. The highest count was a modest 16 at Otley
Wetlands NR [PR]. There were three other sites with counts over 10.
LYCAENIDAE
1555 GREEN HAIRSTREAK Callophrys rubi
79 Sightings, 38 Sites.
A similar year to 2005. First report was on 22nd April at Rushy Beck,
Burley Moor [DH] and the last was on 16th June at Bastow Wood [IP].
The peak counts were 50 at Otley Chevin on 11th May [PR], and at
Hawksworth Moor on 12th May [KL]. There were sightings in the
Hazlewood area [LL], the first records there since 1946, and at two
new sites on Grassington Moor [GL].
1557 PURPLE HAIRSTREAK Neozephyrus quercus
26 Sightings, 15 Sites.
There were fewer records to file than last year, although other
sightings were reported. There was an interesting new site for Grass
Wood on 22nd July, seen on the ground presumably taking salts [PM].
Other new sites were in the Washburn valley, near Dob Park bridge
[ES], at Swinsty car park [MB], at Norwood Bottom [MB] and at
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Timble Ings [TG, DA]. Insects were reported ‘throughout the valley from Rougemont to Thruscross dam
[GF]. First seen on 16th July at Sun Lane NR [PR], the last was seen on 8th September in Ilkley [DH]. Peak
counts were 5 on 3rd August at Folly Hall Wood in the Washburn valley [ES], and 4 on 24 th July at Timble
Ings [TG] and on 6th August at Sun Lane NR [PR] respectively.
1558 WHITE-LETTER HAIRSTREAK Satyrium w-album
36 Sightings, 14 Sites.
Nationally there is a steep decline in the fortunes of this butterfly, but not locally. No fewer than five new
sites were found in the Bolton Abbey area [GF]. Further up Wharfedale another new site was found at Hebden
Ghyll [PM]. East of Otley one was seen on a new site at Leathley Park [GF].
The peak sighting of eleven insects was recorded on 1st July at Ben Rhydding Gravel Pits [MBL], which was
also the first sighting. The last to be seen was nectaring on ragwort on the 4 th August at the same site [DH].
Butterflies obligingly nectared on thistles on a new Ilkley site during nine visits spanning eleven days [DH,
CW]
1561 SMALL COPPER Lycaena phlaeas
150 Sightings, 56 Sites.
A very good year, with insects seen in many places. Observed in Wharfedale up to Kettlewell [GL], and in
the Washburn up to Hoodstorth [MB]. First sighted on 11th May at Otley Chevin [FD], with 23 first-generation
(May-June) records this year, and a peak number of 10. In the second generation the peak number was 15 on
26th July, at Timble Ings [DA]. The last record was on 7th October at Otley Chevin [NB]
1572 BROWN ARGUS Plebeius (Aricia) agestis
Recorded in our area for the first time. There were three records of singletons, on 8 th June at Thruscross [GF],
on 3rd August at Timble Ings [KL, DA] and on 5th August at Menwith Hill [MB]. We look forward to many
more in the future.
1573 NORTHERN BROWN ARGUS Plebeius (Aricia) artaxerxes
23 Sightings, 9 Sites.
Butterfly Conservation continued transects at Long Ashes and Bastow Wood. The Bastow Wood transect was
walked by a new team [MF, IP]. The peak number seen was 108 at Bastow Wood on 1 st July [MBL], and 68
were seen on a transect walk there on 16th June [IP]. The first sighting was of 17 insects on 9th June at Bastow
Wood [IP] and the last record was of 2 on 30th July at Bastow Wood [MF]. On the Long Ashes transect eleven
insects were the most seen, on 17th June [GL]. At Kilnsey 48 were seen on 14th July [PM].
1574 COMMON BLUE Polyommatus icarus
166 Sightings, 40 Sites.
In the high dales there is one brood a year, lower down there are usually two. It appears that the single
brooded butterflies had a good year but the first brood further down the dale fared badly. The insect was seen
in Upper Wharfedale with a new site in Langstrothdale [GF], and in the Washburn up to Thruscross. At Duck
Street Quarry Greenhow there was the largest count of 900 butterflies on 17th July [MB]. Next largest was 300
butterflies seen at Kilnsey on 14th July [PM]. The first sighting from the single-brooded sites was on 11th June
at Kilnsey [GF], and the last on 21st August at Greenhow when 3 were seen [MB].
The largest counts on the double-brooded sites were 6 in the first generation (at Middleton Hospital on 27th
June [DH]) and 42 in the second generation (Sun Lane NR on 14th August [PR]). The first sightings were on
11th June when 4 were seen at Sun Lane NR [PR], and 1 at Otley Wetlands NR [PP]. The last sighting was on
23rd September at Otley Wetlands NR [DA].
1580 HOLLY BLUE Celastrina argiolus.
84 Sightings, 18 Sites.
A much better year. Recorded from a new area near Bolton Abbey [DL], and from Addingham, Burley,
Menston, Otley and Timble Ings. The first sighting was on 25th April at Addingham [DM], the last on 30th
September on Otley Chevin [NB]. The most seen was four in the president’s Burley garden [PR].
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NYMPHALIDAE
1584 WHITE ADMIRAL. Limenitis Camilla
On 17th July Arthur Wardman, a well-known local ornithologist, saw a White Admiral in the woodlands
surrounding Lindley Wood reservoir. There were three other sightings in Yorkshire this year but to find one in
our area was entirely unexpected.
1590 RED ADMIRAL Vanessa atalanta
517 Sightings, 121 Sites.
A record number of sightings. Seen throughout our area, eg in Littondale at Byre Bank Wood [GL] and in
Langstrothdale at Yockenthwaite [PR, EC], up to Thruscross [DA, JD] in Washburndale, with a strong
showing at Greenhow [MB]. The first sighting was 18th February in a Ben Rhydding garden, on a newly
planted primula [DH]. Four December sightings, on 13th in an Addingham garden [NV], on 5th in Burley [FD],
on 4th in Otley [ES] and on 2nd in an Otley church [DA]. The peak count was 33 on 8th October, in Ben
Rhydding [DH], nectaring on ivy flowers (as were many late sightings). 22 were seen during an 8 mile round
walk at Buckden on 13th October [MB]. ‘At least 20’ were seen at Gallows Hill Otley on 1 st October, on ivy
[PP].
1591 PAINTED LADY Vanessa cardui
258 Sightings, 81 Sites.
A good year. The first sighting was an early 14th April at Buckden [PM], and there was another on 5th May at
Swinsty [NM]. The last was on 21st October at Addingham [LR]. The peak count of 21 was on 5th August
during a walk in Wharfedale [PR]. Fifteen were seen on the same day at Otley Wetlands NR [DA], and the
same number on 7th August at DSQ Greenhow [MB].
1593 SMALL TORTOISESHELL Aglais urticae
371 Sightings, 96 Sites.
A good year, though they were nowhere abundant. Recorded in many places throughout our area. First seen
on 29th March in Burley [DA], and last on 9th November in Otley [DB]. The peak count was 31 at Pool Bank
on 23rd July [NF], followed by 30 near Leathley bridge on 13th July [JD]. There were 15 other counts of ten or
more.
1596 CAMBERWELL BEAUTY Nymphalis antiopa
On 21st September Pat and Ken Limb noticed a large dark butterfly with white-bordered wings flying at
Timble Ings. They chased after it but it did not settle. This can only have been a Camberwell Beauty, one of
10-20 we know visited Yorkshire in 2006. It is presumed they came from Scandinavia.
1597 PEACOCK Inachis io
437 Sightings, 115 Sites.
Very often reported throughout the area, although no early records this year.
First seen on 26th March outside Ilkley parish church [JK]. The last seen flying were on 29th October, one
each at Strid Wood, Barden Fell [both ES] and in Ben Rhydding [DH]. For several days up to 19 th December
one was seen on a wall behind a compost bin, presumably hibernating [ES]. There was a peak count of 57 on
5th August at Middleton Hospital [DH]
Other sites with counts of 30 or more were Duck Street Quarry Greenhow [GF], Sun Lane NR [PR, FD], and
Barden Moor [ES] Numbers were highest in late July or August.
1598 COMMA Polygonia c-album
341 Sightings, 75 Sites.
A very good year, with new sites found near Low Greenfield [GF],
Kettlewell [GL], Cracoe [SM], and Greenhow [DA].
The first butterfly was seen in a Menston garden on 1st April, and the
last was on 29th October in the same garden [DMS]. In the spring three
insects were the most seen [KL]. There was a gap in June before the
summer brood, then the peak number of 35 (the most ever) was seen at
Timble Ings on 21st September [KL]. There was a sighting of 20 on a
Washburn walk [DA]. The golden hutchinsoni variety was reported
several times.
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1607 DARK GREEN FRITILLARY Argynnis aglaja
37 Sightings, 14 Sites.
Three colonies seem presently established in Upper Wharfedale, near Kettlewell [MB, GF], in Bastow Wood
[MF, IP], and in Trollers Gill [PM, DH] They may be temporary – the 1980-90s colony at Duck Street Quarry,
Greenhow disappeared, but 3 DGF were seen there this year after a gap of nine years [MB].
At Park Gill near Kettlewell on 30th July 8 were seen [MB]. At Bastow Wood there were 10 on the 18th July
[CB]. There were also sightings in Grass Wood and Lower Grass Wood. Trollers Gill has a new colony found
by Paul Millard, who photographed a mating pair. Other records came from High Greenfield [GF],
Appletreewick [ES], Grimwith [SG], Linton [TV] and Timble Ings [KL].
The earliest record was on 30th June in Bastow Wood [IP] where the last was seen on 12th August [KB].
1608 SILVER-WASHED FRITILLARY Argynnis paphia
A male was seen in the Menston garden of Jack and Dorothy Storey, nectaring on buddleia, and Jack managed
to photograph it. Next day it was seen a short distance away in John and Jeanette Clapham’s garden, again
nectaring on buddleia. Jeanette and her neighbour Audrey Gramshaw realised this was an extraordinary
sighting, and the butterfly was caught to be photographed by the recorder.
There are no sites within many miles, but a female was seen a few days earlier in the Harrogate area [MB]. It
is possible they were both migrants.
SATYRIDAE
1614 SPECKLED WOOD Pararge aegeria
358 Sightings, 76 Sites.
A considerable extension of range this year, now recorded more often than any of the Whites. Many new
sites, notably Scar House in Langstrothdale, Conistone Dib and Parceval Hall [all GL].
The earliest record was on 5th May in Dob Wood, near Bolton Abbey [DM], and there were seven more May
records. The latest record was 24th October from Grass Wood [GL]. The largest number seen in the first half of
the year was 20 on 28th June at Rougemont [GF]. The peak number was 50 at Otley Wetlands on 9th September
[PR], followed by 24 on the Middleton Hospital site on the 8th September [LD]. In Upper Wharfedale 8 were
seen on 26th September in Grass Wood [GL].
1615 WALL Lasiommata megera
133 Sightings, 46 Sites.
Over one hundred records for the third successive year, with nine from Upper Wharfedale in the Grassington
area [TV(4) and others]. Lower down the Wharfe valley seen near Barden, Ilkley, Burley, Menston and Otley.
In the Washburn area insects were seen near Farnley, Fewston, Lindley, Leathley, Timble, Stainburn Forest,
and as far up the valley as Thruscross. The first seen were on 5th May at Addingham High Moor, the last on 5th
October at Timble Ings [both DM]. The highest count was 19 on 30th August at Stainburn Moor [JD]. There
were notable new sites at Hoodstorth [DB, MB] and at Hebden [ABK].
1625 GATEKEEPER Pyronia tithonus
100 Sightings, 37 Sites.
A good year, with many more sites. Records from Hebden Gill [PM], and Kilnsey [ES] suggest some range
expansion in Wharfedale. Lower down the valley insects were seen at March Ghyll reservoir [DA], in Ilkley,
Burley, Otley, on Pool Bank [NF], several sites in the Washburn area including Farnley, Norwood, Stainburn
Forest, Timble Ings, near Swinsty and Thruscross and again in the Trollers Ghyll area . First seen on 1st July
at Pool [NF], and last on 27th August at Norwood Edge [JS]. The most seen was 50 on 29th July at Thruscross
on the old sailing club site [JD], and the Sun Lane NR colony had a peak of 37 on 21st July [FD]. 30 were seen
at Timble Ings on 3rd August [KL] and at Otley Wetlands NR on 15th July [PR].
1626 MEADOW BROWN Maniola jurtina
372 Sightings, 94 Sites.
More sightings once again, with substantial colonies noted throughout the dales. Some new sites found in the
Hebden [ABK, PM] and Grimwith [GL, KB] areas. First seen, 2 on 17th June at Otley Wetlands NR [PP]. Last
seen, two on the same site on 11th September [DA]. The peak sightings were 200 at Otley Wetlands NR on 3rd
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July [KL], and 180 at DSQ Greenhow on 18th July [MB], and 100 at Hebden Moor [ABK] and Timble Ings
[KL]. There were nine other counts of 50 or more.
1627 SMALL HEATH Coenonympha pamphilus
108 Sightings, 57 Sites.
A good year with more sightings and sites. Seen widely in upper Wharfedale including Yarnbury [GL], as far
as Yockenthwaite [EC]. Down the valley there were records from Grimwith [GL, KB], around Barden [KL,
ES], Appletreewick [ES], Trollers Ghyll [PM. DH], Addingham Moor [DM, ES], Ilkley Moor [ES], March
Ghyll reservoir [DA], and Otley Chevin [JK]. In the Washburn there were sightings near Timble [DA, KL,
KB], Stainburn Forest [DH, AG, JC], Sword Point, Swinsty and Norwood Edge [all MB], sites at Thruscross
[DH, JD], and near Greenhow [MB, DA]. The first record was on 5 th May on Addingham Moor [DM], and the
last sighting was at Trollers Gill on 17th September [PM] where the same recorder saw the peak number of 40
on 17th July. On the same day 36 were seen on the Long Ashes transect [GL].
1629 RINGLET Aphantopus hyperantus
190 Sightings, 58 Sites.
A good year with some fifteen new sites. Seen in Upper Wharfedale as far as Cray Gill, near Buckden [GL]
with a new site at Kilnsey flush [EC]. Seen in mid Wharfedale from new sites Barden Moor [KL] and Bolton
Abbey station [DH] to Pool [NF]. Seen in the Washburn from Otley to Thruscross, also at Stainburn Forest
and Greenhow [MB], where there was the maximum count of 388 on 18th July. There was a new site at Delves
Ridge [MB].
Other counts above 100 were 200 at Timble Ings on 13th July [KL], 115 at Stainburn Forest on 18th July [AG,
JC], 112 at Lower Grass Wood on 15th July [TV], and there were two counts of 100. The earliest record was
on 19th June at Otley Wetlands NR [PR], and the last on 16th August at Grass Wood [TM].
In compiling this report I am very grateful for the help of many WNS members, the Upper Wharfedale Field
Society, Butterfly Conservation, and friends. Most of the records have come directly from the observers
mentioned below, but others have come via Terry Whitaker of Butterfly Conservation and Gerald Light of the
UWFS.
I apologise for any errors or omissions.
Details were received from the following recorders:
C Acomb, D & J Alred(DA), A Ashworth, M Barnham(MB), C Bell(CB), M Bell(MBL), D Benson, J Birdsall,
A Bostock(ABK), N & A Bowland(NB), D Brear(DB), K Bullimore(KB), R & H Burrow(RB),
T & M Chalmers(TC), JM Clapham(JC), EC Clements(EC), CJ Cope , D Dalton, J Dean(JD),
LG Dewdney(LD), J Dixon(JDN), FC Draper(FD), N Fearnley (NF), AL Powell & GT Foggitt(GF),
M Fryer(MF), S & S Goodwin(SG), A Gough(TG), AM Gramshaw(AG), J Heap, J Healey(JHY),
D & R Howson(DH), P & D Howson, M Jackson, D & R Jakeways(DJ), L Jones(LJ), J & K Kyriakides(JK),
D & M Leather(DL), L Lee(LL), G Light (GL), K & P Limb(KL), P Millard (PM), DH Moore(DM),
N Moore(NM) ,D Morris(DMS), S Morris(SM), G Parker, P & J Parkin(PP), D Parkinson,
G & M Parkinson(GP), I Powell(IP), J Powell(JP), P Purvis(PPS), A & P Riley(PR), LD Robinson(LR),
E Scarfe(ES), J & D Storey(JS), A & B Thompson(AT), N Vernon [NV], T Vittery(TV), A Wardman,
D Warren, R Wilding(RW). C Williams(CW).
David Howson
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MOTHS
The year has been exceptional in number of species, late migrants,
second broods of normally single-brooded moths and the number of
observers who have noted these events and kindly forwarded their
sightings to me.
All these records have been transferred either directly or via my wife
onto ‘Mapmate’, which keeps a permanent record of all moths and is
already building up an enormous database under the guidance of Dr C
Fletcher. He has also contributed by commencing a list of the micro
moths which he has noted in Wharfedale.
There was a successful moth trapping night in Bolton Abbey woods,
with several species exhibited at the Cavendish Pavilion.

Selected Species List.
15 ORANGE SWIFT Hepialus sylvina
Nine recorded at Beamsley – 27th July-28th August. Seven at Burley –
26th July-23rd August and at Sun Lane on 8th August.
161 LEOPARD MOTH Zeuzera pyrina
One at the Burley trap on 1st July. A scarce species.
164 CISTUS FORESTER Adscita geryon
Seen at Park Rash near Kettlewell (MB) – a new site for this rare day flying species.
1638 FOX MOTH Macrothylacia rubi
Recorded at Beamsley on 5th, 11th and 17th June, and a larva found on Ilkley Moor.
1652 PEACH BLOSSOM Thyatira batis
This beautiful moth was recorded from the Otley trap on 1st July, at Menston on the 6th, at Burley and on the
Sun Lane Reserve between 26th May and 3rd July.
1661 ORANGE UNDERWING Archiearis parthenias
Three on the 10th April were seen flying round the same birch tree in Timble, where I first found this species
25 years ago.
1702 SMALL FAN-FOOTED WAVE Idaea biselata
Ten were caught in the Menston trap between 16th June and 27th July; two in the Otley trap 6-21st July and one
at the Beamsley trap on 3rd August.
1707 SMALL DUSTY WAVE I. seriata
Nineteen records from Burley, and clearly double-brooded, with records in July and September; Beamsley in
June and September and Menston in September.
1717 THE VESTAL Rhodometra sacraria
A great year for scarce immigrants. Singles recorded at Beamsley on 12th September and 17th October.
1744 GREY MOUNTAIN CARPET Entephria caesiata
One at the Beamsley trap on 5th September.
1760 RED GREEN CARPET Chloroclysta siterata
Five recorded at Menston in the period 18th September to 14th October.
1769 SPRUCE CARPET Thera britannica
Outnumbered the Grey Pine Carpet 3:1 at Menston.
1790 THE TISSUE Triphosa dubitata
One came to the MV trap in Duck Street Quarry on 25th July (MB & GTF).
1800 NORTHERN WINTER MOTH Operophtera fagata
One at the Beamsley trap on 6th November.
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1804 BARRED RIVULET Perizoma bifasciata
One at Sun Lane on 7th August.
1812 MAPLE PUG Eupithecia inturbata
There were four records of this scarce pug from Woodhill and two from Sun Lane.
1827 FREYERS PUG Eupithecia intricata
One at the Otley trap on 24th June.
1853 OAK TREE PUG E. dodoneata
One at the Beamsley trap on 4th June.
1862 DOUBLE STRIPED PUG Gymnoscelis rufifasciata
One on 30th May at Beamsley.
1876 SMALL YELLOW WAVE Hydrelia flammeolaria
One at the Sun Lane Reserve on 19th June and one at Menston on 16th June.
1883 YELLOW BARRED BRINDLE Acasis viretata
Two in the Burley trap on 6th August and one caught at the Sun Lane Reserve next day. One at Menston on
26th July.
1885 CLOUDED MAGPIE Abraxas sylvata
Charles Fletcher found larvae on elm near Fewston (Meagill).
1904 SCORCHED WING Plagodis dolabraria
Three in the Menston trap – 5th-10th June; one at Beamsley and two at Woodhill, Burley, on 10th June, and
another at Sun Lane Reserve on 19th June.
1962 BARRED RED Hylaea fasciaria
One at the Woodhill, Burley, trap on 19th July.
1969 GREY SCALLOPED BAR Dyscia fagaria
One record from the Beamsley trap on 11th July.
1979 LIME HAWK Mimas tiliae
Two records from Menston on 11th and 12th June, and singles from Beamsley and Burley on 7th June.
1984 HUMMING-BIRD HAWK Macroglossum stellatarum
An amazing year for this species, where records came from
throughout the dale as far as Kilnsey, where two inhabited
a garden for a few days. One October record suggested
local breeding.
1992 SMALL ELEPHANT HAWK Deilephila porcellus
Appears to be becoming more frequent, with records
from Beamsley, Bolton Abbey, Menston and Burley.
1997 SALLOW KITTEN Furcula furcula
One trapped at Menston on 7th August.
2028 PALE TUSSOCK Calliteara pudibunda
Singles at Menston on 6th June, Beamsley on 11th June,
Bolton Abbey on 17th June and Otley on 24th June.
2050 COMMON FOOTMAN Eilema lurideola
One hundred and eighty-six trapped at Beamsley
Humming-bird Hawk Moth
between 29th June and 29th July.
2056 WOOD TIGER Parasemia plantaginis
There were several July records from Duck Street Quarry.
2138 GREEN ARCHES Anaplectoides prasina
Two at the Otley trap between 24th June and 6th July, and one at Burley on 5th July.
2281 ALDER MOTH Acronicta alni
One at the Burley trap on 1st June and another trapped at Menston on 17th June.
2297 COPPER UNDERWING Amphipyra pyramidea
Three were caught in the Burley trap.
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2298 SVENSSON’S COPPER UNDERWING A. berbera
Five of this species trapped at Menston.
2327 CLOUDED BRINDLE Apamea epomidion
One at the Menston trap on 13th July.
2338 RUFOUS MINOR Oligia versicolor
Recorded at Sun Lane Reserve (2) and singles from Otley Wetlands Nature Reserve and Otley between 1 st and
20th July.
2375 LARGE WAINSCOT Rhizedra lutosa
Known to wander, singles were in the Beamsley trap on 10th and 11th October.
2381 THE UNCERTAIN Hoplodrina alsines
Six were in the Menston trap between 4th and 26th July.
2394 THE ANOMALOUS Stilbia anomala
Singles at Duck Street Quarry on 7th August and Beamsley on 12th September.
2400 SCARCE BORDERED STRAW Heliothis armigera
Singles of this rare immigrant were trapped at Otley on 24th June, at Woodhill, Burley, on 1st and 6th
September and a very worn specimen at Beamsley on 6th September.
2403 BORDERED STRAW H. peltigera
Another rare migrant to the UK. One was trapped at Burley on 12th June.
2421 SCARCE SILVER LINES Bena bicolorana
Another rare species. One recorded at Menston on 12th July, and another at Burley on the unusual date of 9th
October. New records for Wharfedale.
2422 GREEN SILVER LINES Pseudoips fagana
Singles recorded at Beamsley and Woodhill, Burley, on 11th June, and on 17th June at the Cavendish Pavilion.
2441 SILVER Y Autographa gamma
Just the most amazing year for this species, which appeared in huge numbers from late spring until the first
frosts. It was possible to see twenty in an acre of garden. Twenty-five were trapped in one night at Burley, and
they were to be seen in numbers in all the hay meadows and verges throughout the dale.
2449 DARK SPECTACLE Abrostola trigemina
Occasional in Wharfedale; recorded at Burley and Otley in the period 24th June to 31st August.
2452 RED UNDERWNG Catocala nupta
One at Menston on 4th August.
2474 STRAW DOT Rivula sericealis
Seems to be well established, with records from Otley, Sun Lane Reserve, Woodhill, Burley, and Beamsley. It
appears to be double-brooded within the 11th June to 29th July and 11th August to 12th September periods.
I am grateful to the following contributors, with apologies for any errors or omissions:C Asquith
M Atkinson
M Barnham
D Brear
J Clapham (Menston trap)
L Dewdney

C Fletcher
G Foggitt (Beamsley Trap)
A Gramshaw
C Jackson
L Lee
K & P Limb

K Newton
A & P Riley (Burley trap)
D Robinson
B & S Speed
A Wilson (Otley trap)
Graham Foggitt
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DRAGONFLIES AND DAMSELFLIES
ORDER ODONATA
Sightings in species order as follows:
LARGE RED DAMSELFLY Pyrrhosoma nymphula
Recorded between 1st May and 9th September at Otley Wetlands
(OWNR), Timble Ings, Low Dam, Slade House, Greenhow, Farnley
Lake, Burley, Sun Lane, Ilkley, Beamsley and Lower Barden Reservoir.
Largest counts 5th may OWNR 20+, 12th June Timble Ings 20.
BLUE-TAILED DAMSELFLY Ischnura elegans.
Recorded between 10th May and 6th September at OWNR, Timble Ings,
Dob Park, Farnley Lake, Knotford, Sun Lane, BRGP and Upper Tarn
Ilkley.
Largest count 18th June OWNR 100+.
AZURE DAMSELFLY Coenagrion puella
Recorded between 8th May and 11 September at OWNR, Timble Ings, Low Dam, Slade House, Farnley Lake,
Sun Lane, BRGP and Beamsley.
Largest counts 12th June Timble Ings 50, 3rd July OWNR 50+.
COMMON BLUE DAMSELFLY Enallagma cyathigerum
Recorded between 10th May and 4th October at OWNR, Timble Ings, Low Dam, Mid-Washburn, Farnley Lake,
Knotford, Sun Lane, BRGP, Upper Tarn Ilkley, Addingham and Lower Barden Reservoir.
Largest counts 18 June OWNR 1000+, 9th August Farnley Lake 50.
EMERALD DAMSELFLY Lestes sponsa
Recorded between 18th June and 4th October at OWNR, Timble Ings, Low Dam, Dob Park, Knotford, Otley,
High Lanshaw, Upper Tarn Ilkley and Beamsley.
Largest counts 7th August OWNR 200+, 1st September Timble Ings 30.
BANDED DEMOISELLE Calopterix splendens
Recorded between 16th June and 22nd August at OWNR, Timble Ings, Leathley, Farnley lake, Knotford, Otley,
Burley, BRGP, Addingham and Strid Wood.
Largest counts 15th July OWNR 10 male, 1 female, 19th July Knotford 41 male, 3 female, 15th July Riverside
at Otley 15, 30th July Riverside near Burley 10, and 18th July Riverside at Addingham 6.
BROWN HAWKER Aeshna grandis
Recorded between 27th June and 2nd October at OWNR, Timble Ings, Low Dam, Dob Park, Farnley Lake,
Knotford, Otley, Sun Lane, Burley, Gallows Hill, BRGP, Middleton, Menston and Chevin Top Pond.
Largest counts 8th August OWNR 30+, 14th August OWNR 30+ including 16 ovipositing females, 11th
September OWNR 12+ including 5 ovipositing females, 19th July Knotford 6.
COMMON HAWKER Aeshna juncea
Recorded between 30th June and 24th September at OWNR, Timble Ings, Greenhow, Slade House, Low Dam,
Stainburn Forest, Otley, Upper Tarn Ilkley, Barden Moor, Cray Gill and Yockenthwaite.
Largest counts 3rd and 6th August Timble Ings 6, 8th September OWNR 5.
SOUTHERN HAWKER Aeshna cyanea
Recorded between 18th June and 29th October at OWNR, Timble Ings, Dob Park, Lindley Pond, Knotford,
Otley Chevin Top Pond, Sun Lane, BRGP, Ilkley and Upper Tarn Ilkley.
Largest count 5th August OWNR 4.
MIGRANT HAWKER Aeshna mixta
Recorded between 4th July and 1 November. After the 4th July, the next earliest date recorded was 16th August.
Sites included OWNR, Timble Ings, Fewston Reservoir, Dob Park, Lindley Wood Reservoir, Knotford,
Burley, BRGP, Ilkley and Addingham.
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Very numerous at OWNR during much of September where largest count was 11th September 50+. At other
sites numbers were ones and twos.
COMMON DARTER Sympetrum striolatum
Recorded between 27th June and 7th November at OWNR, Timble Ings, Low Dam, Dob Park, Farnley Lake,
Knotford, Otley, Burley, Sun Lane, Middleton, Upper Tarn Ilkley, Addingham and Bare House Grassington.
Largest counts 29th October OWNR 50+ including 10 ovipositing pairs, 16th August Timble Ings 20+, 7th
August OWNR 40+ where as late as 1st November 16 were still present.
BLACK DARTER Sympetrum danae
Recorded between 15th July and 2nd October at OWNR, Timble Ings, Low Dam, Otley, High Lanshaw and
Upper Tarn Ilkley.
Largest count 27th July Timble Ings 4.
RUDDY DARTER Sympetrum sanguineum
Recorded between 5th August and 9th September at OWNR and Farnley Lake.
Largest count 5th August OWNR 6.
BLACK-TAILED SKIMMER Orthetrum cancellatum
Recorded between 16th June and 18th July at OWNR.
Largest count 3.
GOLDEN-RINGED DRAGONFLY Cordulegaster boltonii
Recorded between 17th June and 9 September at Timble Ings, Panorama Drive and Panorama Reservoir Ilkley.
Largest count 15th July Timble Ings 8.
EMPEROR DRAGONFLY Anax imperator
Recorded between 27th June and 7th August at OWNR, Timble Ings, Farnley Lake and Sun Lane.
Largest count 3rd July Timble Ings 7 including one female ovipositing.
LESSER EMPEROR DRAGONFLY Anax parthenope
Recorded 15th July only at OWNR where one male present.
FOUR SPOTTED CHASER Libellula quadrimaculata
Recorded between 10th May and 3rd August at OWNR, Timble Ings, Low Dam, Stainburn Forest, Farnley Lake
and Sun Lane.
Largest count 3rd July OWNR 30+.
BROAD-BODIED CHASER Libellula depressa
Recorded between 27th May and 16th August at Timble Ings, Low Dam, Stainburn Forest, Chevin Top Pond,
Upper Tarn Ilkley, Addingham and Beamsley where on 27th May an immature male was present for two days.
At Timble Ings numbers gradually increased, beginning on 11th June with 3 (1 male, 2 female).
The largest counts were 3rd July 21 (13 male, 8 female), 13th July 20 (16 male, 4 female), and 15th July 22 (15
male, 7 female) resulting in 24 (16 male, 8 female) present on site at Timble Ings. Largest counts at any other
listed site was 4, with a total, excluding Timble Ings, of 12.
Of particular interest in 2006 have been the following:
Lesser Emperor Dragonfly
The single male present at OWNR on 15th July was the first record of this species in our area, and fortunately
was seen by a number of our members.
Broad-bodied Chaser
To have 24 present at Timble Ings in mid-July, and a further 12 spread across the other sites was a massive
increase in numbers compared with any previous year for our area. For the dragonfly enthusiast 2006 will be
remembered as the year of the Broad-bodied Chaser.
The following provided records: D & J Alred, A Benson, N & A Bowland, D Brear, K Bullimore, H Burrow,
G Foggitt, A Gramshaw, D Howson, D Jakeways, D & M Leather, K&P Limb, D Parkin, P Purvis, A & P Riley,
D L Robinson, E Scarfe. Many thanks for your contributions.
David Alred
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BEETLES
Although it has been another slow year in the recruitment
of records for this diverse group, I am growing increasingly
confident that the naturalists of Wharfedale are coming
round to the idea of turning over logs and stones in search
of those elusive carabids (ground beetles) or scanning the
flowers of hogweed for a whole plethora of beetle goodies,
including maybe the odd longhorn stocking up on fuelpacked pollen. For those who are extremely fortunate, this
may even present a sight of the spectacular longhorn –
Agapanthia villosoviridescens – with its extremely long
powder-blue striped antennae (left).
Examination of the records for 2006 reveals once again that
the light trap has been a successful ploy for the capture of
beetles. This for instance brought several carrion beetles
(Silphidae) to G. Foggitt’s trap in Beamsley. The carrion
beetles were explored briefly in last years report, and the
simple taxonomic key within would have enabled the
observer to reliably conclude that the species found was the
‘all-black’ Necrophorus humator (also found by A. Riley at Sun Lane). Also featuring at moth traps were the
ever-dependable cockchafer Melanotha melanotha and the dung beetles Aphodius rufipes and Aphodius
sphacelatus. Large quantities of the soldier beetle Cantharis nigricans were also prominent at G. Foggitt’s moth
trap. The soldier beetles are so named because of their bright colouration, typically with reds and yellows for
many species. However, the bluish and black species (of which there are a good number) have been referred to
in the past as ‘sailor beetles’. These descriptions are not necessarily reliable since the colours can be most
variable. Nonetheless, a prominent feature of the group is their soft body, including their wing cases, which are
equally flimsy (an unusual characteristic amongst the beetle order).
A brief visit to Otley Wetlands before a microscope workshop uncovered a number of species associated with
reed piles at the sides of the water. This included for instance, the small Anthicid beetle – Anthicus instabilis – a
species that resembles an ant, with its narrow, tapering thorax. Several ground beetles were also discovered
amongst bark and leaf litter, such as the distinctive Dromius quadrimaculatus, a species bearing two large
yellow spots on each wing case, and the ever common Nebria brevicollis, a robust ground beetle which is at fist
glance entirely black, but on closer examination has terminal antennal and leg segments that are of a lighter,
reddish colouration.
For those of you who are thinking of embarking on a beetle foray for the first time, please do contact me and I
can recommend a series of texts and sampling methods to get you started. Or why not come and join me in the
field. The field excursion proposed for late spring will give many of you the chance to gather a variety of
specimens, and hopefully we might be able to separate out some of these down to family level using field
characters. It will also be a good opportunity to get a feel for the best hot-spots for beetles and what methods
might be employed in their capture.
As always, please keep me on my toes and send in any beetle specimens that you are struggling to put a name
to. Just pop the beetle into alcohol or boiling water (this is humane and easy to do) and send the specimen to
Gordon Haycock or myself at the following addresses:



Jim Fairclough - 44 East View, Kippax, Leeds LS25 7HB
Gordon Haycock – 15 Chevin Side, Otley LS21 3JJ
Jim Fairclough
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LADYBIRDS

22-spot Ladybird

7 SPOT LADYBIRD Coccinella 7-punctata.
Our most common ladybird. First seen at Sun Lane 24th January squashed on a
path. Plentiful in April then seemed to disappear until July. Noted at Burley,
OWNR and Otley Chevin where five were seen.
CREAM SPOT LADYBIRD Calvia 14-guttata.
One caught in a moth trap at Burley.
2 SPOT LADYBIRD Adalia 2-punctata.
Again well recorded, from Burley and OWNR. Also seen on heather on Otley
Chevin. The two variants were also recorded, (quadrimaculata and

sexpustulata).
10 SPOT LADYBIRD Adalia 10-punctata.
Seen on ferns at Bolton Abbey. Other reports of both forms at Burley and the melanic form on heather on
Otley Chevin.
14 SPOT LADYBIRD Propylea 14-punctata.
More seen this year from Burley, Sun Lane, Otley Chevin, Ilkley Moor and OWNR.
22 SPOT LADYBIRD Psyllobora 22-punctata.
Three reports this year from Otley Chevin, Ilkley Moor and Sun Lane.
ORANGE LADYBIRD Halyzia 16-guttata
Both records from Burley, one on a Tansy and the other in a moth trap.
LARCH LADYBIRD Aphidecta obliterata
Seen once on a Small Teasel at Thruscross.
KIDNEY-SPOT LADYBIRD Chilocorus renipustulatus
One on a stump at OWNR.
PINE LADYBIRD Exochomus 4-pustulatus.
Only seen on fences near Farnley Lake, the most seen at one time was 8.
HEATHER LADYBIRD Chilocorus2-pustulatus.
Our first record of this species from Ilkley Moor.
CONTRIBUTORS: N&A Bowland, D&M Leather, P Purvis and A Riley. More records would be welcomed this
year PLEASE.
N Bowland.

Ladybird larva
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BIRDS
NOTES
1. There are one or two sites outside, but within 1km of our
WNS boundary that are important for passage birds,
especially the John O’Gaunt and Scargill Reservoirs. For
completeness, from 2006, I thought I should include
significant sightings from such sites – but have not
included them in the statistics on the annual totals for the
number of species seen in Wharfedale or in local areas
such as the Washburn.
2. As part of my continuing attempts to introduce a greater
rigour/discipline into our records I have submitted details
to the YNU of three rare birds seen in our area this year:
one has been accepted, and a decision is awaited on the
other two. I also submitted (somewhat sanitised) 2005
records to the YNU or the first time; they are planning to
re-start issuing their annual bird report beginning with that
year.
3. An event of particular significance for the report this year
was the precursor survey for the next BTO winter atlas,
which will start in the winter of 2007/8 and run for 3 years
“a lightning
(in parallel with a summer exercise to update the breeding
expansion of the
bird atlas). A preliminary study was carried out between
Little Egret…”
November 2005 and February 2006. The area involved in
our district was the 10-km square SD 97, and the exercise
was managed by the local BTO representative, Gerald
Light, who is also the Upper Wharfedale Field Society bird recorder. The area includes Wharfedale
from just north of Skirfare Bridge up and along to Yockenthwaite, Littondale up to Litton and the
surrounding moorlands. The survey involved both BTO’s traditional timed and structured ‘tetrad’ walks
within the 25 x 2km squares, but also roving surveys. The results of the former are of particular interest
in allowing us to make some interesting comparisons on the relative abundance of wintering birds; they
have been quoted for a number of species. For these I show the total count of species in all 25 tetrads
and the percentage of tetrads they were recorded in. Major and comprehensive surveys like the planned
BTO atlas updates are always important but at these times of climate change when there is so much
going on which we appreciate only dimly or understand not at all, they have became absolutely vital.
There are already numerous examples of these effects in the following Classified List.
THE BIRDING YEAR: Whatever must our natural environment be making of this year’s weather? From the
spate of newspaper articles this autumn about late-flowering blooms and flowering spring flowers, it’s
reasonable to assume nature is somewhat confused – like us, as people in many parts of the country face up to a
new Christmas task of needing to cut the lawn on Boxing Day. But what will be the long term implications? It’s
been an up-and-down year for records in the region with the coolest winter for a decade – and the first since
1888 when March was the coldest winter month. May was miserably wet (75% above normal), which rather
detracted from the pleasure of watching the returning migrants and the start of the breeding season, before we
moved into a recording breaking summer with a warm, dry June followed by record-breakingly hot July and
September – and an autumn that seemed reluctant to end. Underlying all of this has been a long term drought in
many other parts of the country.
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After quiet gardens during the 2004/5 winter, BTO reported frenetic activities this year6 because of the
combination of very limited natural food supplies and the cold weather. The dry 2005 summer resulted in
shrivelled fruit and severe shortages of beech mast, acorns, conifer seeds and berries. These shortages were to
result in depleted numbers of rodents and a poor breeding season for kestrels and some owls, with birds
increasingly having to resort to road-side kills: this coupled with the later poor weather was to make the barn owl
the main avian casualty of the year7. The influx of birds into the garden resulted in record numbers of BTO
gardens reporting visiting sparrowhawks (59% of feeding stations). WNS members certainly didn’t miss out of
this bonanza. Sightings included regular reports of siskin from a number of gardens (compared with an almost
complete absence last year) and rather more sightings than usual of jay, brambling and bullfinch; sparrowhawks
were also well recorded. In the BTO pilot study mentioned above it was noticeable how empty was the
countryside, whilst large numbers of birds had accumulated in the villages and were feeding in the gardens: one
observer commented that numbers had certainly reduced in the countryside from the time the exercise started in
November. Also indicative of the lack of natural food at the start of the year was a distinct shortage of
waxwings after 2004’s record numbers. This year the flock decided to move their base from Ilkley to Burley and
small numbers (up to 20) were often recorded, usually along the by-pass, with an occasional visit back to Ilkley.
The mandarin gathering along the river in Strid Woods, which we are beginning to realise is a good measure of
the amount of beech mast around, was almost completely absent this year. Notwithstanding these rather
unattractive conditions for wintering birds the number of migrant species that opt to winter in the UK continues
to increase. In addition to the small numbers of blackcap and chiffchaff wintering in our area a few other
warbler species such as garden warbler, common and lesser whitethroat are beginning to winter in the south.
There were concerns about the numbers of arriving migrants, with severe drought continuing to affect much of
the continent south of the Sahara. A report from Israel early in March reported early migrant numbers were very
thin, especially for those species crossing the Sahara. Arrival dates of the first migrants appeared to be fairly
normal. However, there were the usual delays reported because of low pressure conditions over southern Europe
in mid-March and rain over France, along with persistent northerly winds, which meant that arrivals came in, in
a steady trickle rather than a rush. The first local sand martins were recorded on 17 th March but there were no
reports of large numbers until the 29th. Warm southerlies early in May brought in large numbers of migrants
along with a few strays including alpine swifts and red-rumped swallows none of which, unfortunately, reached
our area (although a popular spot for many of us, Martin Mere, attracted good crowds because of a pair of
nesting black-winged stilts which, unfortunately, failed to hatch their eggs). There seemed to be some distinct
local shortages of some species. Both species of flycatcher were in short supply although those pied flycatchers
which made it appeared to have had quite a good breeding season. After encouraging words last year about
spotted flycatchers the gloom returned with reports from one wood near Beamsley of no birds seen, let alone
nested, compared with five or six nests 20 years ago and one or two in more recent years. In Upper Wharfedale,
blessed with more of this species than further south, a regular observer reported numbers appeared low at several
locations. The year also confirmed an increasing conviction that the presence of breeding ring ouzel on the
moors in Mid-Wharfedale is now a thing of the past, and a trip to Upper Wharfedale is now necessary to find this
species. Another species, the delightful whinchat, is also declining rapidly with the number of sites at which it is
recorded halving (to eight) since 2003. On the other hand the yellow wagtail continues to hang on in Littondale
with 2005 levels maintained, whilst the numbers of wood warbler, after several years of a catastrophic decline, at
least stayed level this year and there was a welcome, albeit brief, record from Grass Wood.
Nationally, the breeding season usually gets under way surprisingly early with several species traditional early
starters, but this year was certainly delayed. By mid-February only eight species were actively nesting with eggs
6

…including a record number of 83 species in BTO gardens during the winter season and an enviable record of 52
from a single garden near Tregaron in Wales including corn bunting, red kite and goshawk!! There were even records of
merlin and hen harriers coming in to gardens to chasing prey!
7

The lack of food coupled with a cold March and wet May could, it is feared, have wiped out up to 75% of the adult population
and created appalling breeding conditions, whilst the prospect for late broods was ruined by repeated downpours in August.
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or young c.f. 17 and 18 in 2004 and 2005: these included mistle thrush, blackbird, dipper, raven and collared
dove. Breeding conditions were reported to have been made more difficult as a result of the dry conditions in
many parts of the country which had retarded leaf development and reduced supplies of invertebrates and insect
food. There were some local examples of late and/or difficult breeding. Long-eared owls were only starting to
lay eggs early in April and the situation deteriorated in mid-May when, after a particularly wet weekend, a
number of nests were abandoned: the overall season was poor although it has been suggested that in one of the
areas this might have been as much due to predation (by squirrels) and local disturbance from tree felling as the
weather and any food shortages. I also saw signs of the delayed breeding season on my fortnightly BTO walks
along the river between Barden and Burnsall. In 2005 I recorded my first mallard broods (11 broods with 46
chicks) on 27th April: this year my first sightings were on 16th May – but there was a bumper crop of 27 broods
and 128 chicks, suggesting that whilst breeding may have been delayed brood sizes were probably unaffected.
After a dry first half of May the heavy rain in the second half meant the poor breeding conditions continued with
the only alleviation being the absence of any late frosts, which have caused serious problems in previous years.
Given that the Wharfe is very prone to flooding, riverside-nesting birds survived relatively unscathed. There
were only a few casualties reported: sand martin nests were washed out at Burnsall, whilst a kingfisher and some
sand martin nests were washed out near the low-lying Otley paper mill, although in the Otley case at least both
went on successfully to raise second broods. After all these bad omens the records of one of our local ringers,
Pete Roe, were significantly better than might have been expected for many species 8. The most interesting and
encouraging results were for the mid-Wharfedale buzzards where 17 young were raised in seven nests, up from
four nests and seven young last year. In addition another five pairs were located that built nests but did not breed
because, it has been suggested, that they were immature birds. The shortage of voles had a significant effect on
local kestrels (24 young in 10 nests), a significant shortfall compared with 2005 (46 young in 14 nests). Tawny
owls which have a rather wider diet, did show some reduction in the numbers fledged per nest but breeding pairs
held up (14 young in 2006 c.f. 17 in 2005, both from 10 nests). Tits had a good year with 8.3 young blue tits
produced per nest compared with 8.2 in 2004 which was a good breeding year, despite a surprisingly large
number of nest boxes being taken over by bumble bee or wasp nests! The breeding records from the moors were
disappointing, despite good numbers of feeding young starlings and linnets on Rombalds Moor and of swifts and
swallows hunting over it. Although there were reasonable numbers of curlew on Burley top and Hawksworth
Moor brood sizes were very small – only ones and twos compared with the usual three or four: a poor breeding
season was also reported from Beamsley Moor. Golden plover were also in short supply with only two or three
pairs on Burley Moor and a similar number just outside the area on Bingley Moor, although all raised young.
At this short distance it is rather a struggle to draw many firm conclusions from the autumn, and especially what
it all means. At the start there was the hope that it would be a good autumn and winter season for birds with
good supplies of wild foods. Our local mandarins responded to this with numbers starting to build up quite early
at the beginning of October and, true to form, there were reasonable-sized flocks of wood pigeons. An unusual
addition to the strange autumn season were two records of singing song thrushes at Burley and Addingham
during November – an amazingly early date! However, as the autumn progressed people started asking ‘Where
have all the birds gone?’ We had all this wild food on offer, so why weren’t the birds taking advantage of it? It
would seem most likely at the moment that it wasn’t just us that was enjoying a hot autumn with plenty of
natural food, but that similar conditions applied in Scandinavia and on the Continent, which have significantly
disrupted the normal flow of winter visitors to the UK. Further, favourable conditions further north in Scotland
may well have discouraged birds flying down from Arctic regions to move further south into our area. Overall,
although arrival dates were not significantly different from last year there does seem to have been a general
reduction in numbers for a wide variety of species as will become apparent in the subsequent report. This
included, amongst others, wildfowl and winter thrushes. It was an abysmal autumn for passage pink-foot geese

8

Despite this local encouragement, the first National indications on this season’s breeding is that after a sluggish
start and with the season fading out with the hot weather in the summer, it is likely that, for the second successive year, the
production of young will be below average.
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whilst, for the first time since 2001, there were no visiting waxwings in our area 9; Bewick swans were also in
short supply in Northern England with birds choosing to stay over in the Low Countries on their migration from
Siberia, rather than carrying on to winter in the UK. The scale of changes in our climate currently taking place is
making it increasingly difficult fully to capture (and understand) in-year trends, especially taking account of the
timescale in which the report is produced. I will therefore in future, and when appropriate, add a postscript on
the previous year’s birding scene. This year there is a short note (in the discussion section) on the poor
migration in 2005.
As a final footnote to this strange year I wonder how it affected our bird-watching habits? Am I right in my
feeling that many of us may have bird-watched less than usual – be it because it was wet and windy, dull and
misty, or especially hot – or because there weren’t many birds around and birding became just a little bit boring?
Was there perhaps a slightly higher proportion of garden records submitted? I don’t have a lot to go on but the
overall statistics show that the numbers of sightings of a wide range of the more ‘interesting’ birds are down but
that the numbers of sites is unchanged. This is perhaps a lead into the next section since, despite some rather
negative feelings about the birding year, we recorded a very high number of species, 166, in the WNS area
(equal to previous highest total in 2004). Annual sightings of more than 160 species are (probably) very much a
feature of the improved modern communications, e.g. the BOG or Bird guides web-sites, since that total was
equalled or exceeded only twice before 1995 but has been exceeded or equalled seven times since then.
2006 FACTS AND FIGURES: For those who like records, the Society (and this recorder) had another busy
year with 9019 sighting records including 2611 from north of Barden Bridge. These represent increases of 11 %
and 8 % respectively on last year. The numbers of species and reports are summarised below (with equivalent
figures for 2005 in brackets). For each region, north and south, figures are also given for 3 or 4 areas within
those regions:

South of Barden Bridge
Washburn
Otley Wetland
Bolton Abbey Estate
North of Barden Bridge
Grimwith Reservoir
Grassington area
Littondale
Upper Wharfedale 10
TOTAL

Species recorded
164 (155)
128 (131)
115 (111)
99 (100)
121 (121)
84 (92)
104 (101)
73 (70)
72 (60)
166 (158)

Sightings
6,408 (5,697)
2110(1,559)
883 (889)
733 (803)
2,611 (2426)
448 (833)
967 (577)
295 (283)
265(181)
9019 (8,123)

In addition to the high total of 166 species (including 4 possible escapees) there were a lot (8) of escaped ‘exotic’
species! There was also a rare passage visitor seen just outside the WNS boundary. Three new species were
added to the WNS list, bringing it to 249 (including seven species of doubtful origin) plus 20 exotics:
 The most unusual was a European storm-petrel, blown in to Fewston by storms in the Irish Sea and
seen by an angler, who had recently seen the species on a Bill Oddie programme. The sighting has
been accepted by the YNU.
 A brief sighting of a woodlark at Otley Wetland (with another possibly heard at Sun Lane), a species
which has been slowly spreading north.
9

A few waxwing arrived in Scotland during October but don’t seem to have come south. The first weren’t recorded
in the North East until Christmas Eve. Numbers appear to be small.
10
Last year’s definition of the area being north from Starbotton and including Buckden Pike and Langstrothdale has
been extended to include Greenfield and Oughtershaw as a result of there being a very welcome addition to our list of
contributors of a resident couple living in Oughtershaw.
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 An eagle owl living in West Yorkshire which spent a week near Denton.
However, there were also sightings of a number of other interesting species. The most unusual was a taiga bean
goose at Barden view point recorded for only the second time (details have been submitted to the YNU). There
was also the third record of a Dartford Warbler – seen by several people at Lippersley Pike (after the rather
confusing situation about last year’s sighting). Unusually, there were sightings of grasshopper warblers and
black redstart, each at two sites. Unusual waders included a wood sandpiper (just outside the area at John
O’Gaunt Reservoir) not recorded since 1996, a ruddy turnstone (the first for 5 years) at Otley and Grimwith, and
a grey plover over-flying Timble. The most exciting seabirds were two sandwich terns at Grimwith Reservoir, a
species which has not been recorded since 1980, and an arctic skua over Kex Ghyll. Finally, there was a
Montagu’s harrier at Grimwith, details of which have been submitted to the YNU.
Otley was definitely the centre of activity this year for exotic (escaped) species with a trio of parrots: an African
grey parrot, which took the starring role, was ably supported by an eastern rosella from Australia (more usually
referred to locally as a golden-mantled rosella, which is a race of the eastern), and an orange winged parrot from
South America. These took up residence in the town centre and were often to be found roosting in the Bridge
Street church or visiting members’ garden feeders. The grey’s exploits have already entered Otley folklore with
it giving wolf-whistle when Princess Anne visited Prince Henry’s, somewhat to the chagrin of the organisers, as
well as entertaining the congregation with its whistling at one of the church’s evening services. The birds
appeared early in August and were still coming into the feeders in a member’s garden at the end of the year, all
dastardly plans to trap them having come to naught! On the water a female wood duck was a long term visitor,
being recorded near the bridge on a number of occasions in the first quarter and then from July, whilst a black
swan turned up at Otley and Knotford at the end of the year. There was something of a mystery at Grimwith. A
Magellan or upland goose, with a white breast and probably of the larger race from the Falklands, spent some of
July 2005 at Grimwith. This year during the same month there was a significantly smaller goose with barred
breast, which may well have been the mainland race of the same species! Not to be outdone by Otley’s freeflying aviary, Upper Wharfedale responded with a Harris hawk at Lea Green and a golden eagle at Arncliffe in
the last 6 weeks of the year, both escapees from a local falconer!
Two annexes are attached. Annex A is the usual table of earliest arrival and departure dates for summer and
winter migrants. I though it might also be of interest to include each year a list of species seen at a particular
site. Since we carried out the survey at Grimwith Reservoir in 2005, Annex B starts with that site. It shows
those species seen in the last three years and also some interesting historic sightings starting off with Michael
Bell’s records between 1970 and 2000, but also including a number of people who have been regular watchers
over the past 20 years.
DISCUSION TOPIC: About two years ago we had a Tuesday evening talk from Tim Thom from the Yorkshire
Dales National Parks Authority at the end of which someone posed the interesting question ‘Which has had the
biggest impact on our bird population – the move to more intensive farming or climate change?’: his reply was
that he believed it was the former. Now two recent publications11 12, especially the second, is making me start to
wonder whether the relative importance of the effects caused by these two critical factors may be beginning to
shift… The first reference looked at bird populations specifically in British broadleaved and mixed woodlands,
as well as changes in the woodland environment. It comments that “‘WildBird’ Population Indicators” suggest
that woodland populations are 20% less than they were in the early 1970’s, but have stayed level since 1991 –
because the continuing decline in several species has been compensated by increases in others. In fact, more
wood-breeding species have increased than decreased – but there were some interesting, albeit somewhat
depressing trends. Common species such as greater-spotted woodpecker, goldcrest, coal tit, blue tit and
11

‘What’s Happening to Our Woodland Birds?’ Defra report by BTO and RSPB (BTO Research Report 169 –

2005?).
12

‘Climate Change and Migratory Species’ Defra Report by BTO et al (BTO Research Report 414 dated August

2005)
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treecreepers have shown large increases whilst less common species such as willow tit and lesser-spotted
woodpecker have declined13. The blackcap and chiffchaff, medium-distance migrants, had both increased but
all 15 species of long-distance migrants had declined, which lead nicely into the findings in the second and
fascinating report on the effects of climate change on a variety of birds, mammals, bats, fish etc.
First let us first look at the positive side of climate change. There have already been numerous comments about
the slow spread northwards of many species which, at one time, we could never hoped to have seen in our
region14. The movement of the northerly-most limit of breeding range is often rather slow being, on average,
only 9km/decade, although there appear to be quite dramatic variations about this given favourable breeding
conditions, especially if specific species also benefit from the warmer winters15. The cattle egret has been
slowly spreading north from the Mediterranean region, with breeding reaching the Somme in 1995: sightings in
the UK are increasing, but only slowly – still mostly in the south and with no Yorkshire sighting since 1996.
However, by comparison, there has been a lightning expansion of the little egret. It recolonised the
Mediterranean coast in the 1930s, reached Brittany in the 1980s and first nested in the UK in 1996: last year
there were estimated to be approaching 200 nesting pairs with additional birds arriving from the Continent each
year in the late summer and autumn; the first breeding record in Yorkshire may well only be a few years away.
The first sighting in the WNS area was only in 1997 but since then it has been recorded in 6 of the subsequent 10
years. We had the excitement this year of the first recording of yet another species, which has done well in
recent years no doubt helped by the warmer winters – the woodlark (whose song is even more delightful than the
skylark’s). The species first bred in Yorkshire in 1997 and up to 30 pairs are now recorded each year. Yorkshire
also had a new breeding record when a pair of Cetti’s warbler bred at Top Hill Low. Like the little egret this has
spread north from the Mediterranean basin during the last century, was first seen in this country in 1961 and first
bred in 1971. The history of this species demonstrates the importance of mild winters to its continuing success
since, after a rapid build-up, numbers crashed after several cold winters in the mid 80’s and it took quite a few
years to recover. The warmer winters are also aiding our resident species leading to big increases in some of the
more common species, but they are also changing the range of species we see in the winter as more species,
breeding on the Continental, opt to winter in the UK rather than heading south: the most well-known of these are
probably the blackcap and the chiffchaff16. The first wintering blackcap was recorded in our area in 1959: it has
adapted well to the UK environment augmenting its natural food by coming into garden feeders and has been
13

I will dip into the report only to comment on a few points for scarce species of particular interest to us. Two
species (only), the lesser-spotted woodpecker and hawfinch, showed a significant correlation between their level of decline
and the densities of squirrel dreys, especially in woodlands where the latter densities were relatively high. The suggestion is
also made, although there is insufficient data to confirm it statistically, that the massive declines in the numbers of lesserspotted woodpecker and willow tits may be due, amongst other things, to nest selection and predation by great-spotted
woodpeckers, the numbers of which have increased massively. The report suggests that this increase in woodpeckers might
be due to the virtual disappearance of starlings from woodlands, and that these used to compete with great-spotted
woodpeckers for nest sites - all of which just shows how complicated are some of these interactions! Finally, it has
occasionally been suggested that the numbers of lesser-spotted woodpeckers may have peaked at the height of the Dutch
elm decease but had declined subsequently because the amount of dead wood in woods had decreased: the report shows that
the amount of dead wood has actually increased over the last 20 years.
Note that a recent Game Conservancy study came to a slightly different conclusion, suggesting that predation by squirrels
during the spotted flycatcher’s breeding season might be a significant factor in their continuing rapid decline – see entry
for that species.
14
There is also a West to East movement in the UK for many wading species. Many of these used to winter in the
SW but with the warmer winters there has been a movement eastwards to the much more food-rich eastern coastal regions.
15
Although the emphasis in this short section is on the detrimental effects of climate change on long-range migrants,
we should not forget that there are a number of other weather changes which will affect the rest of our bird population
adversely. In 2006, we saw examples of two undesirable changes. Firstly, levels of precipitation are likely to increase
which may have affect breeding success if timing is bad: we had one of the wettest Mays on record and it remains to be seen
what effect this may have. Secondly, summers are becoming hotter and drier and with the record temperatures in July we
saw problems for those species which look for earthworms and the like, and from nests under eaves crumbling in the heat.
16
The wintering habits of these species were discussed more fully in ‘Birding in Wharfedale #11’
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seen every year since 1980. The chiffchaff is not as adaptable as it relies solely on insect food. The first
wintering chiffchaff record in the WNS area was in 1974, but it has only been seen annually since 2000. Recent
studies in Germany on the blackcap will lead us neatly into the downside of climate change – the potential
problems caused by climate change for the long distance migrant. The German studies have shown that the birds
wintering in the UK arrive back on their breeding sites before those birds which head south to more distant areas
around the Mediterranean. This means they have first choice of the better breeding sites and, consequently, are
raising bigger broods. Since these species are faithful to their natal sites there must be a slow movement to an
increasing proportion of these species migrating the medium distance to the UK rather than undertaking the
longer trip to the Mediterranean (unless we experience a very severe winter), i.e. a mix of short and long distance
migration isn’t stable and the latter is likely to die out over a long period of time!
Over the past year or so it has suddenly become clearer that we have been experiencing a long term decline in
long-range migrants which winter in Africa17 – on a par with the collapse of farmland species 30 years ago.
Since 1970, 54% of 121 long range migrants have declined or become extinct in many parts of Europe, e.g. the
wryneck and the red-backed shrike no longer breed in the UK. Migrants travel large distances and are subjected
to a wide range of environmental influences during the course of their journey and at their breeding and
wintering grounds. We must therefore assume that it is extremely likely that many individual species will be
affected adversely at some point in their annual life cycle. On the other hand the sheer complexity of this
situation means that it is often likely to take a long time (if ever) to understand exactly what may be happening 18.
This is a multi-facetted subject which we will no doubt return many times in future years as the community starts
better to understand what may be happening. Let us look at the various stages of a summer migrant’s year
starting with its arrival at its wintering grounds:
 The climate in Africa: The climate in Africa is becoming much more uncertain with droughts becoming
more frequent and severe and this is causing massive problems to the peoples who live there. The
Sahara is spreading, whilst a particularly important area to its south, the Sahel, is being hit not only by
drought but also by agricultural intensification19. One area which appears to be flourishing there is the
17

Space prevents me looking at the situation for another complete set of migrants, especially waders, which travels
further north to breed beyond the Arctic Circle, although, clearly, many of the problems are common.
18
We can illustrate this very well for the case of the ring ouzel, whose numbers declined dramatically by 58% in the
1990’s, something we are only to aware of with its recent disappearance from Rombalds Moor. There is no agreed reason
for this decline but a very wide range of suggestions advanced include:
 Climate change leading to blackbirds beginning to breed further up moors than before, increasing the
competition with ring ouzels for nest sites. I was sad to find a blackbird nesting close to a spot on Ilkley Moor
which was used by ring ouzels up until 2 or 3 years ago. I was also surprised by the numbers of blackbirds
high up on the edges of the moor.
 Recent work by the RSPB is suggesting that the period after fledging and before migration is a critical one, but
one which we don’t know much about. Brood sizes may be holding up, or even increasing – but it has been
suggested that the drier summers are leading to harder grounds and increased difficulty in obtaining sufficient
staple food such as earthworms. This may be affecting the condition of adults and young before they migrate
to North Africa. Analysis of BTO ringing records at Observatories may support this: numbers of birds passing
eastern observatories and heading for Ferroscandia have held up, whilst those passing through western
observatories and heading for UK breeding grounds have declined. Or could it mean that the latter birds are
more vulnerable to en-route predation and hunting?
 Alternatively, is something happening in Northern Africa where the birds winter? Suggestions include the loss
of the species of trees on which the ring ouzel depends and the increased use of insecticides because greater
numbers of locusts are causing serious crop damage.
19
We had an early insight to the increasing problems migrants are now facing during the 1968/9 winter. The Sahel
had enjoyed favourable rains after WW2 and the population and their farm animals had grown significantly in numbers.
When the drought started in the mid 60’s, the environment deteriorated rapidly and disastrously and our whitethroat
population, which wintered in the Western Sahel, crashed disastrously with only 23% of the birds which had left in the
autumn returning in the spring of 1969! The species made a minimal recovery during the 80’s but numbers still remain far
below what they were before the disaster.
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insect population and this, accompanied with efforts to increase the agricultural crops, is leading to
massive increases in the use of insecticides – and worries when a migrant fails to appear on time that it
might have been affected by those insecticides. Year-to-year variations are often attributed to conditions
on the African wintering grounds. For example, a BTO study showed that 17 of 26 summer-visitor
species monitored declined between 2004 and 2005, especially chiffchaff (down 27%) and tree pipit
(down 37%)20. Whitethroat, Cuckoo, Willow Warbler and Sand Martin all winter south of the Sahara,
and years of poor rainfall there have been shown to coincide with falls in the British breeding
populations. Work on spotted flycatchers, another seriously declining species, is suggesting that
reducing survival rates in first year birds is making a significant contribution to this decline.
 The migration route: the journey is the most hazardous and stressful period of the bird’s year,
especially in the early spring when it is being driven to get back to its breeding grounds as soon as
possible and, as we shall see, timing is critical. Climate changes are likely to have an impact at stopover points. The BTO report suggests that drought and lowered water tables may have a significant
impact on a number of aquatic species and that, eventually, important coastal wetlands may be hit by
rising sea levels. The extending Sahara will make its crossing an even more hazardous event The net
effect of all these factors is likely to affect a significant proportion of long range migrants: a few species
may be affected by the increased risks of storms on some migration routes, e.g. some of the migration
routes in the Americas.
 The spring return to breeding grounds: spring is getting significantly earlier, which means trees are
coming earlier into leaf with an attendant earlier build-up of the insect population. Birds are responding
to this with 1/3 of 65 breeding species bringing forward breeding by 9 days in the last 20 years. The
question then arises, though, whether individual species are remaining matched to the life cycle of the
insects they need to feed their off-spring. Residents on the spot are well placed to respond to these
changes and bring forward their breeding cycle. However, long-range migrants, whilst many are
returning earlier, have no reliable trigger at their wintering grounds, which alerts them when they should
be leaving. There is a growing mismatch for some species, which is beginning to cause a problem – as
we shall see!
Let us finish by looking at a popular local bird, the pied flycatcher, which we all wait for each spring with keen
anticipation. This species is one of the most intensively studied, particularly in Scandinavia. Numbers have
almost halved since 1994. This reduction must be due either to changes in the species survivability or its
breeding productivity. Interesting new work at BTO21 is showing that survival rates have remained steady
(~40%/annum) over the period of the work back to 1980. However, work in Holland over the past 17 years is
suggesting that the species has an increasing serious timing problem in relation to the availability of the
caterpillars it collects for its nestlings, i.e. whilst birds are arriving back on their breeding grounds earlier than
they used to, caterpillars are maturing earlier still. The work studied flycatcher populations in six areas of the
country and showed that the populations in each area are proportional to the lateness of the date at which the
caterpillars appeared. In one area where the caterpillars were particularly early the flycatchers have disappeared.
CONCLUSIONS: Let me repeat the points I made last year about sighting records:
 I continue to welcome regular birders' views about local species' populations and trends.
 I continue to feel that inclusion of maximum flock sizes recorded for each is quite a powerful indicator
of bird populations (for appropriate species). It would also help if you can include examples of
breeding and unusual behaviour, which can help me to make the report a more interesting read.
 I have again recorded the number of sightings for each species and the number of sites where that
species was seen, although the vastly improved coverage in Upper Wharfedale means that the number of
sites has increased significantly for several species. Again, I have recognised that there are a number of
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The other reason for any decline would have been breeding success in 2004, but this appears not to have been the

case.
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common birds that are obviously massively unrecorded and I have marked these with a (C) and have not
calculated the above parameters for these.
 I would again like to adopt the process used by most similar organisations (and sparingly by me in
2006), whereby the Recorder may occasionally call for a description of some of the rarer birds recorded.
I hope members will not find this too tiresome – nor a critical commentary of their birding skills!
Finally, many thanks to all contributors to this report and especially those who submitted their sightings in
the order given in the report – it really is a very great help. You can also greatly assist me by submitting
your reports in batches throughout the year – quarterly or half-yearly if you generate a lot. In particular,
please try to avoid submitting large amounts all at the end of the year. If you keep your records on
computer why not have a chat with me? An increasing number of people are now e-mailing their records
to me, which reduces my task enormously. The schedule for the production of the Annual Report is very
tight - it normally has to reach the Editors by the end of January. Thus, I must start work by the first few
days of the New Year. If you can get sightings to me not later than the end of the first week in January, i.e.
by Saturday, 5th January 2008, that would be enormously helpful. Last but not least many thanks to the
Bradford Ornithological Group for allowing me to use their sightings, which are especially useful for some
of the scarcer species, and to the Upper Wharfedale Field Society for providing an interesting set of records
from the north of our region since their inclusion will help us to improve our understanding of the species
that are found throughout our area22.
Postscript on the 2005 report:
 Dartford Warbler: the BOG report for last year reports that the bird was seen by a field worker
carrying out a moorland survey on Rombalds Moor on 8th June.
 Parakeet sp: There were no further Addingham sightings of the bird in the New Year so its
identification remains a mystery, although it is fairly likely that it was a ring-necked parakeet.

CLASSIFIED LIST
In the Classified List I have used the usual abbreviation of GP for Gravel Pit. ‘Burley’ is Burley-in-Wharfedale,
and when referring to Lindley, Swinsty, Fewston, Thruscross, Chelker John O’Gaunts, Scargill and Grimwith, I
mean the reservoirs or their vicinity at these locations. Similarly, Otley refers to Otley Wetland Nature Reserve
(formerly Otley Gravel Pits) unless otherwise specified. Mid Wharfedale is taken as the area downstream from
Barden Bridge and above Pool Bridge. Upper Wharfedale starts above Barden Bridge, whilst Lower Wharfedale
is below Pool Bridge. In the Washburn Valley the dam at the southern end of Fewston is taken as the boundary
between upper and lower Washburn. I have also extensively used the ‘north’ and ‘south’ to identify the regions
above and below Barden Bridge.
LITTLE GREBE (Tachybaptus ruficollis)
068 Sightings/24 Sites
Uncommon breeding/local migrant: population stable.
Sightings were received for most months, although the majority of sightings (60%) for this species were in the
first four months. Birds tend to winter at Knotford Nook and Otley but were also widely recorded along the
river during this period. Traditionally, peak counts tend to be at these two sites, although the highest count this
year was only 4 (at Otley on 18th March and Knotford on 17th November): this compares unfavourably with the
peak count of 10 last year at Knotford in January. The highest recorded number this year was in fact 6 on the
river between Low Mill and Ilkley on 5th March. River sightings were spread all the way along the river
between Otley and Grassington (‘where small numbers wintered between Linton and Lower Grass Wood’) in
the first three months of the year: there were no records along the upper Wharfe and on the Skirfare in the
BTO survey. There were not many river sightings at the end of the year with single birds at Barden Bridge
(September), Grassington (up to 2 in October and December), Conistone (November) and a rare sighting in
22

Members of the Upper Wharfedale Field Society are asterisked in the following list.
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December near the Strid in very high water conditions. This is a very secretive species when it comes to
breeding and, as usual, few records were received, all from mid-Wharfedale and the Washburn. Young were
recorded between 13th June and 26th August. Broods of 2 and 4 young were recorded at Denton Hall, 2 at
Farnley and 1 on a small nearby reservoir: there was also 1 at John O’Gaunts (MHA, MVB, ABo*, BOG, EC*,
H&JF, NF, JF, GF&AP, PG, SG, GSH, MH*, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PP, PBR, DLR, PRo, E&PS,
J&SA*, GT, JTo, TV*).
GREAT CRESTED GREBE (Podiceps cristatus)
100 Sightings/11 Sites
Common breeding resident/local migrant: population stable.
The species was reported every month of the year from various
sites in mid-Wharfedale and the Washburn, although sightings are
far less widespread than for the little grebe. Its strongholds are
traditionally Knotford Nook and Otley, although peak counts
were down again with the peak being 3 pairs at Otley in early
April; the maximum count (7) was, unusually, at Chelker in May
– and there was a good count of 5 from Swinsty at the end of
December. Despite the earlier comment, reports were more
widespread than in recent years – up from 4 sites in 2003 to 11
this year with reports from all the Washburn Reservoirs, from
Chelker, Lower Barden and Grimwith; unusually there was also a
report from the river at Low Mill. Breeding is usually restricted
to Otley but this year the species bred at Knotford and rare reports
of young were also received from Chelker and the river at Low
Mill. Young were recorded between late June and midSeptember. 2–3 pairs bred at Otley although there was some evidence of predation: 4 juveniles were reported
at Low Mill in mid June and 3 at Chelker in mid-July (with reports that an earlier nest building attempt was
flooded out when the river rose in May). As usual there were reports of nest building at Lindley Wood: this
usually leads to failure because of disturbance and/or fluctuating water levels, but indicative of the good year
for this species an adult was seen there with one juvenile! (D&AB, N&AB, BOG, JMC, J&JD, JF, GF&AP,
PG, SG, AMG, GSH, K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PP, PBR, DLR, PRo, E&PS, J&PSc, JTo).
EUROPEAN STORM-PETREL (Hydrobates pelagicus)
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Very rare migrant.
A fisherman (and occasional birder) at Fewston reported that he had watched a single bird for a couple of hours
on 22nd June. He had been watching a Bill Oddie programme two or three weeks before when this species had
been featured and he immediately recognised its characteristic flight style as it feeds above the water. At one
stage it had flown very close to him and he was able to see the square-cut tail. June is a time of year when this
species is particular active and often recorded around our coastline. As it happened the Met Office reported
that a deep area of low pressure developed in Atlantic on 19th associated with ex-tropical storm Alberto. This
resulted in some unusually strong winds for June with Capel Curig (Gwynedd) recording 54 knots on 20th and
gusts generally of 40–45 knots across Wales and Northern England on 21st and 22nd. Subsequently, there
were a number of sightings of this species on 22nd at Irish Sea watch points between North Wales and
southern Scotland: the Fewston sighting was the only inland one. Inland Yorkshire records of this species are
extremely rare, although it is interesting to note that Chislett reported that of 5 single birds picked up inland in
the first part of the last Century, one was at Fewston. The sighting has been accepted by the YNU Rarities
Committee (PC).
CORMORANT (Phalacrocorax carbo)
074 Sightings/21 Sites
Common passage/long-staying visitor: population numbers have markedly increased in recent years but this
may have levelled off.
It is now a common bird in mid-Wharfedale and the Washburn with sightings in every month except May. As
usual, there were good numbers over-wintering at Lindley Wood but with numbers significantly down at
Otley. Peak numbers at Lindley were 54 in March and 36 in October; at Otley there was only an occasional
presence with a highest early-year count of only 4 (January); there was a more regular presence at the end of
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the year with 12 (December) compared with an autumn count last year of 20 (November). There were counts
of 14 at Swinsty and Chelker in January, whilst there were occasional sightings during the year of up to 2 birds
at Grimwith. There are also occasional sightings along the river above Grimwith especially around
Grassington, with single birds reported during the BTO survey at Starbotton and Arncliffe. Once again, there
were no reports of breeding but it would seem to be only a matter of time before breeding occurs (ABo*,
N&AB, BOG, BTO, JMC, EC*, JF, AMG, GSH, GL*, K&PL, JP, PP, E&PS, J&AS, JTo, TV*, J&SW).
LITTLE EGRET (Egretta garzetta)
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Rare visitor but likely to become more common in future years.
A bird was reported from Otley – from the far end of the boating lake on 26th July. This species has now been
seen in 6 years since it was first recorded in 1997, with 4 of the 7 sightings between July and September. This
is indicative of the northerly spread of this species. It first bred in the UK on Brownsea Island as recently as
1995. There are now estimated to be ~200 nesting pairs and there is the hope that we will get our first breeding
pair in Yorkshire before 2010 (BB).
GREY HERON (Ardea cinerea)
113 Sightings/48 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable/increasing.
The species continues to prosper both nationally and in our area, no doubt partly due to the absence of severe
winters. The species is widely reported in every month and throughout the region, usually of single birds or
small groups (outside the main heronries) at reservoirs or along the river; peak counts were 13 at Lindley
Wood (October), 6 at Otley (late April), 5 at Hebden fish farm (February) with 4 along the river between
Barden and Burnsall at the end of May. It was seen in all but one of the river tetrads during the BTO survey;
the most northerly record being of a bird seen frequently at Oughtershaw. It was not the best of breeding
years. The main heronry near Askwith had 30-35 occupied nests but there was no count of young this year.
At the site in the lower part of the Washburn only 30 young were produced from 13 nests (2.3/nest) compared
with 50 young from 17 nests in 2005 (2.9) and 3.2 young/nest in the 2003, the best recent breeding year (CA*,
SB, D&AB, ABo*, BOG, DB, JMC, C&FC, EC*, NC, H&JF, JF, PG, AMG, K&AH, GSH, N&PH, LL, GL*,
K&PL, MHS, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS, J&PSc, J&SA*, GT, TV*).
WHITE STORK (Ciconia ciconia)
Rare passage migrant/local escapee. There were no sightings this year.
MUTE SWAN (Cygnus olor)
046 Sightings/06 Sites
Common local breeding resident: population stable.
This species remains very localised with all but one of the reports this year eastwards from Otley and from the
lower Washburn, and with their strongholds very much at Otley (both at the Wetlands and the weir at the
centre of town) and Knotford Nook; the one exception was a sighting of 2 birds flying over Ilkley towards
Otley in late September. Peak numbers at Otley were 23 at the Wetlands (September) and 17 at the weir
(February): numbers at Knotford were generally much lower, although, exceptionally, there were 25 there in
November. There were reports of several families at Otley with a count off 11 cygnets in mid-July, but also of
an abandoned nest with 6 eggs. Families were also recorded at Knotford Nook (at least 6 juveniles) and
Farnley Lake (5 juveniles) (SB, BB, BOG, NF, JF, K&PL, PD&JBP, PP, PBR, PRo, E&PS).
WHOOPER SWAN (Cygnus cygnus)
004 Sightings/03 Sites
Scarce passage migrant.
The decline in sightings continues (compared with a recent peak of 22 sightings at 8 sites in 2004). There
were 2 adults at Norwood Bottom on 23rd March, whilst 7 flew over Addingham (heading SE) on 11th October
and the same number was seen over Otley on 19th November (BOG, K&PL, DLR).
BEAN GOOSE (Anser fabalis)
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Scarce passage migrant/visitor.
There was a rare sighting of a single bird (of the taiga race) flying south over Barden Viewpoint on 12th
October: a submission has been made to the YNU. This species had been recorded once before in 1987 (TV*)
PINK FOOTED GOOSE (Anser brachyrhynchus)
016 Sightings/12 Sites
Scarce passage migrant/visitor.
It was a poor year for passage birds. There were a number of sightings of flying skeins at the start of the year
up until mid-February but somewhat less in frequency and numbers than last year (the peak count was 3 skeins
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of 230 total over Barden and ~200 over Burley). Those skeins for which direction was recorded were flying in
a westerly direction. Records in the autumn were notable for their near total absence with only 2 overflights
recorded and with the only significant count being of ~80 flying west over Ilkley early in October. Records of
birds on the ground included one with mallards on the river bank at Ghaistrill’s Strid (February), another with
greylags at Farnley (October); 20 were recorded at Otley (December) but whether they were over or on the
ground was unclear (SB, BOG, KB, LGD, GF&AP, AJ, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, TV*).
GREYLAG GOOSE (Anser anser
078 Sightings/26Sites
Common resident breeder/visitor: recent significant population increase.
The local, feral population continues to prosper, and various-sized groups were reported throughout midWharfedale and the Washburn, with by far the highest counts coming from Grimwith (395 in late July
including some near fully-grown juveniles). Apart from Grimwith, sightings from Upper Wharfedale tend to
be limited, although a very large early July count of 112 (plus 8 broods comprising 22 large juveniles) on the
river bank between Linton and Lower Grass Wood suggests there are few places in the region now escaping
their attention, although none were recorded during the BTO survey. In mid-Wharfedale, the highest count
was at Denton Hall (105 in March). As usual there was a continuous presence at Otley, although outnumbered
by Canada geese; the peak was 48 in mid-July but this number diminished rapidly from early August,
presumably because of persecution, and stayed low for the rest of the year. As usual there were a number of
records of breeding, although it was noted that only a few were breeding on Rombalds Moor (MVB, ABo*,
N&AB, JMC, H&JF, JF, PG, AMG, D&RH, GL*, K&PL, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS).
SNOW GOOSE (Anser caerulescens)
009 Sightings/03 Sites
Rare vagrant/local escapee or rare feral breeder.
A bird was present in the area for much of February, being recorded at Otley on the 4th, 8th and 17th February,
and from Knotford on the 5th. At the end of the month two birds were seen at Lindley Wood on the 27 th. A
bird was at Otley on 25th November and 1st December. Although wild birds occasionally turn up each year, the
vast majority of records are of escapees – or of feral, free-flying birds. It seems only a question of time before
we come to regard them in the same light as greylag or Canada geese (BB, BOG, SG, K&PL, PD&JBP, PP,
E&PS).
CANADA GOOSE (Branta canadensis)
091 Sightings/22 Sites
Common breeding resident/visitor: significant population increase in recent decades and recent suggestions
that numbers were levelling off probably premature.
It now occurs commonly at Grimwith and downstream, with only the occasional sighting in Upper Wharfedale
(there were 12+ at Grassington in mid-April). It is observed virtually throughout the year with strongholds at
Otley, in the Washburn, and at Grimwith (with the odd bird at Mossy Moor Reservoir). Peak counts in
January included 347 at Swinsty and 121 at Fewston: numbers at Grimwith were typically ~60. There was a
continuous presence at Otley (with a peak count of 200 on 9th March) although, as with the greylags, numbers
diminished during August and did not recover to the numbers earlier in the year. There were numerous reports
of breeding from Otley and many of the moors in mid-Wharfedale (with ‘plenty’ on Rombalds Moor), as well
as the odd family at Grimwith (D&AB, ABo*, JMC, NF, H&JF, JF, PG, AMG, GSH, GL*, K&PL, JP, PP,
DLR, PRo, E&PS, TV*).
BARNACLE GOOSE (Branta leucopsis)
002 Sightings/01 Sites
Rare passage migrant/probable escape.
A bird was present at Otley on 17th and 18th February: it was almost certainly of an escapee (PP, E&PS)
SHELDUCK (Tadorna tadorna)
009 Sightings/04 Sites
Scarce passage migrant/visitor: may breed some years.
This was another poor year for this species, c.f. 43 sightings at 5 sites in 2004. Most sightings were from
Otley between February and May, usually of a single bird with a local maximum for the year of 4 on 20 th
March. There were also single sightings during the same period from Grimwith and Knotford Nook. Later,
there were reports in mid-November from Otley (2) and Swinsty (1) (BOG, JF, PP, E&PS, PRo).
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MANDARIN DUCK (Aix galericulata)

049 Sightings/06 Sites
Scarce visitor/escaped species but local breeding population
now established.
It is becoming clear that the size of the mandarin winter gettogether is a very good barometer of the amount of beech
mast around. 2005 was a poor year and the small group late
in 2005 never exceeded half-a-dozen and had virtually
disappeared by the start of 2006 (with a peak count of only 4).
There is much more beech mast this autumn and there was an
early gathering of 12 birds on 4th October which had grown to
28 by the end of November. The species was much less
visible above Barden Bridge this year with the occasional bird
in the popular stretch between Barden and Howgill, but with
the only other sighting being 3 males and a female just above
Burnsall Bridge in late March. Well away from the usual
area, there was a female on the river at Otley (with a female
wood duck) at the end of September which may well have
been an escapee? There was a rare record on a Washburn
reservoir – a pair at Swinsty on 9th December. Once again the
stretch of the river between Barden Bridge and Howgill
remained a good spot to watch family parties in the summer.
There was a female with young variously reported as
numbering between 5 and 9 between late July and mid-August
(could this have been two separate broods?). There was also a
well reported family of 3 juveniles just north of the Cavendish
in the first half of June (Bird Guides, BOG, KB, JMC, CJC, J&JD, JF, GF&AP, PG, SG, AMG, GSH, K&PL,
PD&JBP, PP, PBR, GT, JTo).
WIGEON (Anas penelope)
084 Sightings/09 Sites
Scarce breeding (probably only one site) resident/passage migrant: population stable/increasing.
Most sightings were for the period up to late March and from early September onwards from Knotford Nook,
Otley, Farnley, some of the Washburn reservoirs, and Grimwith. There were sightings of up to 3 males at one
site during the summer months but no record of breeding. At the start of the year the highest count by far was
from Grimwith with 105 on 9th February; the other high counts being 50+ at Farnley Lake and 42 at Lindley
Wood, both during February and 24 at Knotford Nook (January). There was a continuous presence at Otley
until 28th March with a peak count of 18 in mid-March. Autumn peak counts were generally similar or slightly
smaller than the start of the year: 70 at Grimwith, 54 at Farnley, a good number of 50 at Knotford Nook and 18
at Otley (but with a minimal presence at Lindley Wood). There was a rare river sighting of a single male at
Low Mill on 26th December (BB, ABo*, BOG, JMC, NF, JF, GF&AP, PG, SG, AMG, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP,
JP, PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS, DS, JTo, TV*).
GADWALL (Anas strepera)
018 Sightings/03 Sites
Scarce passage migrant/winter visitor.
The majority of the sightings occurred up until early April and were mainly from Knotford Nook and Otley,
although the peak count was only 4 compared with 8 last year. There were also sightings from Farnley Lake
during February. The only winter sightings were of a pair at Knotford Nook for much of December and a pair
at Farnley Lake at the year’s end (BOG, JF, SG, AJ, K&PL, PP, PRo, E&PS).
TEAL (Anas crecca)
050 Sightings/11 Sites
Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: probably in shallow decline.
This species is regularly present at a number of sites, typically between 9 and 11; its strongholds are in the
Washburn (especially Farnley Lake) and Grimwith (and the nearby Mossy Bank Reservoir); it also occurs in
mid-Wharfedale. Breeding certainly occurs in the area but they are very secretive and evidence is always
limited – there was none this year. Numbers are usually small but were slightly up on last year. At the start of
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the year peak counts were ~25 at Grimwith and 20+ at Farnley. Other counts were up to 12 at Lindley Wood,
8 at Swinsty, 6 at Fewston and Otley and an unusual 8 on a stony island in the Wharfe at Addingham. In the
autumn there were 50+ at Farnley Lake, 25+ at John O’Gaunts and 20 at Grimwith (ABo*, BOG, JMC, JF,
SG, H&JF, AMG, AJ, GL*, K&PL, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS, TV*).
MALLARD (Anas platyrhynchos) (C)
Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population stable.
Some observers seemed to spend much of the year counting this species – and there were certainly a lot to be
counted; this recorder did not envy the hapless observer who totted up 931 on Grimwith during the autumn
(where birds are released by Grimwith Estate, which organises shoots on the moors around the reservoir), not
to mention 200+ at the nearby Mossy Moor. However, high numbers were reported throughout the area,
including all along the Wharfe: 215 between the Cavendish and Barden Bridge, 50 between there and Burnsall
and 66 between Linton church and Ghaistrill’s Strid. There were also 112 at Lindley Wood and 97 at
Thruscross (when there was precious little else around). Birds were present in all the river tetrads on the BTO
survey (a total of 198 birds) with the biggest total of 40 around Yockenthwaite (by comparison the only other
wildfowl species recorded during the survey were 2 goosander in one tetrad). There were countless records of
young but perhaps the most interesting was the sightings during my BTO walks along the stretch of river
between Barden Bridge and Burnsall. In 2005 I recorded my first mallard broods (11 broods with 46 chicks)
on 27th April: this year my first sightings were on 16th May – but there was a bumper crop of 27 broods and
128 chicks, suggesting that whilst breeding may have been seriously delayed brood sizes were probably
unaffected (D&AB, ABo*, N&AB, BTO, C&FC, NF, H&JF, JF, PG, K&AH, D&RH, GL*, K&PL, JP, PP,
PRo, E&PS, TV*).
NORTHERN PINTAIL (Anas acuta)
004 Sightings/03 Sites
Scarce passage migrant/winter visitor.
Another quiet year (like 2005) after a good crop of sightings in 2004. There were single birds at Chelker on
15th January, Swinsty on 1st February and Otley on 9th June with the only sighting in the second half of the year
being of a pair on Swinsty on 21st December (GF&AP, PBR, PRo, JTo).
GARGANEY (Anas querquedula)
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Rare passage migrant.
A male were seen on passage at Otley on 8th May. This is a rare visitor but has been recorded rather more
frequently in recent years (in 7 of the last 11 years but only 6 times prior to that) (BOG).
SHOVELER (Anas clypeata)
006 Sightings/03 Sites
Scarce passage migrant.
All but one of the sightings were between mid-February and mid-May and all but one of those from either
Otley or Knotford Nook; the exception being a female past Barden View Point early in April. The only
sighting in the second half of the year was from Knotford Nook in late September. The peak local count was 4
at Otley on 15th March (BOG, JF, K&PL, PRo).
RED-CRESTED POCHARD (Netta rufina)
005 Sightings/01 Sites
Rare passage migrant/possible escape.
Two females were present at Otley between 3rd and 5th September. This was only the second sighting (2002
being the other year) since a ‘purple’ patch when there were sightings in 4 of the 8 years between 1971 and 78:
all but one of the six sightings has been during the autumn passage between August and November. Having
said that there must be some doubt about the origin of this bird (BOG, DB, K&PL, PBR, PRo).
POCHARD (Aythya ferina)
057 Sightings/05 Sites
Uncommon passage/winter visitor.
This species remains relatively uncommon throughout our area, usually being seen at only 6 or 7 sites (but
only 5 this year): the majority of sightings occur in the winter months – although, unlike last year, there were
occasional visits to Otley and Knotford Nook during the summer with records in every month except August.
The strongholds for this species are at Otley and Knotford Nook (with 90%+ of all sightings from there), but
with numbers much larger at Otley. Numbers varied very significantly at Otley peaking at 38 on 19 th March
(but sometimes with only 1 or 2 birds present) but the maximum number at Knotford Nook was only 9,
something of a reversal on last year (when there were peaks of 24 and 40 respectively). The only other
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sightings at the start of the year were 3 at Fewston and two sightings at Grimwith of 2 and 1. Numbers were
smaller in the autumn, peaking at 13 at Otley and 6 at Knotford Nook. There were very few other sightings in
the autumn – with only 1 or 2 birds recorded from the Washburn and Grimwith during December (BOG,
J&JD, JF, SG, LL, GL*, K&PL, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS, TV*).
TUFTED DUCK (Aythya fuligula)
087 Sightings/11 Sites
Common passage/winter visitor/local breeder: population probably stable.
The species is resident throughout the year and is widespread on reservoirs and open stretches of water in mid
Wharfedale and the Washburn, and also occurs at Kilnsey. It breeds at selected sites and is an occasional
visitor to Grimwith and Mossy Bank. The most frequent reports were from Knotford Nook and Otley with
breeding recorded at the latter site. Numbers in the first part of the year peaked at 62 in January at Knotford
Nook and 52 in March at Otley but fell away after that down to about 10 at Otley during the summer. Counts
elsewhere were < 10 at Chelker and Kilnsey with occasional visits elsewhere usually only involving 1 or 2
birds. Numbers held up quite well in the autumn compared with many other wildfowl with peak counts of 60
at Knotford, 33 at Otley and 30+ at Chelker. Most records of breeding were from Otley with nests with 13,
11, 8 and 8 eggs on islands in the Fishing Lake on 9th June. Broods of 7 and 5 chicks were seen on 30th June;
on 1st July there were 3 broods of 5, 4 and 3 chicks, but there was obviously heavy predation because by the
following day only 2 broods were visible with only 4 and 1 chick (this species is particularly vulnerable to
mink because of where it sites its nest). Other breeding was recorded at Lower Lanshaw Dam on Burley Moor
(1 brood of 6 on 19th July) and Kilnsey (1 brood of 8) (MVB, D&AB, ABo*, BOG, CJC, JF, GSH, PG, GL*,
K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PP, PBR, DLR, PRo, E&PS, J&PSc, GT, JTo).
GREATER SCAUP (Aythya marila)
005 Sightings/02 Sites
Scarce passage/winter visitor.
This is very much an ‘Otley’ bird although there was also a sighting at Knotford at the start of the year. All
but one of the sightings were in January and of a single female; there was an unusual record of 2 birds at Otley
on 5th March (BOG, AJ, PD&JBP, E&PS).
COMMON (or BLACK) SCOTER (Melanitta nigra)
003 Sightings/02 Sites
Scarce passage migrant.
This species is recorded most years: a female (or immature) was present at Otley between 28 th June and 8th
July: a male was present on Thruscross on 8th October (BOG, PD&JBP, PP).
GOLDENEYE (Bucephala clangula)
093 Sightings/12 Sites
Regular passage/winter visitor.
It is generally confined to a few sites in the mid-Wharfedale and Washburn with the occasional sighting from
Upper Wharfedale: the last bird was seen on 6th May and the autumn return delayed until 1st November, 2
weeks later than in recent years. It was regularly observed at Otley and Knotford Nook, with good numbers at
the former peaking during April with 29 on the 22nd and with 1 still present on 6th May; at Knotford the peak of
19 was in January. Numbers in the Washburn were generally low in the first 3 months (apart from 15 at
Farnley Lake in the first half of February), but numbers built up to 40+ at Farnley and 21 at the western end of
Lindley Wood during March. The only other sighting was of 4 birds on Chelker in early April. There were
reports of single birds on the river at Knotford Nook, Otley and Lower Grass Wood during January. Numbers
in the autumn were much reduced. The first sighting was of 1 female at Otley; thereafter the highest number
recorded there was 21. The few sightings from other sites were all <10 (with a good number of 6 at Mossy
Moor Reservoir) apart from 12 at Knotford in late December (A&CB*, BOG, J&JD, JF, PG, SG, GSH, GSH,
N&PH, K&PL, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS, J&PSc, GS, GT, JTo).
GOOSANDER (Mergus merganser)
139 Sightings/35 Sites
Breeding resident and common winter visitor. Population significantly increased in recent decades.
This is widespread throughout our area as a wintering and occasional breeding species. It was recorded all
along the river, regularly up as far as Lower Grass Wood and occasionally on Grimwith – but less frequently
further up the river, although there were 2 birds at Starbotton during the BTO winter survey, a pair made 3
visits to Oughtershaw early in March but didn’t stay, and there was a rare breeding record from Littondale at
Skirfare Bridge. There were no reports of major winter roosts at Lindley Wood with the peak count there only
18 (compared with a remarkable 89 in February last year). There was a winter count at Riverside Park at Otley
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with up to 17 between late January and mid-March, whilst at Otley Wetland there were up to 8 either on the
lakes or the adjacent river until early May. Further along the river there were 12 to 15 between Barden Bridge
and Burnsall early in April. Later in the year there were 15 at Grimwith in late July, 14 females and juveniles
by the bridge in Otley and the end of August and 14 at Lindley Wood on 30th December. There were
numerous records of breeding with young observed between 21st May and 15th September. Juveniles were
seen at Swinsty (8), Knotford (14), Denton (where the female nested in a tawny owl hole and 8 young were
ringed) , Gallows Hill (14), Burley (6 and 14), Strid Woods (3), Grassington (8), Lower Grass Wood (11) and
Skirfare Bridge (6) (MVB, D&AB, ABo*, N&AB, BOG, KB, JMC, C&FC, EC*, CJC, LGD, J&JD, NF, H&JF, JF,
PG, AMG, GSH, LL, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS, J&PSc, J&SA*, GT, TV*).

RUDDY DUCK (Oxyura jamaicensis)
005 Sightings/01 Sites
Scarce passage migrant/local breeder: population suffering from a (controversial) national culling policy to
prevent this non-native species from North America hybridising with other European species, particularly the
rare Spanish white-headed duck.
This year all the sightings were from Otley. There was a pair at Otley early in May and a male at the end of
the month that was joined by a second around 11th June; the last sighting was on the 17th. A single male was
present on 5th September (BOG, K&PL, PP, PRo).
OSPREY (Pandion haliaetus)
014 Sightings/07 Sites
Scarce passage migrant.
Although there was not last year’s excitement of having two birds in the area between April and June, it was a
reasonable year for passage birds. Sightings were roughly equally split between the spring and autumn
passage. In the former most sightings were between late March and late April and from Barden or the
Washburn. The autumn passage started with a bird circling over the Sailing Lake at Otley on 20 th August and
finished with a lucky watcher having a bird flying over his Grassington home on 12th October. The annual
passage spectacle is very much a feature of the past 15 years, which matches the build up of breeding pairs. In
the 90’s there were an average of 2/year, split equally between spring and autumn. So far in the present
decade the average has jumped to 9/year with 2/3 in the spring. What isn’t really changing is the likelihood of
birds stopping off to fish for a few hours or longer (BOG, GF&AP, SG, K&PL, PD&JBP, PP, PBR, TV*).
RED KITE (Milvus milvus)
199 Sightings/49 Sites
Re-introduced species (Harewood 1999 – 2003) now established and breeding.
The year saw the national completion of the very successful kite release programme with the last birds released
at Gateshead. Kites in Yorkshire continue to flourish with 36 pairs successfully raising 75 young (2.08/pair) 23;
the comparable figures for 2005 were 28 pairs raised 52 young (1.85/pair). This brought the number of young
raised by Harewood birds to 240. On the debit side there were 9 casualties bringing the total killed to 25 since
the start of the Yorkshire releases in 1999: the cause of several of these 2006 deaths has been confirmed. A
number of fatalities were due to collisions and one has now definitely been confirmed as due to poisoning.
Another bird was living dangerously when it tussled with a peregrine over Grimwith on 20 th September. This
year a pair again bred at an undisclosed site in the Yorkshire Dales, close to last year’s nest, and again
successfully raised 2 young. There was a second pair, for the first time in the Ilkley-Otley area, which
successfully raised 2 young. A lot of people are now seeing kites quite regularly and the number of sightings
is going up rapidly. At the same time there is also some sign of reporting flattening off as some (generally
Otley) residents get more used to seeing birds passing over and no longer automatically record them,
especially in the Lower Washburn where it is now said to be ‘easy to see’ and in the Otley area where someone
else reported that ‘it can be seen overhead almost every day’. It is now becoming a not uncommon sight at the
Wetlands where there were 11 reported sightings including one of three birds. Perhaps more indicative of the
continued spread was a significant increase in the numbers reported from Upper Wharfedale, up from 2 to 7
(admittedly 4 from the area immediately north of the Bolton Abbey Estate) but with birds also reported from
Hebden and from Littondale in September. The peak count was of 10 around Lindley Wood on 8th October
although 6 were counted from the Barden View Point on two occasions (SB, MVB, RB, BB, N&AB, BOG,
23

This is comparable to the breeding records in North Scotland, which started up 10 years before the Harewood
programme: the Scottish programme has slightly better productivity figures.
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DB, KB, TB, JMC, LGD, NF, JF, GF&AP, AMG, HG, GF&AP, PG, GSH, CH, D&RH, AJ, PL, LL, GL*,
K&PL, O&DM, MHS, PD&JBP, PP, PBR, PRo, E&PS, DS, GT, JTo, UWFS*, TV*, J&SW).
MARSH HARRIER (Circus aeruginosus)
006 Sightings/04 Sites
Scarce passage migrant.
There was a small increase in sightings from 4 last year to 6, although down on the exceptional 19 in 2003.
There were equal numbers in the spring and autumn passage. Half the sightings were from the well-watched
Barden View Point, with other sightings from Grimwith, Timble Ings and Sandwith Moor (BOG, AJ, JP).
HEN HARRIER (Circus cyaneus)
012 Sightings/07 Sites
Uncommon passage/winter visitor.
This species is red-listed because of the historic population decline in the UK between 1800 and 1995. Its
status in England remains perilous and it is subject to serious levels of persecution. There are now 2 core sites
in the UK, Geltsdale RSPB on the Cumbrian/Northumberland boundary, and Bowland. The number of
sightings has now fallen for 3 successive years, although it is unclear to what extent this may be due to some
reluctance to submit records. Reports at the start of the year were from the Barden View Point or the
Washburn but the eight reports from the end of the year were from more widespread sites with three from
Upper Wharfedale including Grimwith, Hebden Beck and Old Cote Moor (above Littondale) (BOG, TB,
GF&AP, AJ, GL*, K&PL, DS, JTo).
MONTAGU'S HARRIER (Circus pygargus)
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Rare visitor.
A male sub-adult flew low across Grimwith on 22nd August before being harassed by corvids, at which point it
climbed high and flew off towards Nidderdale. This was the second year running that this species has been
recorded but this was only the fourth sighting in the last 20 years: 5 of the 13 sightings over the years have
been in June. A report has been submitted to the YNU (GF&AP).
BUZZARD (Buteo buteo)
208 Sightings/74 Sites
Scarce breeder/passage migrant/visitor: population has increased recently.
This species was well reported throughout the region. It has long been present in the north but its successful
spread back into mid-Wharfedale continues and it is becoming increasingly well established there after a long
decline: the only negative note was from a regular and long-term Littondale watcher who felt numbers had
declined there over recent years. It is therefore becoming a welcome and increasingly common sight
throughout the entire region: this shows itself in a levelling off of the number of sightings reported as many
people no longer regard it as a noteworthy sighting, but accompanied by a steady increase in the number of
sites at which it is seen (up from 54 to 74). As usual, the well-watched Barden Viewpoint produced the highest
count of birds with 10 on 14th February and 12+ on 12th October. Elsewhere, there were sightings of 6 birds at
Oughtershaw in the north in mid-February and 5 in Norwood Bottom in late March. The results from the BTO
survey were especially interesting with buzzards more common than kestrels:

Buzzard
Sparrowhawk
Kestrel

Number of birds recorded
26
5
21

% (of 25) tetrads seen in
52
16
52

Investigations by members of the ringing community suggested there were an amazing 17 to 21 territorial pairs
in mid-Wharfedale and the Washburn. Once again there was a successful ringing programme in midWharfedale with the number of successful nests increasing again. There were up to 17 young in 7 nests
(compared with last year’s figure of 7 young from 4 nests with 2 nests not found). A surprising feature this
year was the number of pairs that built nests but did not breed; it has been suggested that these could be young
birds that weren’t yet ready to breed – but were going through the motions. Finally, there were the usual
reports of aerial conflicts with a buzzard attacking a red kite over Lindley trout farm and another being
attacked in turn by a black-headed gull over Appletreewick (MVB, RB, D&AB, ABo*, N&AB, BOG, DB,
BTO, JMC, EC*, J&JD, NF, JF, GF&AP, PG, SG, AMG, D&RH, MH*, HJ&BS, AJ, GL*, K&PL, JP,
PD&JBP, JP, PBR, DLR, PRo, E&PS, DS, GT, JTo, TV*, J&SW).
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SPARROWHAWK (Accipiter nisus)
134 Sightings/42 Sites
Common breeding resident/passage visitor: population stable.
The number and range of sightings reflect the widespread distribution of this species; reports were received
from a good selection of sites in mid-Wharfedale and the Washburn. There were proportionally fewer from
the north: in the BTO survey there were sightings from Arncliffe, Kettlewell and the moors east of Buckden
pike, but with none recorded in Langstrothdale. This is a bird likely to be seen at any locality where woodland
is in the vicinity, and a significant number of reports have been received of hunting (often successful) in
gardens. The size of bird the Sparrowhawk attacks is quite amazing. There were reports of ones catching a
black-headed gull and another a great spotted woodpecker, although in this latter case the hawk was
subsequently harassed by magpies and jays and forced to drop its catch. In reverse, there were reports of
sparrowhawks being harassed by a magpie, a small party of house martins, 40+ jackdaws and rooks. There
were several reports of displaying and 4 of breeding from the woods in mid-Wharfedale (CA*, SB, D&AB,
BB, ABo*, N&AB, BOG, BTO, EC*, LGD, J&JD, HD*, H&JF, JF, GSH, CH, D&RH, MH*, HJ&BS, AJ,
GL*, K&PL, MHS, PD&JBP, JP, PP, PRo, DLR, E&PS, DS, GT, TV*).
GOSHAWK (Accipiter gentilis)
010 Sightings/06 Sites
Scarce passage migrant: may breed in the area.
This species struggles to maintain a foothold in the area and may well be under-reported anyway for reasons of
security. The focus of activity for this species appears to have moved back to the Washburn with 70% of the
sightings from that area over the period between late January and mid-August. Nevertheless, it remains a
rarity there, compared with the situation there in the 1970s to 1990s when it was seen regularly at a time when
it was uncommon nationally (PG, GF&AP, AJ, JP, PRo, JTo).
KESTREL (Falco tinnunculus)
183 Sightings/76 Sites
Common breeding resident/passage visitor: national population decline not apparent locally.
The species is common throughout the region and well recorded. It is most often reported in small numbers,
usually individuals or pairs: winter sightings may include birds from the Continent. The highest count was an
amazing 16 along the NE slope of Littondale on a good soaring day in August when there were obviously
some families around. The nest records were significantly down in mid-Wharfedale because of the poor year
for small mammals in the spring: nevertheless there were 24 young from 10 nests compared with last year’s
excellent 46 young from 14 nests (MVB, ABo*, N&AB, BOG, DB, BTO, C&FC, EC*, H&JF, PG, K&AH,
GSH, MH*, HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL, O&DM, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS, DS).
MERLIN (Falco columbarius)
025 Sightings/19 Sites
Scarce breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population probably
stable.
Although the species is holding its own in the area records remain fairly
limited, typically around 25–30 sightings from 15–20 sites. Records this
year were received from the moors around mid-Wharfedale and
Grassington, and from Littondale. Records were rather skewed with few
during the breeding season – apart from the nesting records, but a fair
number in the spring and late summer, which may reflect a mix of passage
and locally breeding birds. During the breeding season 2 nests were
found on the northern and 2 on the southern moors (one of which was
slightly outside the WNS area): 4 juveniles were ringed in each of the
northern nests and 4 and 2 in the south, i.e. there were the same number of
young this year as last (14 from one less nest). One ringing exercise
resulted in an interesting result when the adult female was caught: the bird
had been ringed as a nestling in Derbyshire in 1995! Wintering records
were interesting. There were none at the cold start of the year but 4 at the
warm end of the year between mid-October and the end of the year, with
sightings at Timble Ings, Grimwith, Litton and Addingham: the Litton
record involved 5 sightings over the period of a week starting 4th December (CA*, D&AB, BOG, D&HB, JF,
GF&AP, SG, GSH, JP, PD&JBP, JP, DLR, PRo, JTo, TV*).
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HOBBY (Falco subbuteo)
007 Sightings/07 Sites
Scarce summer visitor/probable breeder: population increasing.
The BTO commented this year that it was now receiving sufficient records to start tracking trends statistically,
but that there was strong evidence that the species had increased in both numbers and range in the past 50
years (from an estimated 100 pairs in the 1950’s to 2,200 pairs in 2000). Certainly, there has been a significant
spread northwards since the 1970s, perhaps linked to increases in dragonfly prey. However, in our area, the
species continues to have a minimal presence since it was first recorded in 1985 and, once again, sightings
were well down on the 2003 peak. Nevertheless, it seems not impossible that birds bred in the area since they
are renowned for being exceptionally secretive through the breeding cycle and nest sites are hard to find. If
this did in fact happen it most probably occurred in the region to the west of Otley with all but two of the
sightings from that area – all virtually in June, although without last year’s possible evidence of breeding with
a bird seen carrying prey over Askwith. There were later sightings from Grass Wood and Barden View Point
during late July/early August (BB, BOG, AJ, PRo, TV*).
PEREGRINE (Falco peregrinus)
028 Sightings/12 Sites
Scarce resident/passage/probable breeder: local population possibly increasing.
The numbers of this species in Yorkshire has remained steady at about 20 pairs for some time, unlike
neighbouring Bowland where they are doing well, presumably evidence that persecution continues around
local grouse moors. Most reports were of single birds (with 20% of sightings of 2 birds) and covered most
months of the year: at Grimwith there was a spectacular tussle between a peregrine and a red kite on 20 th
September. Most sightings were from one area in Mid-Wharfedale and three areas in Upper Wharfedale. A
pair successfully raised 2 young at a site in one of these areas – and a juvenile was reported at another.
Nesting occurred in another of the areas but there was no record of the outcome (MVB, BOG, C&FC, EC*,
GF&AP, GSH, GL*, K&PL, JP, JP, DS, GT, TV*)
RED GROUSE (Lagopus lagopus) (C)
Common breeding resident: population generally stable but subject to setbacks.
This species is locally common on the moors around mid-Wharfedale and to the north (right up as far as
Oughtershaw). There has certainly been a big increase in sightings in the last two years with over half the
records from Upper Wharfedale and coming from members of the UWFS. Not surprisingly, the highest count
(38 in late October) was from the managed Barden Fell, but there were also double figure counts from Barden
Moor, from Rocking Hall and Pock Stone’s Moors, and from the moors above Grassington and Kettlewell and
to the north of Littondale. However, a regular observer in the north whilst reporting the species presence
across the moors there thought that numbers appeared to be low, and there was a similar comment from a
Rombalds Moor observer. The results from the BTO survey 24 were interesting:

Red Grouse
Red-legged partridge
Common Pheasant

Number of birds recorded
152
17
131

% (of 25) tetrads seen in
56
17
72

Good counts were recorded on Old Cote Moor between Wharfedale and Littondale and on the eastern moors
above the river between Kettlewell and Buckden. There were several reports of breeding although it was a
poor season after a cold and wet spring which killed a lot of chicks, and this was undoubtedly not helped by
the later extensive fire on Rombald’s Moor. Brood sizes there were reported to be small with only 3-4 seen at
anytime. There were three other reports of young, all during July, which included a high count of 9 young
from Mossy Moor Reservoir and also broods of 4 or 5 on Barden and Grassington Moors (ABo*, BOG, DB,
BTO, C&FC, H&JF, JF, GSH, LL, GL*, K&PL, JP, PRo, E&PS, TV*, J&SW, RW*).
RED-LEGGED PARTRIDGE (Alectoris rufa)
023 Sightings/16 Sites
Uncommon breeding resident, all from released birds: population stable except where releases occur.
24

There were no sightings of grey partridge in the timed tetrads, although there was one sighting in the roving

surveys.
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There was the usual small number of records this year spread across the region. There were proportionately
more records from Upper Wharfedale with, as usual, Grimwith featuring regularly in the sightings, although
there was also a report that they were now being seen much more frequently across Upper Wharfedale due to
recent introductions for shooting. Most sightings were of pairs or of small coveys of less than 10 birds. There
were two wild breeding records from Oughtershaw and from Pool (where there was of an adult with 9 chicks
in early July (MVB, ABo*, N&AB, BTO, JMC, C&FC, NF, JF, AMG, GSH, MH*, K&PL, JP, PBR, DLR,
JTo, TV*).
GREY PARTRIDGE (Perdix perdix)
037 Sightings/22 Sites
Uncommon breeding resident: population thought to be declining except where releases occur.
This year the BTO reviewed the trend over the recent years and showed no let-up in the decline which has seen
numbers decline by 40% over the last 10 years (and by 78% since 1978) due to agricultural intensification,
more specifically the effects of herbicides on the food plants of young chicks’ insect prey. Although some
recovery has occurred on lands specially managed for this species, efforts to boost numbers more general have
failed and it is now a scarce bird in many parts of the country. There were only a few widely dispersed records
this year from across the region with no apparent strongholds for this species. There has been a steady decline
in the number of sightings and sites over recent years, and this year’s results suggests the decline continues.
The most frequent reports were from the well-watched Otley Wetlands (although the maximum count was a
poor 6 down from 10 the previous year); they were also reported to be present in small numbers in the fields
between Yarnbury and Hebden Beck. A lot of the sightings were of solitary pairs. The largest covey recorded
was near Sun Inn (although this was one of only 2 sightings in the Washburn this year by a regular watcher);
the only other sightings of coveys in double figures were from Kilnsey at the beginning of the year and Burley
Moor and Chelker at the end. There was only record of breeding with a pair seen with 10 chicks at Otley on
(MVB, ABo*, BOG, CJC, LGD, JF, GF&AP, SG, GSH, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, PP, PBR, E&PS, TV*, RW*).
COMMON PHEASANT (Phasianus colchicus) (C)
Common breeding resident subject to extensive rearing/releases: population stable overall.
This is a common bird which many people don’t bother to record. It is subject to significant releases
throughout the area ensuring they are numerous in most areas, especially on the valley sides and moorland
fringes: it was described as being ‘ubiquitous’ in Upper Wharfedale. It is now almost becoming a common
garden bird with sightings from Otley (2), Ben Rhydding, Ilkley (3) and Addingham (MHA, D&AB, N&AB,
BOG, BTO, C&FC, JF, PG, K&AH, D&RH, K&PL, MHS, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, TV*).
WATER RAIL (Rallus aquaticus)
010 Sightings/02 Sites
Scarce passage/winter visitor.
After a quiet 2005, sightings were back to the levels of the two previous years with records from Otley and Sun
Lane in January and March (and including 2 birds at Otley on 15th March). In the autumn a bird was caught
and ringed at Otley on 18th November, and one seen at Sun Lane on 23rd December. This species remains very
much a winter visitor to the area with only 7% of historic sightings in the summer months between May and
August (BOG, CJC, AJ, PP, PBR, JTo).
MOORHEN (Gallinula chloropus)
090 Sightings/030 Sites
Common breeding resident/passage visitor: population probably stable.
There appears to be a healthy and stable population of this species across the entire region although they appear
slightly less common above Burnsall. The most upstream record was from Buckden, whilst the only records
from Littondale were during the BTO survey. They also appear to be restricted to the lowland reservoirs and
watercourses, although a pair bred at Grimwith. There were no large numbers of birds at Otley and Knotford
Nook this year, with the highest count being 9 at Otley between mid-January and mid-March and 8 in early
December: the highest count from Knotford was only 4 (compared with 15 early in 2004), and there were no
high counts from Farnley. One usually imagines the coot being the more aggressive of these two species but a
moorhen was reported to have seen off a red-legged partridge at Hebden, whilst a juvenile dipper had upset one
on the river at Appletreewick and was being chased over the stones at the water's edge. There were numerous
reports of breeding with young recorded between 10th May and 31st July, although one family was pushing its
luck when an adult was seen walking along beside the busy roadside below Barden View Point (A&CB*,
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D&AB, ABo*, BTO, KB, EC*, JF, PG, GSH, JHa*, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS, J&PSc,
TV*).
COOT (Fulica atra)
076 Sightings/15 Sites
Locally common breeding migrant: population stable.
This species undertakes local migration to the most southerly reaches of our area in winter. It is not widely
seen within the region, and less so in Upper Wharfedale than mid-Wharfedale and the Washburn, but seems to
be doing well. It is regular at Otley, Knotford, Chelker, the Washburn Reservoirs and the Kilnsey trout farm
(although only reported in large numbers from the first three sites). Numbers are much enhanced at Knotford
and Otley in the winter months, especially at Knotford with reasonable peak counts of 220 and 250 at the start
and end of the year; there were over 100 at Otley up until mid-March with a peak of 130, and 44+ at Chelker
later in the year. It was recorded at significantly more sites this year than usual (15 sites compared with 7–9).
This was partially because of an unusual feature this year with a number of sightings of birds on the river
above Barden Bridge: with 1 at Linton Falls on 25th February, ‘several’ between Linton church and Burnsall on
16th March and one above Barden Bridge on 16th May. There were several reports of young between 9th June
and 31st July at Knotford Nook, Otley, Ben Rhydding gravel pits and Chelker (A&CB*, MVB, D&AB, ABo*,
N&AB, BOG, NF, H&JF, JF, PG, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS).
OYSTERCATCHER (Haematopus ostralegus)
152 Sightings/50 Sites
Locally common breeding migrant: population probably increasing.
This is a bird that has widely established itself throughout the area as a breeder in recent times and we have all
become accustomed to their comic call: pairs of birds, either in the fields or flying along the river, are a very
common sight in the spring. It leaves in the winter but its absence seems to be becoming briefer (see also BTO
survey figures under golden plover). This year was a little different since the first birds arrived back in the
area on the last day of 2005 although numbers built up slowly with numbers at the well-watched Otley
Wetlands in single figures (as were all the other records received) until mid-February. The first record of
significant numbers of birds was from Arncliffe with 80 in the nearby fields on 18 th February. At the end of
the year the bulk of birds start to leave quite early with the last count in double figures being from Grimwith
on 31st July, although there was the odd bird still present around Grassington until early November. The
species is found throughout the region in good numbers; only in Langstrothdale are numbers very limited
(peak count of only 3). The main concentrations continue to be at Otley (39+ peak in early March) and
Grimwith (40 in early April – well down on last year’s count of 80), but good numbers were reported
elsewhere, although the Arncliffe number above was the highest of the year since birds fairly rapidly disperse
along waterways into pairs or small groups. Counts around end of March included 43 (Strid Woods), 34
(Lindley Wood) and 28 between Barden Bridge and Burnsall. In view of the level of activity in the region the
numbers of records of breeding are surprisingly limited, perhaps indicating that the species is successful at
keeping its young well hidden. Records of young were received between 23rd May and 21st July from Otley,
Denton, Grimwith, Thorpe, Kilnsey and Foxup (with no records of breeding from Rombalds Moor this year)
(A&CB*, MVB, D&AB, BB, ABo*, N&AB, BOG, KB, JMC, EC*, H&JF, JF, PG, SG, AMG, K&AH, GSH,
MH*, LL, GL*, K&PL, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS, DS, J&AS*, GT, TV*).
LITTLE RINGED PLOVER (Charadrius dubius)
010 Sightings/03 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant: stable population.
It was another rather disappointing year for this species with sightings at the low levels of the past two years
and well down on 2003. Breeding was confirmed at only one of the two ‘usual’ sites, but only 1 young was
successfully raised there. It looked as though a pair might nest at one of the Washburn reservoirs but the
possible nesting area was covered after heavy rain. After all the rather gloomy news the big highlight of the
year was the discovery of 3 nesting pairs at the High Royds building site: 3 broods were ringed on 6 th July and
a further 3 young on the 11th. There was also a passage bird at John O’Gaunts on 12th August (MVB, CJC, JF,
GF&AP, PD&JBP, PBR, PRo).
COMMON RINGED PLOVER (Charadrius hiaticula)
028 Sightings/07 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant: population stable.
As in the past couple of years this remains a ‘one-site’ species albeit, this year, with a number of sightings of
passage birds in the Washburn. There continues to be 3 and possibly 4 pairs at Grimwith (plus another
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possible pair at the nearby Mossy Moor Reservoir). The long range counting of young remains something of a
challenge at Grimwith but at least 6 were seen on 1st July. The only spring passage sighting was of two birds
at Kex Ghyll in mid-April: on the autumn passage there were sightings at Lindley Wood and John O’Gaunts
between mid-August and early September (MVB, ABo*, JMC, JF, GF&AP, PG, SG, AMG, K&AH, GL*,
K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PBR, TV*).
GOLDEN PLOVER (Pluvialis apricaria)
046 Sightings/27 Sites
Uncommon moorland breeding migrant/passage visitor: population
probably in decline.
Numbers of this species start building up early in the year with the
highest January total being 250 from Barden Moor on the 29th. Good
numbers were reported during the first quarter from across the region
but with, once again, an enormous pre-breeding flock on Sandwich
Moor. The build-up in numbers there is interesting with 20+ on 5th
March, building up very rapidly to 1,200 by the 23rd, peaking at up to
8,000 on the 28th but with a rapid dispersal during April with numbers
down to a few hundred by 21st April. The species is less well
represented at the top end of Wharfedale as was seen in BTO winter
survey when four species of wader were recorded:

Eurasian Oystercatcher
European Golden Plover
Northern Lapwing
Eurasian Woodcock

Number of birds recorded
71
8
68
10

% (of 25) tetrads seen in
16
4
24
28

The hoped-for golden plover, returning to the slopes of Great Whernside, failed to make it in time and the
birds seen were all close to Cray. The situation for curlew was expected to be marginal and indeed they too
failed to make it back in time25; the lack of any snipe was a surprise. After dispersal golden plovers were
reported in small numbers across the moors in Mid- and Upper-Wharfedale and there was the occasional
behavioural record suggesting breeding although a long term observer in the north of the area reported the
species was not being seen on their traditional breeding sites. Breeding numbers were also down on Rombalds
Moor with only 2 or 3 pairs on each of Hawksworth and Burley Moors, although all had obvious young. It has
been reported that the species is being affected by climate change. It is breeding significantly earlier than it
was 20 years ago but its main prey, the cranefly, is not adapting at the same rate and this is affecting successful
brood sizes. On a more positive note for us, it was reported during the year that moorland management for red
grouse was creating important upland wader strongholds. Although there had been 8% reduction in plover
numbers on managed northern moorlands, the end of shooting in West Country and in Wales had led to
declines of 50% and 32% respectively. Also, that this management was helping dunlin and curlew. There
were extremely few records from the end of the year with the only record of any size being 1500 at a
traditional wintering site at Bland Hill in the Washburn (MVB, ABo*, BOG, CJC, PG, MH*, LL, GL*, K&PL,
PD&JBP, JP, PBR, PRo, DS, GT, JTo, TV*).
GREY PLOVER (Pluvialis squatarola)
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Rare passage migrant.
One flew over Timble Ings on 18th October: historically, most sightings of this species have been on autumn
passage – with ~40% in September and ~20% in October (BOG).
NORTHERN LAPWING (Vanellus vanellus)
179 Sightings/54 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population may be declining.
25

The first record of a curlew in Upper Wharfedale was further south from Grassington Moor and Mossy Moor
Reservoir on 16th February. The first record from the SD97 square was 9 th March: the first arrival at Oughtershaw was on
the 11th.
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Our area remains a stronghold for this species – although numbers may have declined, the reduction has been
nothing like as marked as the national picture for lowland areas. This is a breeding bird in our area that usually
migrates west and/or south out of the recording area in winter. Winter sightings of large flocks are thought
likely to be from the continent. High counts in January included Chelker (600+), Knotford (500+), Denton Hall
(400+) and Barden Moor (400+), with a good count of ~600 at Grimwith in mid-February. The species is
recorded throughout most of the area, although it is not common in Langstrothdale and there are fewer records
of large flock sizes in the north. Numbers in the BTO survey were smaller with most birds found around Cray
and Litton. The well-watched Otley Wetlands site is important for this species with good numbers of
wintering and breeding birds: peak monthly counts (mainly from one observer) were:
Jan
~100

Feb
~200

Mar
~300

April
37

May
32

June
47

July
24

Aug
8

Sept
35

Oct
NC

NC
180

Dec
~275

Breeding was reported between 2nd May and 23rd July from across the region. At Otley there were 10+ pairs
on Lapwing Meadow with over 30 young ringed between 2nd May and 9th June. Numbers build up again quite
early in the autumn with a number of flocks of 300 being recorded from 21st September for the remainder of
the year. The year ended on a high with a long term observer in the area reporting a very large flock of 940 at
Denton Hall, a traditional winter site for lapwings and curlew, on 24th December and that this had increased to
1220 by 1st January, a number he felt was getting back to the levels of 30 years ago (CA*, MHA, SB, A&CB*,
MVB, D&AB, ABo*, N&AB, BOG, BTO, KB, C&FC, EC*, CJC, NF, H&JF, JF, PG, SG, HJ&BS, K&AH,
GSH, D&RH, PL, GL*, JL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS, JTo, TV*).
DUNLIN (Calidris alpina)
006 Sightings/04 Sites
Scarce passage visitor: probably still breeds in the area but numbers much reduced.
This continues to be a bird of the Upper Wharfedale moors albeit with the only evidence of breeding being a
pair at Mossy Moor Reservoir on 30th April with the male displaying; subsequently 4 birds were seen there on
22nd July. The largest count of the year was of a very restive flock of 19 (with a turnstone) on the south shore
of Grimwith on 14th May in atrocious weather. Other birds seen around the same time were a single bird on
Great Whernside on 3rd May and 2 males and a female at Grimwith on 10th May. The only record from south
was of an impressive total of 14 passage birds at Chelker on 28th October, which the observer noted was the
highest he had ever seen there (ABo*, GF&AP, GL*, JTo, TV*).
RUFF (Philomachus pugnax)
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Rare passage migrant.
A passage bird was seen at Otley on 12th May. The bird was recorded regularly in the 1970s but has become
an unusual visitor since then with only 3 or 4 sightings/decade (BOG)
JACK SNIPE (Lymnocryptes minimus)
008 Sightings/01 Sites
Rare migrant/winter visitor.
There were a reasonable number of sightings this year albeit all from Otley and between 4 th January and 22nd
March with 2 seen on 2nd March (N&AB, BOG, AJ, K&PL, PRo, JTo).
COMMON SNIPE (Gallinago gallinago)
037 Sightings/18 Sites
Uncommon breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population either stable or in shallow decline.
This is a well-established breeding species in the area thanks to the extensive availability of its breeding
habitat of marshland (albeit much reduced from the historical position), especially around moorland sites. It
will usually be under-recorded because of its secretive habits outside the breeding season. Overall, it was yet
another year which fell well short of the level of activity in 2003. They can be recorded anywhere in the
region with the well-watched Otley Wetlands remaining the location which produces the most sightings from
around the reed beds. A look at the records is interesting since 50% of records were from only two months,
March and April, with an incredible count of 20 (plus 1 jack snipe) on 15th March at Otley. Most sightings are
of 1–3 birds (with 2 the most common): there was a record of 4 in July at Whetstone Gate in July. Drumming
snipe were recorded between 10th April (Grassington Moor) and 25th May (Ellarcarr Pike) (N&AB, BOG,
C&FC, JF, SG, CH, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PP, PBR, PRo, E&PS, JTo, TV*).
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WOODCOCK (Scolopax rusticola)

038 Sightings/18 Sites
Scarce breeding resident/passage migrant/winter
visitor: probably in decline.
It is thought to breed extensively throughout the area
at appropriate sites. Numbers are supplemented by
continental migrants in winter with resident birds
thought to over-winter if not too cold. The autumn of
2005 saw an irruption of continental birds from
Scandinavia and Siberia and this resulted in a high
proportion of the year’s sightings (80%) in the first
six months. Half the sightings were from the
Washburn with Timble the site where this species is
most frequently seen: it was recorded roding between April and June. There was a rare garden sighting at Ben
Rhydding on 11th August. A pale shape was spotted at 2115 bobbing around at edge of lawn. It later came into
the view of the back door security lamp long enough for it to be identified before it flew off into the darkness
(ABo*, BOG, BTO, C&FC, J&JD, CH, AJ, LL, K&PL, PD&JBP, PP, PBR, PRo, E&PS, GT, JTo, TV*).
BLACK-TAILED GODWIT (Limosa limosa)
004 Sightings/02 Sites
Rare passage migrant.
It was a good year for this species with 8 at Bolton Abbey on 1st May with 2 of these, presumably, turning up
at Otley the next day. There were two records from John O’Gaunts on autumn passage with 1 on 23 rd July and
4 on 12th August. The number of years when this species is recorded seems to have increased in recent years
with it recorded 6 times in the last decade (BOG, AJ, PD&JBP, PRo).
BAR-TAILED GODWIT (Limosa lapponica)
006 Sightings/01 Sites
Rare passage migrant
Once again all the sightings were from Otley with most of a group present on the 1 st and 2nd May. A total of 8
were recorded on the first day; on the following day it was noted that the 2 remaining birds were stunning
males in full breeding plumage. The only other sighting was of a bird circling in the fog on 22 nd January. The
pattern of sightings is similar to the previous species (BB, BOG, PP).
CURLEW (Numenius arquata)
159 Sightings/62 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population stable.
A widespread breeding bird throughout the area at suitable sites, it usually moves west and south for winter. It
was recorded from all parts of the region, with the usual large pre-and post-breeding flocks in the ‘triangle’
between Denton Hall, Burley and Otley. Birds were present in this area26 from the start of the year with peak
counts of 800 on 30th January and with a flock of 350+ at Otley as late as 5th March (although birds are often
absent or only present there in ones and twos during this period). Throughout April and May small numbers
were reported at a wide variety of sites (62) throughout the region on the moors and along the waterways. The
first report of eggs was on Pool Bank on 5th May; subsequently, there were a number of records of breeding or
behaviour suggesting young were around. However, it appears to have been a poor season. It was reported that
there were good numbers on Burley Top and Hawksworth Moor but not as many on the rest of Rombalds
Moor. However, brood sizes were disappointing with only small broods in ones and twos. There were also a
few pairs around on Beamsley Moor but again with only single chicks (although a Beamsley resident still
reported an enviable sighting of 3 juveniles wandering into his garden). It has long been felt that birds are
present in the Wharfe valley bottom, for part of the winter at least, if there is no severe weather to drive them
away and that these may well be continental birds. However, the evidence for this continues to be incomplete.
There were 494 in the ‘triangle’ on 7th September which was described as a ‘surprisingly large flock for such
an early date’ with a sizeable presence remaining until 17th October but disappearing by 21st. Thereafter there
was a gap of four weeks with only a single sighting of an overflying bird until numbers started building up
from 21st November to an end of year peak of 450 (SB, A&CB*, MVB, D&AB, ABo*, N&AB, BOG, DB,
26

See the golden plover entry and associated footnote for details of the curlew’s return to the upper parts of
Wharfedale.
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KB, C&FC, EC*, CJC, NF, H&JF, JF, GF&AP, PG, K&AH, D&RH, PL, LL, GL*, K&PL, JP, PP, PRo,
E&PS, TV*).
COMMON REDSHANK (Tringa totanus)
047 Sightings/15 Sites
Uncommon breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably stable.
There appears to have been a slow decline in the number of sightings and sites in our area over the last three
years and this was slightly more pronounced this year (despite a good number of records from Otley where a
pair bred). Records were received from a limited number of sites in Mid-Wharfedale and the Washburn and
around Grassington and Grimwith, with a single northerly record from Kilnsey. Peak counts of 7 were
recorded from Otley 25th March and Grassington Moor on 14th April. Juveniles were recorded between 15th
May and 2nd June, although a bird was also seen still on eggs on the 9th. 3 juveniles were ringed at both
Denton and Otley, and a bird was seen on 4 eggs at Appletreewick. The season for this species is very short
and the last bird had departed by the last day of July with no passage birds recorded this year (ABo*, BOG,
JMC, EC*, JF, PG, SG, AMG, GSH, K&PL, JP, PP, PBR, PRo, E&PS, TV*).
COMMON GREENSHANK (Tringa nebularia)
010 Sightings/03 Sites
Scarce passage visitor.
It was a good year for this species with two sightings of single birds on spring passage – from Mossy Moor
Reservoir on 14th April and from Otley on 20th. In the autumn there were records of single birds from Otley on
18th July and John O’Gaunts on the 12th August. Later, there were a number of sightings of 1 or 2 birds at
Lindley Wood between 20th August and 5th September (ABo*, BOG, K&PL, PD&JBP, JP).
GREEN SANDPIPER (Tringa ochropus)
004 Sightings/03 Sites
Scarce passage visitor.
This is another species which is recorded in most years (2004 was the first year without a sighting since 1992),
but never in large numbers. There was an early bird at Lower Barden Reservoir on 24 th June, 2 birds at
Lindley Wood on 29th July, 1 by a small pond on Rocking Hall Moor on 6th August and (possibly) the same
bird a few days later (on 12th) at John O’Gaunts Reservoir (BOG, GSH, JP)
WOOD SANDPIPER (Tringa glareola)
001 Sightings/OUT OF AREA
Scarce and irregular passage visitor.
A single bird was recorded just outside the area at John O’Gaunts Reservoir on 26 th August. This was the first
sighting for 10 years (with August the most common month historically for sightings) (PD&JBP)
COMMON SANDPIPER (Actitis hypoleucos)
079 Sightings/31 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: national population decline not apparent locally.
One of the pleasures of a spring walk along the river is to catch sight of this bobbing bird and then watch its
characteristically flicking wings as it flies low over the water to its next perching stone. Fortunately, this
remains a relatively common sight in our area with a sighting guaranteed at its local stronghold of Grimwith,
where there were estimated to be 8 pairs, any time up until the end of July. It is well recorded throughout the
region, usually in ones and twos right up as far as Oughtershaw. It appears well represented in Littondale with
a pair at Skirfare Bridge, 3 pairs between Hawkswick and Arncliffe and 2 at Halton Gill, whilst on one of my
BTO walk between Barden and Burnsall I counted 13 including 5 pairs. As usual there are few records of
young but there were two families at a site in the Washburn and two very concerned adults at Halton Gill as a
juvenile perched on a wall: a nest with 4 eggs was found by the river at Kettlewell. Birds had left their
breeding sites by the end of July but up to 3 were present at Otley until 23 rd August, with a final out-of-area
record from the nearby John O’Gaunts Reservoir on the 28th (MVB, D&AB, ABo*, N&AB, BOG, JMC,
C&FC, EC*, CJC, JF, PG, SG, AMG, GSH, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PP, PBR, DLR, PRo, E&PS, J&SA*,
GT, TV*, J&SW).
RUDDY TURNSTONE (Arenaria interpres)
003 Sightings/02 Sites
Rare passage migrant
A single bird was present at Otley on 7th and 8th May, whilst another was amongst a restive flock of dunlin at
Grimwith on 14th May. It is only recorded 3 or 4 times per decade (BOG, GF&AP).
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ARCTIC SKUA (Stercorarius parasiticus)
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Rare visitor.
A pale morph bird passed through Kex Ghyll on 9th September, only the second sighting in the past 20 years
(BOG).
MEDITERRANEAN GULL (Larus melanocephalus)
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Rare visitor.
This species, which was only seen for the first time in 1987, has become a regular visitor in most years since
the mid-1990s. However, there was only one sighting this year – with a single bird bathing for ½ hour with
other gulls at Otley on 6th November before taking off and circling over towards the town (BB)
BLACK HEADED GULL (Larus ridibundus) (C)
Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population may be declining after big increase in recent
decades.
This species winters in the area in large numbers with mixed roosts of 2,000+ black-headed and common gulls
at Swinsty, the primary site, in January, slightly down on last year’s totals: in the winter there were ~3,500
there. There is also a large roost in the north at Grimwith with a mixed flock of ~1750 recorded on 1st
December at 1500 – when they were reported to be still arriving. These large roosts commence in late
September and build to a peak by February then rapidly diminish towards the breeding season. At the wellwatched Otley site numbers are much lower but we have a rather more detailed breakdown of the way numbers
vary (mainly from one observer):

BH
CM

Jan
Feb
~200 ~150
~150 ~100

Mar
~100
~50

April
34
30

May
6
0

June
4
0

July
55
2

Aug
50
27

Sept
60
36

Oct
NC
NC

Nov
180
NC

Dec
~200
~150

27

The sizes of gull flocks are rarely counted but a high proportion of the gulls seen in mid-Wharfedale through
the year tend to be black-headed with one observer describing them in the past as ‘numerous and ubiquitous’ –
and with fewer records of numbers of common gulls 28. The species is also seen throughout the north of the
region but here common gulls appear more frequent (although there was a count of 650BH in fields around
Grassington in mid-February). However, the statistics from the BTO precursor study in Upper Wharfedale are
interesting in showing the relative numbers of wintering gulls there:

Black-headed Gull (BH)
Common Gull (CM)
Lesser Black-backed Gull

Number of birds recorded
43
942
1

% (of 25) tetrads seen in
20
72
4

The common gull was much more uniformly distributed with ¾ of the black-headed count in a flock in lower
Littondale. Breeding occurs on local moors insofar as it is allowed by gamekeepers, who usually discourage
large colonies. The main site is at Upper Barden: no detailed counts were made this year but it was estimated
there were 3,000 pairs in May 2004 whilst 450 chicks were ringed in June 2005 (SB, D&AB, ABo*, BOG,
C&FC, EC*, H&JF, JF, GF&AP, PG, K&AH, HJ&BS, K&PL, GL*, JP, PP, PBR, DLR, PRo, E&PS, TV*).
COMMON GULL (Larus canus)
069 Sightings/37 Sites
Common passage/winter visitor: small number of breeding records.
Roosts are discussed in the above entry: in addition to the figures there, ~700CM were counted at Swinsty at
the start of January and ~800 at Grimwith at the end. This is a species which usually only winters in the area,
27

Unlike the black-headed gull, the presence of common gulls was not guaranteed at the start of the year at Otley. It
was observed on about 80% of visits.
28
I watched a flock of gulls around the Old Bridge in Ilkley at the start of the year and idly counted 90 black-headed
but only 1 common gull.
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although a few immatures have been observed through the summer and a small number are thought to breed in
the Upper Barden black-headed gull colony. In the BTO study all the valley-bottom tetrads were well
populated. In the spring, counts of a few tens were recorded in the countryside through until the end of April.
Thereafter there were occasional records of between 1 and 5 up until the end of September with several of
these records from a gull expert from Threshfield who identified the gulls as first summer birds. The first
significant count in the autumn was of a mixed flock of ~80 at Arncliffe Cote on 30 th September (ABo*, BOG,
BTO, EC*, JF, GF&AP, PG, K&PL, GL*, JP, PP, E&PS, TV*).
HERRING GULL (Larus argentatus)
006 Sightings/04 Sites
Uncommon visitor breeding at one known locality.
It is less common than other gulls and usually only reported in small numbers. There were two early records
of birds coming into roosts at the Washburn Reservoirs with a peak count at Swinsty of 18 on 8th January.
After that all the later reports were from Upper Wharfedale with several reports of small numbers at Grimwith
during the year; otherwise the only other report was of 2 birds at Burnsall 2nd May (ABo*, JF, GL*, JP, TV*).
LESSER BLACK-BACKED GULL (Larus fuscus)
038 Sightings/20 Sites
Uncommon breeding resident/passage visitor: probably declining due to control at breeding sites.
This species both winters in the area and breeds on local moors, when not disturbed by gamekeepers
concerned by their propensity to eat anything that moves! Sightings occur throughout the region. The species
is occasionally observed feeding by the river (where one was seen at Grassington in May being violently
pursued by an oystercatcher), but more usually they are passing over singly or in small groups (of up to 4).
They are most frequently observed at Grimwith with peak counts there of 20 on 31 st July and 26 on 15th
October: the only other count in double figures was of 27 overflying Fewston on 27th December (ABo*, BOG,
JF, PG, K&AH, GL*, K&PL, JP, PP, E&PS, TV*).
GREAT BLACK-BACKED GULL (Larus marinus
010 Sightings/05 Sites
Uncommon passage/winter visitor.
A few birds winter in the area eventually flying north to their breeding grounds, although the odd immature
may stay all year. Grimwith remains the most reliable place to see this species with their presence regular,
albeit in small numbers. The highest count was 6 adults and 1 first winter bird on 3rd January. There were
sightings, generally of a single bird from Barden and Thruscross (2 birds) in January and May, 2 sightings
from Grassington Moor in late August and early October, and a bird at Otley at the end of the year (BOG,
GL*, JP, TV*).
SANDWICH TERN (Sterna sandvicensis)
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Scarce passage migrant.
Two birds were present at Grimwith on 12th August. This species has only been recorded once (in 1989) since
being recorded 5 times in 8 years in the 1970’s - a significant proportion of sightings are in August (G&BT).
COMMON TERN (Sterna hirundo)
010 Sightings/01 Sites
Scarce passage migrant: occasionally breeds.
The first sighting of returning pair of birds was on 22nd April with the birds taking up residence on the usual
shingle island although only a single chick was recorded this year on 9th June: the last recorded sighting was on
15th July (BOG, K&PL, PP, PBR, DLR, PRo)
FERAL PIGEON (Columba livia) (C)
Uncommon resident breeder: population probably stable.
This species is vastly under-recorded so it is difficult to draw too many firm conclusions abut its distribution.
Although there is a perception that it is seen mainly in the urban areas of Ilkley and Otley with a few small
groups also in rural areas, it was reported at a number of sites in Upper Wharfedale during the BTO survey
with the main concentrations around Arncliffe and Starbotton. The largest number, 19, was recorded round
Arncliffe. The statistics from the BTO precursor study in Upper Wharfedale are interesting and underwrite the
previous comment:
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Feral pigeon
Stock pigeon
Wood pigeon
Collared dove

Number of birds recorded
43
9
36
9

% (of 25) tetrads seen in
20
12
20
4

There was a regular presence at Otley, although generally in small numbers with the largest count of 20 in
mid-January. Their presence in gardens in plague numbers (>20) was reported from Ilkley and Menston
(D&AB, BTO, JF, K&PL, PP).
STOCK DOVE (Columba oenas)
032 Sightings/20 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable.
This is very much a rural bird in the area and is certainly under-recorded. Extensive observations in the
Washburn valley over the years suggest that this area is a stronghold (although the peak count this year was
only 6 in Norwood Bottom in April). However, sightings were received throughout Wharfedale and from
Littondale, although it was not widely recorded during the BTO survey. Numbers recorded were typically
between 1 and 3, although 18 were recorded on a walk between Buckden and Starbotton, mainly near
Starbotton, whilst they were recorded regularly at Grimwith usually in small numbers but with a peak of 19 in
the autumn. There were records of 4 and 2 eggs in boxes at Scargill (ABo*, N&AB, BTO, J&JD, JF, GF&AP,
PG, GSH, GL*, K&PL, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, TV*).
WOOD PIGEON (Columba palumbus) (C)
Common breeding resident: population stable.
This is an under-recorded species (with the majority of records being only of sightings rather than including
counts of flock sizes). It is usually present all year in good numbers throughout the area but with a tendency to
move to the lower parts of the valleys in winter or disappearing entirely in severe cold spells. Also, the
presence of large flocks of this species is usually a good indication about the levels of local food supplies.
However, there were too few records at the start of the year to confirm numbers were smaller than usual.
Certainly the highest counts were only of up to 30 at Otley and Lindley trout farm during February (compared
with last year when there were 150 at Leathley in March). It was also not common during the BTO survey
with most of the numbers made up of 2 small flocks. True to form, numbers were much larger at the end of
the year when there was much more food with flocks of 200+, 250 and 300 recorded at Farnley, Storiths and
Thruscross respectively in the last 6 weeks of the year. Breeding tends to go un-reported, with only one record
of young in a well-recorded Menston garden, although indicative of the strange and very warm autumn a pair
was recorded mating in an Ilkley garden on 5th October! (SB, D&AB, N&AB, BTO, GF&AP, PG, K&AH,
D&RH, HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL, MHS, JP, PP, DLR, E&PS, J&PSc).
COLLARED DOVE (Streptopelia decaocto) (C)
Common breeding resident: population stable.
This is another species that is much under-recorded, except in gardens, so that it is difficult to draw any firm
conclusions on its distribution across the region. However, it tends to be concentrated in urban, suburban and
village environments and is surprisingly rare in rural habitats: in the BTO survey all the records were from one
tetrad – around Kettlewell. A long-term Grassington resident reported it appeared that numbers were still
increasing and that it had not been present as recently as 1992. It was a regular garden visitor to many gardens
and was often present there in good numbers, with 14 in Menston and 22 in School Lane in Addingham in the
first 2 months of the year. The highest count was of 25 in a tree on the outskirts of Burley on 26th November
(SB, ABo*, BTO, JF, K&AH, D&RH, MH*, HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL, O&DM, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS,
J&PSc, TV*).
RING-NECKED PARAKEET (Psittacula krameri)
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Rare locally released (presumably) species.
There was a single record of a bird by the river at Askwith on 17th October, only the third time the species has
been reported. Numbers of feral birds are growing enormously along the Thames Valley (and are now close to
plague proportions in places) but they are gregarious and are not naturally spreading very far afield. The
natural assumption must therefore be that this was almost certainly an escapee (K&PL).
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CUCKOO (Cuculus canorus)
058 Sightings/32 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant: population declining.
Ilkley regained the honour of the first sighting with a bird heard from Ilkley Moor on 20 th April, three days
earlier than last year and the earliest since 2002. They were recorded throughout the region (although the first
call recorded in Oughtershaw was not until 3rd May). Numbers again seemed low and it certainly seems more
of a struggle to see a bird than it was two or three years ago with a lot of the records of birds heard rather than
seen (and the call of this species carries a very long way). The vast majority of records received were of single
birds. Last year there were 2 records of 3 birds, this year none! Further there were only eight records of two
birds – 4 on the moors of mid-Wharfedale, 1 from Burnsall and 2 from north of Kettlewell and in
Langstrothdale. As usual, the period during which this species can be seen is remarkably short with adults
departing during June. The last record this year was a late 29th June from Hubberholme (with the last record in
the Ilkley area as early as the 10th), although there were late glimpses of what may have been a juvenile over a
house in Otley on 10th July and of a birds at Beamsley Beacon and Grimwith on 5th and 22nd August
respectively (MHA, BB, ABo*, BOG, C&FC, EC*, CJC, LGD, J&JD, JF, GF&AP, SG, GSH, JHa*, N&PH,
CH, D&RH, LL, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, PBR, DLR, PRo, E&PS, JTo, TV*, J&SW).
EURASIAN EAGLE OWL (Bubo bubo)
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Local escapee or rare feral breeder.
Birds appear to be have been present at at least two sites not too far outside the WNS area for some or all of
the past year, and a bird from one of these sites was reported to have spent a week in a Denton wood; a
sighting was submitted for 24th June. After the excitement of occasional sightings of an escapee on Ilkley
Moor during 2001 and through until its capture in spring 2002 the news has now broken (late in 2005) that a
pair had been breeding in northern North Yorkshire since 1996 and has raised 23 chicks! Subsequently, the
female has been shot and there have been reports of breeding pairs in several northern locations. Meanwhile
the RSPB and the BOU has removed the species from the British List in 1996. They consider all breeding
records to involve escapees and remain deeply sceptical about the wisdom of this bird being allowed to
become established in the British countryside (PRo).
BARN OWL (Tyto alba)
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Rare visitor
A female which bred in the area in a previous year laid eggs in a nest box in the east of the region but, as
discussed in the introduction, it was a particularly bad season for this species and inspection early in October
found only 6 deserted eggs. There was an interesting sighting in Upper Wharfedale at Oughtershaw where a
webcam had been rigged up linked to a night-viewing device. A very pale, unidentified bird was observed on
16th February flying along the water course. There were no day-time sightings to throw further light on this
observation it is not immediately clear what other species it might have been – apart from a barn owl, tawny
owls (which were recorded in the area) can also look very pale in some lighting, whilst there are also shorteared owls further up the valley. The sighting has not been included in the statistics but a further report for the
coming year is awaited with great interest (AJ, C&FC)
TAWNY OWL (Strix aluco)
048 Sightings/24Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable.
Numbers of records appear to be holding up despite the bad dip during the disastrous breeding season in 2004:
they were recorded widely throughout the area and up as far as Oughtershaw. A lot of the records are of birds
which are only heard, which may well explain why records are sparse from north of Grassington and with none
recorded this year in Littondale where there were fewer resident reporters. They were reported to be seen and
heard regularly in Grassington and Grass Wood and there was a rare report from Grimwith of one roosting at
the end of May. There was the occasional record of two birds calling – from Kilnsey, Ilkley (where there were
possibly 3 birds) and Menston. After a very good breeding last year the signs were not auspicious this year
with less natural food and fewer small mammals but the local ringer managed to produce the same number of
nests in mid-Wharfedale (10) as last year ringing an excellent total of 14 young (compared with 17 last year).
One usually expects to hear of broods raised in holes in old trees: certainly one successful brood was found in
an old oak tree – with 9 rats to keep them going when they got hungry! However, there were an interesting
range of other nest sites – broods were successfully raised in old sparrowhawk and buzzard nests although one
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pair pushed their luck too far when they opted for a rabbit hole and their 2 eggs were deserted. There were
some losses with a single egg predated in one nest and a juvenile in another (although a second juvenile there
survived) (SB, ABo*, BOG, C&FC, EC*, JF, PG, GSH, N&PH, MH*, GL*, K&PL, PBR, DLR, PRo, TV*).
LONG-EARED OWL (Asio otus)
015 Sightings/08 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant.
Our knowledge of this species owes a lot to the work spear-headed by a local birder, Andy Jowett, who has
located a number of breeding pairs, but has also provided hanging baskets which have proved very popular
with the nesting adults. The investigation of new sites continues and the list now stands at 8, although the
location of new ones was hampered this year because of the poor breeding season since calling young is one of
the more reliable ways of location. Not only was there the shortage of small mammals but the weather worked
against it being a good breeding season. Egg laying was delayed until late April; then a weekend in mid-May
when there was torrential rain led to the abandonment of some nests. Only five broods of young were located
(compared with twelve last year), with only one of those on time (mid-June) (JF, AJ, PG, PBR, PRo, JTo)
SHORT EARED OWL (Asio flammeus)
032 Sightings/15 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant/resident: population either stable or in
shallow decline.
The species is not common, but birds were seen in almost all months
from the moors throughout the region – usually at around only a 12-15
sites, well down on the 22 sites in the last good year for this species
(2003). Sightings were more frequent over the moors of midWharfedale, although Grimwith was the site with the most reported
sightings (6 times between April and August). In May an owl was seen
attacking a buzzard at Grimwith – but with another being attacked by
jackdaws over Grassington Moor. There was a rare record of a bird
barking continuously as it hunted in the Washburn in July. There was
one record of a bird carrying food, also in the Washburn, although two
sightings were of pairs hunting during the breeding season, in one case
for young golden plovers (MVB, ABo*, BOG, JF, GF&AP, PG, AJ,
GL*, K&PL, JP, PBR, PRo, DS, JTo, TV*).
LITTLE OWL (Athene noctua)
051 Sightings/26 Sites
Locally common breeding resident: population stable.
The species generally seems to be doing well. Records were received from across the area, with a significantly
higher proportion from Upper Wharfedale, where they appeared particularly well represented in Littondale and
around Grassington. Many of the sightings were of single birds, but pairs were seen at Otley, Burley,
Arncliffe, Conistone and Buckden. There was one record of breeding with an adult with 3 young at Beamsley
(MVB, BB, ABo*, BOG, BTO, EC*, JF, GF&AP, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, PP, DLR, E&PS, TV*).
EUROPEAN NIGHTJAR (Caprimulgus europaeus)
011 Sightings/01 Sites
Scarce passage migrant – bred in area for several years running.
The first record was significantly later than last year, i.e. 2nd June c.f. 24th May last year. There appear to have
been a pair and a first year male (with both males ringed). The scene in the area has changed dramatically
since last year with large numbers of trees felled vastly increasing the suitable area for the species to breed in,
but potentially making the search task a lot more demanding. Two eggs were laid in the cleared area but,
sadly, they were predated just as they were hatching and no evidence could be found of a second brood. There
were several records of good sightings, the most dramatic being on 11th June at 16.00 in the afternoon when the
observer was attracted by the sound of small birds harassing something and discovered a nightjar perched in a
tree (BOG, DB, KB, GF&AP, PG, AJ, PBR, PRo).
SWIFT (Apus apus) (C)
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably stable/may be in shallow decline.
The changes in the arrival date of this species are interesting. The sand martin has been arriving progressively
earlier in Wharfedale since the War and is now arriving three weeks earlier, on average, than in the early 50’s.
By comparison, the swift’s arrival was at its earliest in the early 1960s and has been slowly become later since
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then (by about a week in the last 40 years). Now there are early signs this trend may have reversed, albeit as a
result of a few early birds: this year the first sighting was a remarkably early 15 th April over Otley but with
subsequent numbers there remaining small until 300-500 were recorded on 2nd May (which was to prove the
highest total of the year). It is recorded throughout Wharfedale although numbers are rarely noted. This is a
species that is also primarily reported in the periods shortly after its arrival and immediately before its
departure. Departure was significantly delayed this year because of the late warm summer. The last sighting
was on 19th September, more than a month later than 2005 when only three sightings were recorded after 1st
August (SB, ABo*, BOG, JF, GF&AP, PG, K&AH, HJ&BS, LL, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PP, PBR, PRo,
DLR, E&PS, J&PSc, TV*, J&SW).
KINGFISHER (Alcedo atthis)
061 Sightings/25 Sites
Uncommon breeding resident along suitable rivers and lagoons: population probably stable/slightly
increasing.
This was one of a number of the less common species for which sightings were somewhat down on last year.
There were sightings all the way along the Wharfe up as far as Hubberholme with infrequent sightings from
Littondale. There were two records during the BTO winter survey in Upper Wharfedale (around Buckden and
Hubberholme). The species also continues to be uncommon in the Washburn with two sightings January and
again during the summer (in the post-breeding dispersion period) around Lindley Wood and up towards
Swinsty. There were only two records of breeding this year. The nest of a pair at Otley was washed out in
early summer floods but they were successful on a second attempt, whilst a pair at Ben Rhydding had a good
season with broods of 5 and 4 and with between 6 and 8 birds recorded there on 7th September. There was an
interesting recovery of a female kingfisher caught at Otley in Dec 05 which had been ringed four months
earlier at Manor Farm, Titchwell, Norfolk. This species rarely moves far (on average only ~12km): the odd
longer distance tends to be away from harsher climates and towards the coast – and generally involves
continental recoveries. This long-distance recovery would therefore appear to be going in quite the wrong
direction!! (CA*, MHA, MVB, ABo*, N&AB, BOG, DB, CJC, LGD, J&JD, HD*, JF, PG, GSH, CH, GL*,
K&PL, PD&JBP, PP, PBR, PRo, LS*, E&PS, J&SA*, GT, JTo, TV*).
GREEN WOODPECKER (Picus viridis)
089 Sightings/44 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable.
The species appears to be holding its own throughout the area and would seem to rather more common in
Upper Wharfedale. The woodpecker counts on the BTO survey were:

Green Woodpecker
Greater-spotted Woodpecker

Number of birds recorded
11
16

% (of 25) tetrads seen in
24
44

It is often detected by its distinctive ‘yaffle’, so that the majority of records (80%) were from the first part of
the year when it is most vocal. The greatest numbers of sightings were from the Washburn and the
Grassington area: in the BTO survey the sightings were all in Littondale and around Buckden. Apart from the
4 recorded in the Hawksworth area during the survey, the only record of 3 birds was in Grass Wood on 5 th
April. The only record of breeding was from Strid Woods (A&CB*, MVB, D&AB, ABo*, N&AB, DB, BTO,
KB, EC*, CJC, LGD, NF, JF, PG, K&AH, AJ, GL*, K&PL, MHS, PD&JBP, JP, DLR, E&PS, GT, JTo, TV*,
J&SW).
GREAT SPOTTED WOODPECKER (Dendrocopus major)
158 Sightings/52 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable.
There were a good number of reports for a species that is generally felt to be doing well in our area in line with
national trends. The species is fairly common to common throughout the more wooded parts of the area (with
a peak count of 6 during a circuit of Grass Wood and with good numbers also recorded in Middleton Woods).
It was widely recorded right up to Oughtershaw although in Littondale records were only received up to
Arncliffe. In the BTO survey it was recorded in most of the valley tetrads. Drumming was noted between 6 th
February and 12th May. There were widespread reports of young, many from gardens, between 15th May and
21st August, when a juvenile in an Addingham garden took great exception to sharing a feeder with an over-
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bold great tit and gave it a sharp peck! (CA*, SB, MVB, D&AB, ABo*, N&AB, BOG, DB, BTO, KB, C&FC,
EC*, J&JD, JF, PG, K&AH, N&PH, CH, MH*, HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL, MHS, PD&JBP, JP, PP, DLR, PRo,
E&PS, J&SA*, GT, TV*, J&SW).
LESSER SPOTTED WOODPECKER (Dendrocopus minor)
019 Sightings/07 Sites
Scarce breeding resident: population possibly in decline.
This species is not far from the northern limit of its range and remains difficult to find. It is also red-listed
because of the rapid decline (>50%) in the UK breeding population in the last 25 years. The key parameter for
such a rare species as this is the number of sites at which it is observed in our area: this year there were 7,
compared with 9 last year. On the other hand pairs were recorded at 2 (and probably 3) sites in the lower
Washburn and at Bolton Abbey, with the Farnley pair seen by good numbers of people in March and April.
Sun Lane, Burley continues to add to its already impressive list with a sighting in late January, and the species
was also recorded at the Middleton Hospital site and in Middleton Woods. Most sightings were in the first 5
months. There were two sightings at the end of the year: a male at Threshfield at the end of November and
one a month later at Farnley Lake (BOG, AJ, K&PL, MHS, PBR, PRo, E&PS, JTo, MT*).
WOODLARK (Lullula arborea)
002 Sightings/02 Sites
Rare passage migrant.
The first sighting of this species in the WNS area was reported from Otley on 15 th April when it was observed
to fly up from the Lapwing meadow and singing before it flew off to the SW. Prior to that report being
received, there had also been a report that a bird heard singing at Sun Lane, Burley on the 20 th could have been
a woodlark. The likelihood is that these records were of a passage bird. There has been a large increase in the
breeding population of this species in England since the late 1980s (because of increases in suitable breeding
habitat) and the species is now becoming established in south Yorkshire again. Two pairs bred near Doncaster
in 1997 after a long absence: the species has always been rare with the last Yorkshire breeding record in 1954.
They are now slowly spreading north through the County with at least thirty pairs found now every year (AR,
SK).
SKYLARK (Alauda arvensis)
058 Sightings/31 Sites
Common breeding resident: national population decline but probably holding own in area.
This is a species which is better represented and in larger numbers in Upper Wharfedale right up to
Oughtershaw, with good numbers reported around Grassington. There were 7 between Yarnbury and Barras in
late March; in May there were 12 on the Dales Way between Lea Green and Conistone and 8+ at Grimwith. In
mid-Wharfedale there were reported to be ‘good numbers’ on Rombalds moor in late April. The only record
received of breeding was from Howgill Wood. There were also good numbers from late September with the
highest count 15+ from Sandwith Moor, 6 from Threshfield Moor and a last sighting of 5 at Timble Ings on
15th October (A&CB*, ABo*, BOG, BTO, KB, C&FC, EC*, H&JF, SG, PL, GL*, K&PL, JP, PBR, PRo,
E&PS, GT, TV*).
SAND MARTIN (Riparia riparia)
080 Sightings/29 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population fluctuates.
The (5 year moving) average arrival date of this species slowly continues to get earlier – by about 0.5
days/year so that it is now almost 3 weeks earlier than it was as recently as 1988. Again, this is the date of the
first arrival and numbers take time to build up. The first sighting was on 17 th March; the main bulk arrived
almost 2 weeks later around 26th. There were some interesting observations from Knotford Nook on that date
when there were reported to be around 67 at 09.20 but that the number had grown to 150+ by 11.30. Goodsized nesting colonies were noted all along the Wharfe at suitable sites up to Hubberholme and, in Littondale,
at Skirfare Bridge and below Arncliffe; sightings in the Washburn are very limited and of small numbers of
birds. Rather surprisingly in view of the warm autumn and contrary to the situation with the swifts, the latest
sighting was on 8th September, 2 weeks earlier than last year. Early nesting birds were affected by mid-May
floods: ~20 nests were reported to have been affected at Burnsall and some at Otley, although it was also
recorded that the latter successfully produced second broods in about 80 nests. The ringing programme at Ben
Rhydding was very successful. After a disastrous season in 2003, 290 and 266 were ringed there in 2004 and
2005 respectively: this year an excellent total of 375 young were ringed (with 20 re-traps) (A&CB*, D&AB,
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ABo*, N&AB, BOG, KB, D&HB, EC*, J&JD, JF, PG, SG, K&AH, GSH, CH, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PP,
PBR, DLR, PRo, E&PS, TV*).
BARN SWALLOW (Hirundo rustica) (C)
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population possibly in decline.
This species appears to be well distributed throughout the area, mainly in rural areas wherever suitable nesting
sites exist. There were no really large counts of birds, with the highest counts this year at the end of the
season; the highest was ~100 at Fewston on 17th September (compared with last year when the highest counts
were in the spring with 320 at the beginning of May). The early departure reported above for the sand martin
also applied to the swallow; the latest sighting was on 6th October, a week earlier than last year (and 3 weeks
earlier than 2003). Young were recorded between 28th May and 15th September but the breeding records from
the main site where ringing takes place, Knotford Nook, were again disappointing with 136 young raised from
43 nests (3.2/nest). This figure for young/nest was comparable with last year but distinctly poorer than the
previous two years (SB, MVB, D&AB, ABo*, N&AB, BOG, KB, D&HB, C&FC, EC*, CJC, NF, H&JF, JF,
GF&AP, PG, K&AH, N&PH, CH, MH*, LL, GL*, K&PL, O&DM, MHS, PD&JBP, JP, PP, PBR, DLR, PRo,
E&PS, TV*).
HOUSE MARTIN (Delichon urbica)
055 Sightings/27 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population possibly in decline.
This species is recorded throughout the area and seems to have had quite a good year. It is never recorded in
large numbers with the highest count of the season being 30 at Otley at the end of the season on 8 th September;
there was also a count of 20 birds heading south over Burley on the 10th and 16 over an Otley garden on the
22nd. Otherwise sightings, when counted, were in single figures. There were several reports of nesting birds: as
usual, ringing records were received from the old library building at Timble where there were 12 nests with 7
ringed: the second brood was less successful with only 8 nests and with 3 nests deserted because of scaffolding
(SB, A&CB*, N&AB, ABo*, BOG, DB, D&HB, C&FC, H&JF, JF, GF&AP, K&AH, N&PH, HJ&BS, GL*,
K&PL, O&DM, PD&JBP, JP, PP, PG, PBR, DLR, PRo, E&PS, TV*).
MEADOW PIPIT (Anthus pratensis)
082 Sightings/43 Sites
Common breeding resident/migrant/passage visitor: population in decline nationally but probably holding up
locally.
This species moves off the high ground in the winter; many remain in the lowland regions of the UK, although
large numbers winter in southern Europe in Iberia. Nevertheless there were sightings in the region in every
month – with the first record on 25th January on Buckden Pike at 400m! In the BTO survey 21 were recorded
in 24% of the tetrads. This is another species which is probably under-recorded, and frequently not counted.
On those occasions when people did count, numbers in excess of 40 were reported with ~50 on Middlehare
Fell (Jan), 45 on the moors at Foxup (on a 2km transect in June), 41 at Grimwith (July), 55 between Bastow
Wood and Lea Green (Sept), 48 on Conistone Moor (Sept) and 55 between Lippersley and Ellarcarr Pike
(October). The movement towards the south of this species begins quite early and there was a report of birds
starting to pass through Kex Ghyll as early as 8th August. Overall it is a common breeding bird across the
moors in Mid- and Upper Wharfedale although few breeding records are received (BOG, KB, C&FC, EC*,
CJC, JF, PG, K&AH, GL*, K&PL, JP, PRo, E&PS, TV*).
TREE PIPIT (Anthus trivialis)
034 Sightings/13 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably increasing.
Unlike its close relative, the meadow pipit, this species is a long-range migrant (to Africa). It is most abundant
in northern England, Scotland and Wales but the BTO reports that after a brief respite in 2004 the inexorable
decline in numbers of this species continues with a 27% reduction since 1994. The reasons for these changes
are unknown but one theory is that it is linked to the changes in forest structure. This is another species where,
increasingly, the strongholds are in upper Wharfedale with 5 pairs recorded in Bastow Wood and 10 singing on
the 7-mile ‘Postman’s’ circuit in Langstrothdale. In the south, apart from an early record from Barden Fell,
which may well have been a passage bird, all the records were from the Washburn and then of the wellobserved but small group in Timble, where the maximum count was of 3 singing males. Birds were seen
carrying food at Timble, Grimwith and Bastow Wood (ABo*, BOG, KB, JMC, EC*, CJC, JF, SG, AMG, AJ,
GL*, K&PL, JP, PRo, E&PS, GT, TV*).
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YELLOW WAGTAIL (Motacilla flava)
020 Sightings/09 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor: just about holding on despite significant decline over recent decades.
One of the finest birding sights in the Dales is of a bobbing male yellow wagtail perched on a dry-stone wall in
the summer sunshine. Experiencing this still remains possible in Littondale, the stronghold for this species –
and I suppose it gives some comfort that the underlying message in this year’s report is virtually unchanged
from last year. Records were received from a small number of sites ranging from the mouth of the Skirfare up
onto the higher ground and across to Malham Tarn (outside the WNS area) between 4th May and 8th August.
Numbers at the usual site were usually small but there was an encouraging count from one observer of 2 pairs
with possibly a further 2 pairs on 3rd July: 2 young were counted on that day and 5 were recorded on 8th
August. There was also a record of a bird carrying food at another site in Littondale. Sadly, there was only
one reported sighting of a pair in Wharfedale – from Kilnsey in May (with the suggestion these might well be
Littondale birds). Passage birds were only recorded in the autumn this year with one in a flock of 39 pied
wagtails seen at Barden on 6th September and one at Otley on the 23rd (but, as last year, none from Knotford
this year, usually a reliable site for passage birds) (MVB, ABo*, BOG, EC*, JF, SG, GSH, GL*, K&PL,
O&DM).
GREY WAGTAIL (Motacilla cinerea)
094 Sightings/44 Sites
Common breeding resident/partial migrant: population probably increasing.
This species is affected by bad winters, This year the BTO reviewed trends over the past 40 years showing
numbers were severely affected in the early ’60s, the late ’70s and the mid-’90s but with, since then, a 75%
increase between 1994 and 2005. In our area the species is currently plentiful and widespread throughout the
region at suitable sites (as far north as Oughtershaw); they tend to be uncommon in Upper Wharfedale in the
winter, although there were sightings at Cray and Kettlewell during the BTO survey. There were a few
negative reports this year: one observer noted the absence of the species at Barden Bridge was unusual, another
that the species seemed less common this year, whilst on my BTO river survey between the Barden and
Burnsall bridges I recorded only 2 territories compared with 7 in 2005! The usual sighting is of 1 or 2 birds
with the highest count of 5 bird in Strid Woods in late-April and 6 at Kex Ghyll in mid-September. Reports of
successful breeding were received from all along the river including Otley, Burley, Addingham, Strid Woods,
Burnsall, Kilnsey and Arncliffe; eggs were predated from a nest at the Ilkley toll bridge (CA*, MHA,
A&CB*, ABo*, BOG, DB, KB, C&FC, EC*, J&JD, NF, H&JF, JF, PG, SG, K&AH, AJ, GL*, K&PL,
PD&JBP, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS, J&PSc, GT, TV*).
PIED WAGTAIL (Motacilla alba)
093 Sightings/41 Sites
Common breeding resident/partial migrant: population possibly increasing.
Present throughout the year with some local movement including coming together in large roosting flocks in
winter in the lower stretches of the valleys. Once again there was a roost in Ilkley in Brook Street, again with
an estimated 120 birds: by comparison it was reported that there is not much sign of the species along the river
in Upper Wharfedale much before mid-February, although there were 3 sightings in the BTO survey.
Although there was the occasional view of numbers being down (and there was a small reduction in territories
in my BTO walk), the general feeling is that the population of this species is in a healthy state with extensive
summer sightings throughout the region. Numbers recorded were generally somewhat higher than for grey
wagtails with 13 at Grimwith and 7 in Langstrothdale in mid-April and good numbers in Halton Gill with 10 –
12, including some juveniles, in mid-June. Records of successful breeding were received from Knotford
Nook, Menston, Grimwith, Hebden, Linton, Halton Gill and Oughtershaw. In the autumn, there were 16 in the
fields around Fewston in mid-August, whilst a flock of 39 (including a yellow wagtail) passed Barden View
Point early in September, and 10 flew over Threshfield in mid-October possibly heading for a roost (A&CB*,
BTO, KB, JMC, C&FC, H&JF, JF, PG, AMG, K&AH, K&PL, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS, J&SA*, TV*)
WAXWING (Bombycilla garrulus)
014 Sightings/05 Sites
Scarce winter visitor with reports in most years.
A small number of birds (up to 20) remained in the area until 23rd March, mainly around Burley where they
were often seen along the bypass. There were occasional sightings elsewhere, from Ilkley and Addingham,
and from Timble where they were presumably flying into a roost. The main feature of the year, though, was
their absence at the end of the year. If this was a surprise to some people, it probably reflects the extent to
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which we had been spoilt in recent years with extremely early sightings (before the end of October) in 2003
and 2004. This was the fourth time in 10 years when they have not been recorded (the others being 1997, 1998
and 2001), whilst in 2000 and 2002 they arrived only a few days before the end of the year. The situation here
is a good example of fact that winter migrants may not reach us if there is plenty of food in their breeding area
or they find food on the way. Bird guides reported that they were first recorded in Scotland on 24th October but
never in large numbers (<~60) but did not appear in northern England until 19 th December (Northumberland)
with the first record in North Yorkshire not until 2nd January 2007 (and then only of 5) (BOG, JMC, CJC, MD,
JF, GF&AP, PG, AMG, PD&JBP, PBR, PRo, JTo).
DIPPER (Cinclus cinclus)
106 Sightings/44Sites
Scarce breeding resident: population stable/possibly increasing.
The species appears to be doing very well in the area in recent years. During the BTO survey it was recorded
in every tetrad containing a river or stream with 34 counted including 6 in Langstrothdale and 5 between
Arncliffe and Hawkswick. On my river walk between Barden and Burnsall I was relieved to record 5
territories (compared with 3 last year), much more compatible with numbers (4-7) recorded when the survey
was last done in the late ’80s. It is widely recorded throughout the region along the main rivers (including a
bird seen flying at Foxup and a resident pair in Oughtershaw), and many of the becks running into it. It has
previously been thought to be rare in the Washburn but a local ringer reports that it breeds near Leathley Mill
and that he suspects it may also breed below Thruscross. Evidence of successful breeding was received from
Leathley, Otley, Menston (4 ringed), Strid Woods, Appletreewick, Water’s Laithe and Grassington, although a
juvenile at Appletreewick had upset a moorhen and the latter was charging over the stones whilst the dipper
flitted along keeping a few stones ahead. The only failure was of a nest predated at Ilkley toll bridge (where a
grey wagtail nest was also predated). There were no records of birds this year in ‘unlikely’ spots. Several
birds were heard singing at the start of the year (until mid March) and from mid-October (A&CB*, MVB,
D&AB, ABo*, N&AB, BOG, DB, BTO, KB, EC*, CJC, LGD, J&JD, H&JF, JF, PG, SG, K&AH, GSH,
MH*, AJ, LL, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PP, PBR, DLR, PRo, E&PS, J&PSc, GT, JTo, TV*).
WREN (Troglodytes troglodytes) (C)
Common breeding resident: population increasing.
One of the commonest and most widespread species in the area; good numbers
can be expected to turn up anywhere, either in the valleys or up on the moors.
The statistics from the BTO precursor study in Upper Wharfedale are interesting
and underwrite the previous comment:

Wren
Dunnock
Robin

Number of birds recorded
86
16
66

% (of 25) tetrads seen in
88
32
64

The species was recorded in more tetrads than any other species except the carrion
crow. There is always a worry that this species will suffer during a cold winter
and there was a report from the Grassington area that numbers appeared to have fallen dramatically at the start
of the year and only one bird had been seen on a walk between Buckden and Kettlewell in early January. I had
similar concerns when I walked round Grimwith late in March with the temperature only just above freezing
when I started (and 11C colder than exactly a year before). I heard no song until I was halfway along the
northern shore when the sun came out and suddenly they seemed to be singing everywhere and I counted 11 on
the rest of the circuit! High counts (18) were reported on circuits from as far apart as Grass Wood and Timble
Ings in mid-June. Breeding records were received from Pool, Norwood Bottom (4 ringed + 1 dead and 1 egg),
Knotford (6/6 ringed), an Otley garden (4-5 young), the Chevin, Middleton Woods, Strid Woods, Howgill,
Trollers Ghyll, Threshfield, Halton Gill and near Hubberholme (D&AB, N&AB, BTO, C&FC, EC*, NF,
H&JF, JF, PG, K&AH, D&RH, MH*, HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL, O&DM, MHS, JP, PP, PRo, E&PS, J&PSc,
TV*).
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DUNNOCK (Prunella modularis) (C)
Common breeding resident: population stable.
Status apparently unchanged – it is a widespread and successful resident and a common garden species.
Reasonable counts were recorded in a variety of habitats: the highest count was of 8 on a circuit of Grimwith
in late March and mid-April; there were 5 at Knotford Nook late April and a similar number in an Addingham
garden at the end of September. It tends to be significantly under-reported although two males attracted
attention in an Addingham garden when they flew at each other, struck out with their claws, pinning each other
down and with much wing flapping! There were a number of reports of breeding between Otley and
Threshfield (SB, D&AB, BTO, EC*, JF, PG, N&PH, D&RH, MH*, HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL, O&DM, MHS, JP,
PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS, B&PS, J&PSc, TV*, J&SW).
ROBIN (Erithacus rubecula) (C)
Common breeding resident/winter visitor: population stable/increasing.
A familiar and much-loved resident in good numbers throughout the area: there were double-figure counts
from circuits of places as far apart as Lindley Wood, Thruscross and Grass Wood between February and June
(including an amazing 32 on a standard circuit of Grass Wood on 15th April!). It seems to be doing well, with
plenty of evidence of successful breeding (SB, D&AB, N&AB, DB, BTO, EC*, H&JF, JF, PG, K&AH,
D&RH, MH*, HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL, O&DM, MHS, JP, PP, PRo, E&PS, J&PSc, TV*).
BLACK REDSTART (Phoenicurus ochruros)
002 Sightings/02 Sites
Scarce passage visitor.
There were two sightings: single birds were seen at Duck Street Quarry, Greenhow on 7 th August and at
Lippersley Pike on 30th September. The last sighting was in 2002: this was the ninth year in which this species
has been recorded with all but three of the years being since 1982 (BOG, PBR).
COMMON REDSTART (Phoenicurus phoenicurus)
082 Sightings/37 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably increasing.
On the basis of this year’s records and the number of sites at which it was recorded the species seems to be
doing rather well across the region (after a poor season in 2004 and mixed messages last year). Records were
received from across the region but with a higher proportion from Upper Wharfedale. The strongholds for this
species are in the Washburn (where they were reported to be ‘plenty from April onwards’), the area above
Grassington and in its woods (where they were reported to be ‘present in good numbers along the river and in
Grass Wood’) and Langstrothdale. This last area does not figure very frequently in the annual bird report but,
once again, some of the highest number of records of singing males was from here and it continues to be a
‘hot-spot’ for this species. Impressive numbers were reported with 12 on the ‘Postman’s Walk’ in eastern
Langstrothdale early in June (up from 10 last year), and 6 on the Rake above Buckden at the end of May. In
Grass Wood there were 7 singing males with 6 singing males in Bastow Wood, both on 26th April. Breeding
was reported from Thruscross, Norwood Bottom (4 ringed +1 dead +1 egg), Valley of Desolation, Hebden
Beck, Bastow Wood, Long Ashes (north of Grassington) and Dowber Ghyll (A&CB*, MVB, BB, ABo*,
BOG, DB, EC*, CJC, JF, GF&AP, PG, SG, GSH, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PBR, PRo, E&PS, GT, JTo,
TV*).
WHINCHAT (Saxicola rubetra)
016 Sightings/08 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably in shallow decline.
Sadly, the fortunes of this attractive species continues to decline with the BTO reporting during the year that it
was now recorded in so few squares in their surveys that it was no longer possible to produce statistically
significant trends. Reducing numbers were noted in southern England as long ago as the 30’s, and they have
declined by 36% since 1994 suggesting a fall in their upland breeding areas. The bad news continues overseas
with reducing numbers in all northern European countries – even in Finland, where a large population still
exists. It was another poor season in the area, albeit with figures that were slightly better than year’s. They are
now recorded in small numbers on the moors of mid-Wharfedale and up as far as Grimwith and are hanging on
in the Washburn. Highest numbers (3-4) were recorded at Grimwith, where there may have been a juvenile,
on 4th July (which would make it the only record of breeding this year), and Barden Moor. A traditional spot
on Ilkley Moor produced only a single male, although it was impossible to hear it singing because its song was
drowned out by the numbers of singing willow warblers! The one high point of a depressing season were two
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records of passage birds: there were 20 at Whetstone Gate on 2nd July and 25 at Draughton Heights on 16th
August (BOG, CJC, JF, GF&AP, GSH, PD&JBP, PBR, JTo, TV*).
COMMON STONECHAT (Saxicola torquata)
060 Sightings/28 Sites
Scarce breeder/passage/winter visitor: population increasing.
This is a species where 80 – 90% migrate south in the winter with the remainder staying close to their breeding
area. It continues to do well in the area although sightings (and sites) were slightly down on last year’s good
figures. The majority of records received were from the moors in mid-Wharfedale and the Washburn with the
only ‘valley’ record from Norwood Bottom in March. Sightings were slightly scarcer from Upper Wharfedale,
although one regular observer reported that they had been ‘seen at various locations and that numbers were
increasing’. Three were recorded in the BTO survey, all in the vicinity of Kettlewell. Other northerly
sightings included Grassington and Conistone Moors, an impressive winter bird on Buckden Pike on 25 th
January around the 400m contour, and several turning up at Oughtershaw in early April but not staying long.
The highest count during the breeding season was of 3 pairs at Lower Barden Reservoir. Breeding was
recorded at Thruscross, on Hawksworth Moor (‘only one pair with young’), Barden Moor and Barden Fell.
Numbers of passage birds were recorded in the autumn with some impressive totals from Draughton Heights
(10 and 11 on 8th August and 25th respectively) and 13 at Ellarcarr Pike on 3rd October (BOG, BTO, C&FC,
GF&AP, PG, SG, GSH, AJ, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PBR, PRo, E&PS, DS, GT, JTo, TV*).
WHEATEAR (Oenanthe oenanthe)
082 Sightings/40 Sites
Uncommon breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably stable.
Sightings were received from the moors of Mid-Wharfedale and the Washburn and from Upper Wharfedale,
with the preponderance of records from the north – and certainly with the higher counts from there. There
were particularly well recorded around Grassington and in Hebden Beck with 22 recorded on a circular walk
taking in both locations on 10th April. By comparison, the highest number recorded in mid-Wharfedale was
only 8 from Sandwith Moor on the 28th. There was a possible female of the Greenland race at Yarnbury on
15th April; it was bigger, bolder, and much more orange below than another female present. Numerous reports
of breeding were received, mainly in the north. Records were received from Grassington and Hebden,
Conistone Moor, Foxup, Dowber Ghyll and Horsehead Moor. In the south there was reported to have been a
good season on Hawksworth Moor (A&CB*, ABo*, BOG, DB, KB, C&FC, EC*, H&JF, JF, GF&AP, SG,
K&AH, MH*, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PBR, PRo, GT, JTo, J&SW).
RING OUZEL (Turdus torquatus)
018 Sightings/09 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor: population declining.
It proved to be another depressing year for this species in the south of the region, with it now very much
established as a bird of Upper Wharfedale. There was an impressive total of 7 birds on Barden Fell on 15 th
April: otherwise there were single early sightings during April on Ilkley Moor and on the moors above
Thruscross, but neither bird stayed: sadly, the spring walk up Coldstone Beck looking for this species is now a
thing of the past. In the north there was a record of 4 passage birds in Hebden Beck on 31st March. There
were several sightings from the Grassington area, which included evidence of breeding at two sites. Other
birds were recorded at Grimwith, near Kilnsey, in the Hag Dyke/Dowber Ghyll area, calling near Arncliffe and
on Penyghent Fell (ABo*, BOG, DB, TB, JF, GF&AP, SG, GL*, PD&JBP, PRo, J&PSc, JTo).
BLACKBIRD (Turdus merula) (C)
Common breeding resident/winter visitor: population stable/possibly increasing.
It remains a common and widespread breeding bird across the whole area; it is present throughout the year,
with winter numbers being significantly enhanced due to the influx of continental migrants. The statistics
from the BTO precursor study in Upper Wharfedale are interesting and underwrite the previous comments:

Blackbird
Fieldfare
Song Thrush
Redwing
Mistle Thrush

Number of birds recorded
84
467
9
42
18

100

% (of 25) tetrads seen in
60
36
24
20
44

Nationally there is some evidence of a decline in breeding numbers but this trend is not yet obvious in the
gardens in our area. There were good numbers of birds at the start of the year with regular counts of 10 or
more in gardens – in one of which there was a bird with white wing-markings, which has been seen for the last
6 years! There were rather confusing and inexplicable high counts of 33 at Otley on 20th August and 14+ in an
Addingham garden in late September because, apart from those sightings, the winter influx appears to have
been significantly reduced (with the continental race only appearing in my garden in the last few weeks of the
year) and with no other reports of comparable numbers to those at the start of the year. There were widespread
reports of breeding and a long breeding period with young reported between 22nd April and 24th August. There
were also some losses early in the season (in April) with young being predated at Farnley Lake as soon as the
eggs hatched, eggs predated at Dob Park Wood and deserted at Addingham and Howgill (MHA, SB, D&AB,
BTO, EC*, H&JF, PG, D&RH, HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL, O&DM, MHS, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS, J&PSc, TV*,
J&SW).
FIELDFARE (Turdus pilaris)
079 Sightings/36 Sites
Common winter/passage visitor.
Conventional wisdom is that stocks of winter food determine flock sizes so it is a little surprising to see good
numbers around at the start of the year (as can be seen in the BTO table above). There were a number of
sightings of good-sized flocks of 200 or more northward from Barden Bridge in the first four months: in April
there was a peak count of 1000+ at Sandwith Moor on the 7th. In the autumn the first sighting was of 2 at
Grassington on 23rd October. The first large flock was 500+ at Barden View Point on 1 st November, whilst
950 were counted at Arncliffe when they were put up by a raptor. In December there were 150+ at Leathley
on 12th. Despite these figures there was a general feeling at the end of the year that it was a poor season in
terms of numbers and flock sizes (MVB, D&AB, ABo*, BOG, BTO, C&FC, EC*, JF, GF&AP, PG, GL*,
K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PP, DLR, E&PS, UWFS*, TV*).
SONG THRUSH (Turdus philomelos)
094 Sightings/44 Sites
Common breeding resident/winter visitor: population still apparently increasing.
The latest BTO figures show that the recovery of the Song Thrush is continuing, with an 18% increase in
numbers in the UK since 1994. The Song Thrush underwent a dramatic decline from the early ’70s which
levelled off in the ’90s. This decline was driven by the falling survival rates of juveniles in their first year of
life, caused by agricultural intensification, the drainage of damp ground and the depletion of woodland shrub
layers through canopy closure and deer browsing. This year there were sightings throughout the region and
regular garden reports. Most sightings were of 1 or 2 birds with no records of large groups, although good
numbers were reported singing at Lindley trout farm (6 in mid-February) and Buckden (5 in June); there were
large numbers in Strid Woods, slightly distracting and uncounted, when people were looking for specialities in
the spring. After last year’s earliest record of singing at Grassington on 3rd February, 11 days earlier there
than in 2004, the warm autumn this year led to a report of one singing regularly in School Lane, Addingham
from 2nd November and in Burley on 21st November!! Reports of breeding were widespread with a first report
of feeding activity on 19th March, and young reported between 22nd April and 18th August (CA*, MHA, SB,
A&CB*, D&AB, N&AB, BTO, EC*, J&JD, JF, PG, D&RH, MH*, HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL, MHS, JP, PP, PBR,
DLR, PRo, E&PS, B&PS, GT, TV*).
REDWING (Turdus iliacus)
065 Sightings/33 Sites
Common winter/passage visitor.
At the start of the year numbers of this species were significantly less than for fieldfares (see BTO table), with
the only sighting of a flock of 200 at Barden View Point on 7th January. Most records were of much smaller
flocks of only a few tens, but seen throughout the area. Normally this species arrives significantly before
fieldfares (2005 was an exception) with the first record on 12th October in Ilkley, 11 days before the first
fieldfares. Early flocks of up to 200 were recorded during the rest of the month but numbers of birds may have
moved on because there were few records of large flocks for the rest of the year (only 3 of 100+, 150 and
150+) and numbers were generally reckoned to be down (MVB, ABo*, D&AB, N&AB, BOG, BTO, EC*,
GF&AP, PG, K&AH, N&PH, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PP, DLR, E&PS, TV*).
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MISTLE THRUSH (Turdus viscivorus)
097 Sightings/49 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable/possibly increasing.
The species is widespread throughout the region and prospering. It is easily observed virtually throughout the
year, although does become rather more elusive when moulting in summer. It is usually recorded in ones and
twos with large flocks (40 and 50) recorded twice at Barden View Point early in September. Breeding was
recorded across the region between 27th April and 1st July. Singing birds were recorded in December from
Kilnsey (8th) and Otley (26th) (MHA, SB, ABo*, D&AB, BTO, EC*, JF, PG, K&AH, GL*, K&PL, JP, PP,
PRo, E&PS, GT).
GRASSHOPPER WARBLER Locuctella naevia)
004 Sightings/02 Sites
Rare visitor.
This was an unusual year with two reports - from the reeds on the eastern side of Thruscross (10th May) and
from Blea Beck on the NW side of Grimwith (on the 10th and 14th May). The WNS records closely match
national trends which suggest numbers increased markedly during the ’60s, peaked in 1970 and declined
substantially thereafter with numbers too small to monitor by the mid-1980s. In the WNS area the species was
first reported in 1961 and subsequently in every year between 1967 and 1976 (with a record of breeding in
1970), but with their presence dropping off markedly after 1973. This was only the fourth year of sightings
since 1976: historically, almost 60% of sightings have been in May (ABo*, GF&AP, PBR, TV*).
SEDGE WARBLER (Acrocephalus schoenobaenus)
021 Sightings/06 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant: population stable, possibly increasing.
The species is now well established in the region – albeit in a small way. Its stronghold remains Otley where 3
pairs were recorded this year. There were sightings of birds carrying food between 29 th May and 5th August.
There was also a sighting on an island in the river near the Otley Bridge, whilst a bird was seen carrying food
at Knotford Nook on 15th June. Up to 3 birds were recorded at Fewston on 21st May with a bird seen carrying
food on 4th August. Finally, there were 3 singing males on the 11th May at Grimwith and 4 birds recorded
three days later. There were no sightings at Grimwith confirming breeding (ABo*, BOG, CJC, JF, GF&AP,
K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PP, PBR, DLR, PRo, TV*).
REED WARBLER (Acrocephalus scirpaceus)
010 Sightings/01 Sites
Passage visitor/Scarce breeding migrant.
In the past this species has been recorded from time to time (12 times since it was first seen in 1963 29) but
every year since 2002. Then there was a fleeting glimpse, to be followed the following year by the first record
of breeding. The species remains a ‘one site’ one with all records in the last 5 years from Otley. This year,
however, there were 4 singing males and 12 young were ringed (N&AB, JF, AJ, PP, PBR, DLR, PRo, E&PS).
DARTFORD WARBLER (Sylvia undata)
003 Sightings/01 Sites
Rare visitor.
After last year’s possible sighting, details of which are included in a postscript to this year’s introduction, a
bird was recorded several times near Lippersley Pike between 13th October and 7th November (BOG, E&PS).
LESSER WHITETHROAT (Sylvia curruca)
003 Sightings/03 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor: population fluctuates but currently in decline.
The species has been recorded in the area each year for many years but is now in serious decline. After last
year’s first record of this species at Sun Lane, Burley, a male was singing there again on 5 th May. There was
also a singing male at the most reliable site in the area, near Lindley Wood, on 7th June. The most unexpected
record was of a ‘cracking’ bird in an Addingham garden on 27th August which, understandably, was promptly
labelled ‘bird of the year’ (PBR, DLR).
COMMON WHITETHROAT (Sylvia communis)
010 Sightings/04 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably stable.
After the small population had remained steady for the past 3 years (recorded at 7 sites) it is worrying to find
the number of sites at which it was recorded falling to only 4 this year. Its stronghold is becoming Gallows
Hill, Otley were 2 pairs were seen carrying food on 10th May. The only other location where the species was
29

By comparison, the sedge warbler was first recorded in 1949 and has been seen virtually every year since then, i.e.
in 51 years.
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regularly recorded was at Sun Lane between April and June. There were single sightings at Otley and
Knotford Nook early in May (BOG, CJC, PP, PBR, DLR, E&PS).
GARDEN WARBLER (Sylvia borin)
044 Sightings/20 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population stable.
The strongholds of this species appear to be the Washburn, Strid Woods and the Grassington area, although the
species is never recorded in large numbers (the maximum being 4 at Grass Wood at the end of May, 4 at
Fewston in mid-May and 3 in Strid Woods in mid-June). Numbers in Grass Wood were said to be similar to
last year. The only record of breeding were at Ben Rhydding gravel pits (always a reliable spot to find 1 or 2
singing males) and Gallows Hill, Otley, both during June (MVB, N&AB, BOG, EC*, CJC, LGD, SG, GL*,
K&PL, MHS, JP, PP, PBR, DLR, PRo, E&PS, GT, JTo, TV*).
BLACKCAP (Sylvia atricapilla)
095 Sightings/39 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor/winter visitor: population increasing.
BOG reported it to be a good year for the species, despite the awful conditions in May. The species is
distributed throughout much of the region and in sufficient numbers to be fairly easy to find: its stronghold is
probably in the Washburn (where they were reported to be ‘very common from April onwards’) although there
were a number of sites reporting good numbers this year – Gallows Hill (13 including juveniles), Otley, Strid
Woods (10+), Grass Wood (6 with 4 in the Lower Wood) and Buckden (8). Records were received from as
far north as Buckden and from Foxup, although these were the only records from the top end of Wharfedale
and from Littondale. They are not usually found on high ground, but there was a first sighting at Grimwith on
23rd April. Breeding reports were received from a number of sites with nesting reports from Denton indicating
it was a good year. Research reported during the year has shown that German and Austrian blackcaps
wintering in UK enjoyed better breeding success than those that migrate further south in Spain and North
Africa because they return early and have the pick of territories. This helps to explain why wintering birds in
the region have now become an accepted feature, with reports from Menston, Otley (both a garden and the
Wetlands), Burley and Ilkley; numbers of sites were slightly down at the start of the year (2 or 3 compare with
5 in 2005) but 7 at end of the year (compared with 5 last year). Taking this issue of wintering blackcaps a
stage further it has also been suggested recently that part of the blackcap’s strategy is to depend on garden food
in the winter but make far less use of gardens in the summer; certainly this would seem to apply in our area
with no garden records between the end of May and mid-August (MHA, ABo*, N&AB, BOG, DB, CJC, LGD,
J&JD, JF, GF&AP, PG, GL*, K&PL, MHS, JP, PP, PBR, DLR, PRo, E&PS, GT, TV*)
WOOD WARBLER (Phylloscopus sibilatrix)
017 Sightings/04 Sites
Uncommon breeding migrant: population declining at an accelerating rate in
recent years.
The decline in this species is so precipitate that one can almost feel pleased when
the numbers of singing males remains unchanged from one year to the next.
There were 3 singing males again in Strid Woods, its local stronghold. Other
sites in mid-Wharfedale where the species is hanging on are Dob Park Wood
where 2 pairs were recorded and Hebers Ghyll with 2 birds, both in mid-May.
Another bright feature of the season was that two birds were heard singing in
Grass Wood on 12th May after a long gap, although they were not heard again
and there was no suggestion that they might have bred (BOG, CJC, JF, PG, GL*,
K&PL, PD&JBP, PRo, GT, JTo, TV*).
CHIFFCHAFF (Phylloscopus collybita)
082 Sightings/30Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage/winter visitor: population increasing.
This species appears to be doing very well in the area. Reports were received from suitable sites (on lower
ground) throughout the Washburn and mid-Wharfedale: records from Upper Wharfedale are less common and
based around Grass Wood (apart from what may have been a passage bird at Buckden on 20 th April). As
usual, this species is most evident in the first few weeks after arrival in the last few days of March when it is
singing vigorously. Reports of large counts were restricted to mid-Washburn between Lindley Wood and Dob
Park where there were several counts of up to 11 singing birds throughout April and through to the end of June
– after that most reports were of single birds with the very occasional reports of 2 or 3. Few breeding reports
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are received of this species but they were reported to have done well at Denton. Reports of wintering birds
were received from Lindley trout farm with several from Otley between late January and early March (when 2
were seen). There were no reports in the autumn after the early October (SB, N&AB, BOG, DB, JMC, JF,
GF&AP, SG, AMG, N&PH, AJ, GL*, K&PL, DLR, MHS, JP, PP, PBR, DLR, PRo, E&PS, GT, TV*).
WILLOW WARBLER (Phylloscopus trochilus)
115 Sightings/51 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population stable/possibly increasing.
This species appears to be going from strength to strength in the area with the number of sites it is reported
from continuing to increase (up from 42 to 51 in the last year) – despite national statistics suggesting numbers
are falling! It is found in good numbers throughout most of the area, with good counts received from widely
spaced sites including Norwood Bottom, the Chevin, Otley, Strid Woods, Parcival Hall, along the river
between Linton church and Ghaistrill’s Strid, in Grass Wood, Bastow Wood and Buckden. Unlike other
warblers it seems quite happy to spread up onto the moors. As usual, the highest count was on the 4½ mile
circuit of Grimwith with 36 at the end of May but there were counts of 29 on a circuit of Timble in late June
and 23 in Grass and Bastow Woods earlier in the month. There were so many singing in the small trees and
shrubs on the lower slopes of Ilkley Moor that I watched a lone whinchat singing vigorously but heard not a
sound above the noise of the willow warblers all around: there was also an unexpected report of a bird high up
on Burley Moor on a rocky outcrop. Juveniles were reported from Timble Ings, Knotford Nook, Gallows Hill,
Otley, Denton and Hubberholme (SB, ABo*, N&AB, BOG, DB, JMC, EC*, JF, GF&AP, PG, AMG, K&AH,
N&PH, MH*, GL*, K&PL, MHS, PD&JBP, JP, PP, PBR, DLR, PRo, E&PS, GT, TV*).
GOLDCREST (Regulus regulus)
105 Sightings/44 Sites
Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population increasing.
Although resident, local movement does occur particularly in prolonged cold weather: this is another bird that
has benefited from the absence of harsh winters. The species is unobtrusive, and generally located by its
unique high-pitched call and is thus elusive and undoubtedly under-recorded. However, it appears to be
present, and doing well, throughout the recording area at suitable sites, particularly around stands of conifers.
In the BTO winter atlas survey 22 were reported in 40% of the tetrads. Two northern sites where it was
reported as common were Grass Wood and Scargill House, south of Kettlewell. There were high counts of 16
at Timble Ings at the beginning of the year (and 17 in October), 15+ at Dob Park in early April and 10 in
woodland near Buckden in early May. There were also good counts from Middleton Woods. The only record
of breeding was of a family party at Hebden on 21st July (A&CB*, ABo*, N&AB, BOG, BTO, KB, EC*, JF,
PG, MH*, GL*, K&PL, MHS, JP, PP, PBR, DLR, PRo, E&PS, GT, TV*).
SPOTTED FLYCATCHER (Muscicapa striata)
072 Sightings/43 Sites
Uncommon breeding migrant/passage visitor: population decreasing at accelerating rate but with a good
presence in the north of the regions.
This species has been in long term decline both nationally and locally. The issue of the threat grey squirrels
may pose to nesting birds is dealt with in the introduction but a recent three-year study by the Game
Conservancy at a farm in Leicestershire has suggested that squirrels could be the most likely predator
responsible for a decline in the breeding success of this species. Once again there were again proportionately
significantly more sightings from Upper Wharfedale with an amazing count of 15+ at Grassington’s old
hospital site on 25th August (presumably passage birds) and 6 seen in the fields on a circular walk from
Burnsall to Thorpe. This year, even mid-Wharfedale managed a count of 5 from Norwood Bottom at the end
of May, which was said to be the best for a long time. However, there was also a record from a regular
watcher in Upper Wharfedale that whilst the species had been seen in several locations numbers appeared low,
whilst Strid Wood, once a reliable spot to find this species, could manage only 2 birds this year. It was a good
year for breeding records with the highlights being a pair breeding in a Hebden garden and raising 3 young by
6th August and a juvenile in a Grassington garden. Other records were received from Leathley, Norwood
Bottom (4 young ringed), 2 on the edge of Kettlewell, a family with 2 young at Cam Gill Beck, 2 families each
with 2 young at Hubberholme and a nest at Yockenthwaite: there was a nest with 4 abandoned eggs at Denton.
Apart from the 2 garden breeding records in Upper Wharfedale one garden in Addingham did at least manage
a brief glimpse of a bird in mid-July (ABo*, N&AB, BOG, DB, EC*, CJC, J&JD, JF, GF&AP, SG, K&AH,
GSH, N&PH, MH*, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PBR, DLR, PRo, E&PS, JTo, TV*).
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PIED FLYCATCHER (Ficedula hypoleuca)
036 Sightings/13 Sites
Uncommon breeding migrant/passage visitor: population possibly declining.
This species is generally restricted to a few selected breeding sites; numbers at these appeared to be down this
year, although it seemed a reasonable breeding season. The Strid Wood area and the Washburn Valley
(especially Folly Hall Wood and the area round Dob Park Wood and Low Snowden) in the south, and Grass
Wood and the eastern end of Langstrothdale in the north are local strongholds for this species. It was
estimated that there might be 5 pairs in Strid Woods, although most sightings were only of up to 7 birds. The
best Folly Hall could manage was 2 singing males with numbers thought to being well down. In the north
there were perhaps 5 singing males in Grass Wood but the best count was of 10 singing males on the ‘postman’s walk’ in eastern Langstrothdale. The results from nest boxes in the Washburn suggested it has been a
reasonable year, not quite as good as 2005 but distinctly better than the previous two years. 41 eggs were laid
in 7 nests resulting in 37 young, i.e. 5.3 young/nest compared with a high 6.8 in 2005 and a disastrous 1.8 in
2004. One of the females had been ringed as a young bird on 6th June 2005. There was also a report of a
juvenile in Hubberholme (BOG, CJC, JF, GF&AP, PG, GSH, AJ, LL, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PBR, PRo,
JTo, TV*).
LONG TAILED TIT (Aegithalos caudatus)
143 Sightings/45 Sites
Common breeding resident: population increasing.
The species is thought to be doing well at the moment, a trend no doubt linked to our mild winters. They were
seen throughout mid-Wharfedale and the Washburn: the latter appearing to be something of a stronghold for
them. In the north they were well reported around Grassington but appeared less common in Littondale and
Langstrothdale although reasonable numbers were recorded during the BTO winter atlas survey:

Long-tailed tit
Coal tit
Great tit
Blue tit

Number of birds recorded
40
26
45
181

% (of 25) tetrads seen in
16
36
40
64

They were regular visitors to a number of gardens with the largest flock being of 20 seen in Menston on 20 th
July. No large flocks were recorded this year (compared with 60+ at Farnley Lake in September 2004). A
number of reports of successful breeding were reported in the Farnley Lake, Knotford Nook and Gallows Hill
area (MHA, SB, A&CB*, MVB, D&AB, DB, ABo*, N&AB, BTO, EC*, NF, JF, PG, GL*, N&PH, GSH,
D&RH, HJ&BS, K&PL, MHS, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS, J&PSc, TV*).
MARSH TIT (Parus palustris)
002 Sightings/02 Sites
Scarce passage visitor/possible breeder(?): significant decline in recent.
Although this species is recorded in most years, sightings remain few and far between. The fact that there is
little pattern in the changing locations would suggest this is an easy species to miss! There were 2 birds
feeding at a feeding station in Strid Woods on 3rd January and 3 in private woodland near Buckden on 20th
April, where the species has been recorded before (BOG, GL*).
WILLOW TIT (Parus montanus)
005 Sightings/03 Sites
Scarce passage visitor/possible breeder(?): dramatic national decline in recent decades mirrored here.
The Washburn emerged as a ‘stronghold’ of this species with sightings at three sites (including the Scargill
reservoir just outside the WNS boundary), although not at Farnley Lake, which was previously a regular site.
There were sightings at Fewston and Lindley Wood in the first three months of the year, and at Scargill in
September. There was also a rare record from Otley when a bird was ringed on 4 th August (AJ, JP, PBR, PRo,
GT).
COAL TIT (Parus ater)
080 Sightings/38 Sites
Common breeding resident: population increasing.
Appears to be doing well at suitable sites throughout the area and was frequently reported in gardens, always
in ones and twos. There was reported to be a plentiful wintering population along the river south of Kettlewell
and in the wooded area on Hawkswick Scar. In the BTO winter atlas precursor study in Upper Wharfedale it
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was recorded in 35% of the tetrads albeit never in large numbers (see earlier summary). On the other hand a
sighting of a single bird at Otley in July was described as ‘a rare sighting’ and an observer in a Ben Rhydding
garden noted they were less common than the other tits. They appeared to be well represented at Timble Ings
throughout the year with 16 counted on a circuit at the start of the year and 25 (including young) in mid-June.
This species is less likely to use nest boxes, preferring natural nest sites (except in conifer plantations), so there
are always fewer detailed breeding records. An addition to the ones as Timble, a clutch of 8 was ringed in
Howgill Wood on 17th June and there were garden reports of an adult with 8 young in Menston and a single
juvenile in Otley; breeding also reported from Threshfield (SB, D&AB, ABo*, BTO, EC*, H&JF, JF, PG,
D&RH, MH*, HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL, MHS, JP, PP, PRo, E&PS, J&PSc, B&PS, TV*).
GREAT TIT (Parus major) (C)
Common breeding resident: population stable.
Clearly very common, widespread and successful throughout the region, although rarely the most common
small bird (which is usually the blue tit or chaffinch) – it continues to be well reported in member’s gardens.
The records from 32 nest boxes in mid-Wharfedale were significantly better than last year (admittedly a poor
year), producing 7.16 eggs/nest (c.f. 6.32) and 5.75 young/nest (c.f. 4.74), i.e. a total of 184 young. By
comparison, the best recent year (2003) produced 5.89 young/nest (SB, D&AB, BTO, EC*, H&JF, JF, PG,
K&AH, D&RH, MH*, HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL, O&DM, MHS, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS, J&PSc, TV*).
BLUE TIT (Parus caeruleus) (C)
Common breeding resident: population stable.
One of the commonest small birds both in the wild and in gardens, with young birds widely reported in
gardens in the summer. An indication of their profusion was a count of 30 between Grassington and Hebden
in mid-February and 26 on a circuit of Grass Wood in early March. Like the great tit there was a reasonably
successful breeding season based on 42 nest boxes in mid-Wharfedale. The figure of 8.26 eggs/nest was the
highest recorded in the past 4 years (c.f. the 2004 figure of 8.16 and the lowest figure of 7.64 last year).
However, the year was less successful for translating this figure into successfully raised young (77%)
compared with the 82% in 2003, the best year (SB, D&AB, N&AB, BTO, C&FC, CJC, H&JF, JF, PG,
K&AH, D&RH, MH*, HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL, O&DM, MHS, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS, J&PSc, GT, TV*).
NUTHATCH (Sitta europaea)
088 Sightings/35 Sites
Locally common breeding resident: population probably stable but has declined in the Washburn valley.
They appear to be doing well throughout much of Wharfedale and the Washburn, including good numbers
being recorded in the BTO winter atlas survey:

Wood Nuthatch
Eurasian Treecreeper

Number of birds recorded
13
4

% (of 25) tetrads seen in
32
12

The improvements in the Washburn continue. They are now being reported regularly around Farnley and
Leathley. Most records are of 1 or 2 birds but there were 6 around Farnley Lake on 4th April, 9 in Strid Woods
on the 29th, and 5 in a wood near Buckden on 5th May. They were reported as common in Grass Wood and
seemed to be doing well in Middleton Woods. Breeding was confirmed in Grass Wood and Middleton Woods.
There were occasional reports of them visiting gardens including an adult coming into an Addingham garden
with 2 young (CA*, ABo*, BOG, BTO, D&HB, N&AB,EC*, J&JD, JF, PG, K&AH, GSH, N&PH, D&RH,
MH*,HJ&BS, AJ, GL*, K&PL, MHS, PD&JBP, JP, PP, PBR, DLR, PRo, E&PS, B&PS, JTo, TV*).
TREECREEPER (Certhia familiaris)
095 Sightings/38 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable/possibly increasing.
It is more widely reported from the south of the region, where it is present throughout much of the area,
although a report of a single bird at Otley on 23rd July was described as a rare sighting. In the north there are
regular sightings from Grass Wood but it is less common elsewhere, although several were recorded in the
BTO winter survey, mainly from Littondale, and there was a bird at Oughtershaw in late September. The vast
majority of sightings are of 1 or 2 birds, although there were 6 at Farnley Lake on 4th April and 4 in Norwood
Bottom on the 19th. There was reported to have been a good breeding season in Dob Park Wood (although a
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woodpecker raided one nest and took 4 out of 7 eggs), and there were also records from Timble Ings, Folly
Hall Wood, Norwood Bottom, Nell Bank, Strid Woods and Grass Wood (CA*, SB, A&CB*, ABo*, BOG,
BTO, C&FC, EC*, J&JD, NF, JF, PG, SG, K&AH, N&PH, GL*, K&PL, MHS, PD&JBP, JP, PP, PRo,
E&PS, B&PS, JTo, TV*).
JAY (Garrulus glandarius)
055 Sightings/28 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable.
They are widespread and successful throughout the south of the region, but much rarer in Upper Wharfedale,
possibly linked to the generally sparser woodland cover. The main presence in the north was around
Grassington in the first 3 months of the year when up to 3 were reported; there were later sightings from Grass
Wood in late May and Bastow Wood in early June. In the south many of the sightings were of single birds but
there were records of groups of 6 birds from Timble Ings in January and from Ilkley at the end of June; there
were 5 in the Valley of Desolation in late August. They are coming increasingly into gardens, sometimes on a
regular basis, especially in the Burley, Ilkley and Addingham area: a sighting in a Burley garden was the first
for 2 years. A pair in a garden in Burley successfully bred nearby whilst a juvenile was reported being fed in
an Addingham garden on 7th July with 3 juveniles seen there on 13th August (SB, MVB, N&AB, BOG, NF,
NF, JF, N&PH, D&RH, HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL, JP, PP, DLR, E&PS, J&PSc, J&PSc, B&PS, LS*, JTo, RW*).
MAGPIE (Pica pica) (C)
Common breeding resident: population stable but increasing in urban environment.
This species is widespread and common throughout the region with, unlike the jay, good numbers of records
from upper Wharfedale. In the BTO winter survey 31 were recorded in 64% of the tetrads. Flocks were
observed in many parts of the region the largest being in the first two months with 14, 8 and 7 in Ilkley
gardens, up to 12 at Otley and 7 near Skirfare Bridge: during the remainder of the year there were a number of
records of groups 4 and 5. Juveniles were reported in the second half of June from Menston and in an Ilkley
garden (D&AB, ABo*, BTO, EC*, JF, K&AH, N&PH, HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL, JP, PP, E&PS, J&PSc, J&SW,
TV*).
JACKDAW (Corvus monedula) (C)
Common breeding resident/winter visitor: population stable/possibly increasing.
The BTO reported this year that all corvids were flourishing. Numbers of jackdaws have almost doubled since
the 1960’s and are up 40% since 1994. This is put down to breeding performance, reflecting the fact that it
exploits a wide range of foods and is able to exploit a wide range of habitats over the year. In our area, it is
probably the most obvious bird in Wharfedale. Large flocks running into hundreds (and often mixed with
rooks) are everywhere in winter. Again, it is interesting to look at the statistics from the timed tetrads in the
BTO study in Upper Wharfedale:

Jackdaw
Rook
Carrion Crow

Number of birds recorded
1692
418
182

% (of 25) tetrads seen in
72
60
92

The crow is more widespread (because is more likely to be found on the surrounding moorlands) but is
obviously present in much smaller numbers. Note that no ravens were recorded – since they don’t tend to
reappear in Upper Wharfedale until February. The largest tetrad count was 321 in the square containing
Arncliffe. Few people bother to count flock sizes but large counts at the start of the year included 200 near
Buckden in January and 380 at Arncliffe in February. The figures for the regularly-watched Otley Wetland are
interesting. The largest counts were on 7th January (‘hundreds’) and 23rd December when ‘several hundred’
were recorded heading down the valley at dawn; there were 100+ around between late June and late July, but
in between flocks in the tens were more common. It is an attractive bird whose cheerful calls are especially
welcome in winter when there may be very few other birds to be heard. It is increasingly inclined to visit
gardens (with 30+ counted in an Ilkley garden in October) and is now very adept at using peanut feeders and
fat balls (SB, MVB, D&AB, BTO, EC*, H&JF, JF, PG, K&AH, HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL, MHS, JP, PP, PRo,
E&PS, TV*).
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ROOK (Corvus frugilegus)
052 Sightings/39 Sites
Common breeding resident/winter visitor: population probably increasing.
Rookeries are common at suitable wooded sites throughout Wharfedale and along the length of Littondale.
They are increasingly inclined to visit gardens, albeit remaining very wary. They tend not to be reported in
large numbers (although there were 200+ at Chelker in July) and most reported rookeries were relatively small
with up to only 20 nests (D&AB, BTO, JF, PG, K&AH, HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL, MHS, JP, PP, E&PS, TV*)
CARRION CROW (Corvus corone) (C)
Common breeding resident: population increasing.
It remains numerous throughout the area, including the high dales and moors, notwithstanding the inevitable
competition with game rearing interests. Numbers are thought to have increased in recent decades as culling
has somewhat diminished, and this will certainly cause problems for other species, e.g. lapwing, the nests and
chicks of which it readily predates. It will also take on quite large birds. It is often seen in pairs, although
there were 25-30 seen coming into roost at Swinsty in June and December, and 18 at Otley in April (D&AB,
BTO, JF, GF&AP, PG, K&AH, HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL, MHS, JP, PP, E&PS, J&PSc, TV*).
RAVEN (Corvus corax)
042 Sightings/19 Sites
Scarce breeding resident: population increasing.
At the present time there is every reason to suppose that this bird is continuing slowly to make breeding
inroads into our area albeit usually limited to Upper Wharfedale. However, the species undoubtedly continues
to suffer from some culling by game-rearing interests, which must be hindering this expansion. There were a
lot of sightings from the well-watched Bolton Abbey Estate; otherwise most sightings were from the north
especially around the Grassington area and in Littondale (covering the period between mid-February and midNovember). There were no submitted records this year from mid-Wharfedale and the Washburn valley. A
nest in Littondale failed to produce any young but a family with 4 young were seen at Kilnsey on 30th June
(MVB, ABo*, BOG, C&FC, EC*, JF, GF&AP, SG, D&RH, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, E&PS, GT, JTo).
STARLING (Sturnus vulgaris) (C)
Common breeding resident/winter visitor: serious national decline but probably stable in area.
Although there is no obvious change in status in this much under-recorded species it seems likely that the
significant national reduction of recent times has also been felt in this area. Nevertheless, winter flocks (which
may include continental migrants) may be found anywhere around the valleys throughout the region and often
run into hundreds. Large flocks were recorded in the first three months with 452 counted south of Arncliffe
during the BTO survey and 1000+ seen coming into roost over Otley town in mid-March. Large flocks were
recorded again from mid August with 200+over Grassington Moor, 500+ on telephone wires north of Askwith
early in September and 200+ roosting on every spike along the Christchurch roof in the Grove in Ilkley at the
end of October. During the mid-year the largest flock was only 80 on the Chevin at the end of May. There
were a number of records of breeding, with good numbers of adults and young recorded feeding on the
bilberry on Rombalds Moor. Young were also recorded in Menston, Ilkley, Grimwith and Threshfield in late
May and early June (where dates were recorded) (SB, A&CB*, D&AB, ABo*, BTO, EC*, JF, PG, K&AH,
D&RH, HJ&BS, GL*,K&PL, O&DM, MHS, JP, PP, PBR, DLR, PRo, E&PS, J&PSc, TV*).
HOUSE SPARROW (Passer domesticus)
035 Sightings/21 Sites
Locally common breeding resident: population has decreased but probably currently stable.
This species has undoubtedly declined in the area in accordance with the national trend over at least the last 25
years as measured by the BTO. The national decline would appear to be particularly marked in rural areas. (It
is believed that reducing brood sizes is a major problem, so the rural decline perhaps reflects the effects of
intensive farming.) There were reasonable records from urban areas whilst many villages in upper Wharfedale
appear to have healthy populations with good numbers recorded in the villages covered by the tetrads in the
BTO precursor survey. Their presence in gardens is very variable with some people reporting regular visits
whilst others never see them, even within the same town (and street). There were several reports of breeding
based on young being seen in gardens during June and July (SB, A&CB*, D&AB, BTO, EC*, PG, K&AH,
HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL, O&DM, JP, PP, DLR, E&PS, J&PSc, TV*).
TREE SPARROW (Passer montanus)
009 Sightings/07 Sites
Rare breeding resident: population declining and remaining in danger of extinction in area.
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It is probably just hanging on as a breeding bird after a significant decline in the lower reaches of the Wharfe
valley at a time when there has been a precipitous national decline (over 90%). The optimism of recent years
of there being a small breeding population in the Otley area has been dashed this year with the disappearance
of the main breeding colony from Knotford Nook and a crash in the number of reported sightings and sites. At
the same time this species is clearly present on the hillsides to the north of Otley and it remains to be seen
whether other small breeding groups will be discovered in the fullness of time. This year the main centre of
breeding was in Clifton where broods of 4, 4 and 6 were ringed between 2nd June and 22nd July. It was also
encouraging that after the breeding season there were reports from a garden in Farnley that 3 pairs had each
brought in broods of 4 in June with a single second brood in August. Apart from these records of breeding
there were reports of brief visits to widely-dispersed gardens in Addingham (March, October and December),
Ilkley (May), Otley (October) and Beamsley (December), as well as a sighting of 3 birds above Swinsty in
March and one at Beaverdyke at the end of the year. This species is clearly on the move – but where to?
(D&AB, BB, GF&AP, PBR, DLR, PRo, MV).
CHAFFINCH (Fringilla coelebs) (C)
Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population stable/possibly increasing.
Widespread throughout the area but little reported: it is common both in urban and rural areas. The BTO
winter survey produced the following finch counts:

Chaffinch
Greenfinch
Goldfinch

Number of birds recorded
115
9
28

% (of 25) tetrads seen in
60
20
36

Observers rarely reported numbers for this species but those that did recorded good numbers (> 40) during the
spring and summer from across the region. Circuit sightings included Grimwith (43) in March (with their song
reported to be everywhere), Timble Ings (48) in May and Grass Wood (49) in June, whilst a number of places
recorded more than 20 including 23 at Buckden in May. The largest number recorded in a garden was 14+ in
Addingham in April (SB, D&AB, N&AB, DB, BTO, C&FC, EC*,H&JF, PG, MH*, HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL,
O&DM, MHS, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS, J&PSc, GT, TV*).
BRAMBLING (Fringilla montifringilla)
026 Sightings/15 Sites
Scarce passage/winter visitor.
This is a winter, non-breeding migrant from the continent. The extent of its presence is generally dependent on
the beech mast harvest (an important food source for this species). The very poor end to 2005 for this species
continued into 2006 with a high proportion of the sightings being from gardens, many of single birds and with
a peak count of only 3 in Addingham in February. There was also a slightly earlier than usual departure on
13th April (a late departure being the end of the month). With the greater amount of beech mast this autumn
numbers have been significantly higher (but not very high), and holding up right through to the end of the year.
Highest counts of 60 were reported from Whetstone Gate in mid-November and Strid Woods in midDecember. However, overall it has not been a good year for this species with sightings at not much more than
50% of the levels of the past three years – and the majority of these from mid-Wharfedale (ABo*, C&FC,
EC*, CJC, J&JD, D&RH, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, PBR, DLR, TV*).
GREENFINCH (Carduelis chloris) (C)
Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population increasing.
Not a popular bird with reporters, although no-one was driven to report 'a plague from late summer' as
happened a couple of years ago. It is certainly one of the most under-recorded common birds. It continues to
prosper, having adapted well to garden feeders. In fact the proportion of garden records of this species is
probably higher than any other, with few rural records. Again, this latter point is born out by the statistics
from the timed tetrads in the BTO survey shown above. All the greenfinch sightings were in tetrads containing
villages. Young were reported from a number of sites within Wharfedale between 22nd April and 6th August
(SB, D&AB, ABo*, BTO, C&FC, EC*, PG, K&AH, D&RH, MH*, HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL, MHS, JP, PP,
DLR, PRo, E&PS, J&PSc, TV*).
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GOLDFINCH (Carduelis carduelis)
110 Sightings/45 Sites
Common breeding resident/migrant/passage visitor: population probably increasing.
This is a popular species, which gets well reported from both gardens and rural environments. Flock sizes at
the start of the year were small with a lot of garden records of flocks of up to 12 birds. Limited numbers were
recorded on the BTO survey with the largest flock of 10 found in Littondale. A few moderately-sized groups
started re-appearing from mid-August with a very active feeding party of 50-60 at Langbar in mid-August, 100
at Skyreholme and 60-80 at Grimwith a month later and 60 at Fewston in October. Otherwise the majority of
other records throughout the year were of parties of between 1 and 10. With plenty of natural foods available
in the autumn there were far fewer garden records in the autumn than at the start of the year, although an
Addingham garden reported several sightings of 20+ in December. Breeding was reported from Low
Snowden, Norwood Bottom, Menston, Gallows Hill, Otley water-front – and Penyghent Fell (MHA, SB,
D&AB, DB, BOG, BTO, C&FC, EC*, J&JD, JF, PG, K&AH, GSH, N&PH, CH, D&RH, MH*, HJ&BS,
GL*, K&PL, MHS, JP, PP, DLR, PRo, E&PS, J&PSc, B&PS, TV*).
SISKIN (Carduelis spinus)
109 Sightings/36 Sites
Uncommon breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: breeding population increasing.
They are most often seen in over-wintering flocks prior to a northerly breeding movement, but evidence is
increasing of birds staying: there were proportionately more sightings from mid-Wharfedale than Upper
Wharfedale. Sightings came from every month of the year but were distinctly rarer in the summer.
Nevertheless, and unlike last year, there were 3 records of young birds seen coming into Ilkley, Addingham
and Beamsley gardens between early June and July. With the shortage of natural food there were a lot of
garden records at the start of the year (the reverse of the situation a year before) with flocks of up to 10 coming
into gardens until the end of March. By comparison, only 1 bird was recorded in the BTO winter survey
(although there were 8 at Buckden in early January). There were reasonable sized flocks at Otley, peaking at
60 at the start of the year and remaining until the end of March: these were the largest flocks recorded in the
early months of the year. The species was far less obvious in the autumn (with only 30% of recordings in the
second half of the year) with only one garden record (a single bird in Addingham in late December) and only a
few small flocks recorded with a maximum of 79 (in 4 smaller flocks) at Timble and 40 at Askwith (Oct) and
50+ at Otley (Dec) (SB, A&CB*, D&AB, ABo*, N&AB, BOG, BTO, C&FC, EC*, CJC, J&JD, JF, GF&AP, PG, SG,
GSH, CH, D&RH, MH*, HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL, PP, PBR, DLR, PRo, E&PS, J&PSc, TV*, J&SW, RW*).

LINNET (Carduelis cannabina)
027 Sightings/17 Sites
Uncommon breeding migrant: population stable.
This is a summer visitor that mostly migrates south for winter: sightings this year were between 29 th March
and 21st October. The species used to enjoy a stronghold in the area but numbers are now generally low
(usually 5 or below with few records in double figures). However, there were two encouraging records from
the edges of Rombalds and Hawksworth Moor with ‘100+ including many young all feeding on thistle heads’
and ‘plenty’ respectively. Sightings were also more widespread than in the last 3 years with records clustered
round the Washburn, Rombalds moor and the Chevin, Barden (4) and the area around Grassington and
Grimwith. Apart from the sightings along the moorland edges the largest flocks were at the end of the season
with ~40 at Farnley on 25th August and 20 in the lower Washburn on 25th August (ABo*, BOG, JF, GF&AP,
SG, GL*, K&PL, PD&JBP, JP, PBR, PRo, E&PS, JTo, TV*).
TWITE (Carduelis flavirostris)
003 Sightings/03 Sites
Scarce breeding resident/passage migrant: population declining.
This species is red-listed because of the historic population decline in the UK between 1800 and 1995. The
species is now scarce in our area, although small numbers remain in its South Pennines stronghold. There
were two and possibly three widely dispersed sightings this year. A bird was heard singing at Blishmire Close
(on Penyghent Fell) on 3rd July – only 200-300 yards from where they used to nest, raising interesting
questions on whether they might still be nesting in the area. Later there were 2+ birds on Sandwith Moor on
8th October and a possible sighting from near Ellarcarr Pike on 21st December (MVB, BOG, PD&JBP).
LESSER REDPOLL (Carduelis cabaret)
049 Sightings/15 Sites
Uncommon breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population may be in shallow decline.
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Numbers have clearly declined nationally in recent years and, whilst once one could expect to see mixed flocks
with roughly equal numbers of redpoll and siskin, they are now primarily the latter. The two areas where this
species is most prevalent (with 75% of all sightings) are the Washburn and the area around Grassington and
Grimwith, although numbers were higher in the former area (up to 60 in October and December) than the latter
(usually <10 around Grimwith and in Grass Wood in the late spring and early summer with a maximum of 15
at Grimwith). There were occasional sightings in the Otley and Addingham areas, with the only garden
records being at two different Addingham gardens between January and May, and one from Burley in
December. No records of breeding were received (*ABo*, BOG, CJC, JF, SG, CH, HJ&BS, GL*, K&PL, JP,
PBR, DLR, PD&JBP, E&PS, JTo, TV*).
COMMON CROSSBILL (Loxia curvirostra)
016 Sightings/06 Sites
Scarce breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population erratic due to irruptive behaviour.
The good number of sightings in late 2005 continued into the first half of 2006 with all the sightings in the
Washburn (and most from around Timble Ings). Flock sizes were not large (< 25 birds) although there was a
record of flocks with young during the summer (at Timble Ings). The species virtually disappeared in the
second half of the year with only 2 sightings. There were 3 near Fewston in early December. However, the
other was a tantalising discovery of several small flocks of 10 or more from the Scots pine wood near
Nethergill Farm in Oughtershaw early in November. I only started getting records from this area this year and
it will be interesting to see if more comprehensive coverage next year shows a regular presence (BOG, C&FC,
GF&AP, AJ, K&PL, PBR, JTo).
BULLFINCH (Pyrrhula pyrrhula)
069 Sightings/26 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable with stronghold in Washburn.
National downward trends continue to give considerable cause for concern, but there was again an extensive
set of reports for our area, which would suggest that they are doing reasonably well here. The greatest number
of sightings were from mid Wharfedale and the Washburn with proportionately fewer records from the north.
There were several sightings of small groups, with 5 at Gallows Hill (January), 8 between Lindley Wood and
Swinsty and 10 at Fewston (both February) and 8 at Timble Ings (July); in the second half of the year there
were 5 at Langstrothdale (July) and 6 from Otley (December). There were occasional records of birds coming
into the garden, mainly in the first half of the year. In the north most of the sightings were from the
Grassington area between Hebden and Conistone (with a peak of 3 birds in Hebden until early February), with
two records from Langstrothdale in mid-July, including the highest count from the north: there were no
sightings in the BTO winter survey. Juveniles were reported at Menston, Otley and in an Addingham garden
(D&AB, BB, ABo*, BOG, TC*, J&JD, GF&AP, C&SG*, GSH, D&RH, HJ&BS, AJ, GL*, K&PL, MHS, JP,
PP, PBR, DLR, E&PS, J&PSc, B&PS, LS*, JTo, RW*).
REED BUNTING (Emberiza schoeniclus)
051 Sightings/15 Sites
Uncommon breeding resident/passage visitor: population probably stable.
This is a generally scarce but well-reported species, which is subject to local winter movement out of our area
and/or to lowland sites such as Otley, where it was reported in most months. Its strongholds are at Otley and
Grimwith, the latter the only site where it was recorded in the north. Up to 5 singing males were recorded at
Otley with sightings up until the 29th July, with the first bird returning on 21st October. At Grimwith there
were at least 6 singing males on 10th May. There were records from a number of other sites in mid-Wharfedale
and the Washburn with the biggest presence outside the local strongholds being at Sun Lane, Burley where
there were 1 and possibly 2 breeding pairs (the only place other than Otley where breeding was recorded this
year) (BOG, N&AB, JMC, CJC, JF, PG, AMG, GL*, K&PL, JP, PP, PBR, DLR, PRo, E&PS, DS, TV*).
SNOW BUNTING (Plectrophenax nivalis)
003 Sightings/01 Sites
Rare passage migrant/winter visitor.
Local records are from moorland areas and usually from the southern Pennines (in the southern part of the
BOG area). Strangely for a species which is so rare in the area we now seem reliably to be able raise at least
one sighting every year – the species has been recorded every year since 1997 (after a gap of 8 years from
1988). This year there were two sightings both at Whetstone Gate, obviously a star site for this species since
the single sighting in 2005 occurred at the same place (in November). Two birds were present on 25th March
and a single bird was present between 22nd and 25th November (BOG).
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YELLOWHAMMER (Emberiza citrinella)
005 Sightings/03 Sites
Scarce breeding resident – it moves down the valley in winter. Population declining but just holding on.
Usually observed, albeit very infrequently, in the lower Washburn with the situation remaining very marginal
in the area. There were sightings from Leathley, which remains the stronghold in our area, in the spring and
summer with a maximum of only 2 (compared with a maximum of 5 recorded in the 2004 summer when there
were 8 sightings), and also from the Weeton/Rougemont area in early May. This year there was also a sighting
Kex Ghyll on 12th September (BOG, CJC, GF&AP, PD&JBP, PBR).
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Annex A
2006: FIRST & LAST DATES FOR MIGRANTS
First sighting at same location or same arrival date as last year are in bold and underlined.
Summer Visitors
Last Recording
Date
Site
Early Grassington
Nov
Little Ringed Plover
16/04 Kex Ghyll
12/08 John O’Gaunts
Ringed Plover
06/03 Grimwith Reservoir
05/09 Lindley Wood
Common Sandpiper
04/04 Grimwith Reservoir
27/08 John O’Gaunts
Common Tern
22/04 Otley Wetland
15/07 Otley Wetland
Common Cuckoo
20/04 Ilkley Moor
22/08 Grimwith
European Nightjar
02/06 Washburn
16/06 Washburn
Common Swift
15/04 Otley Wetland
19/09 Barden View Point
Sand Martin
08/09 Otley Wetland
17/03 Barden Viewpoint
Barn Swallow
29/03 Knotford Nook
06/10 Burley
House Martin
31/03 Burley
26/09 Ilkley
Tree Pipit
15/04 Barden Fell
16/08 Timble Ings
Yellow Wagtail
04/05 Arncliffe
23/09 Otley Wetland
Common Redstart
31/03 Weston
27/09 Hebden Beck
Whinchat
19/10 Barden Fell
10/05 Grimwith Reservoir
Northern Wheatear
23/03 Whetstone Gate
18/10 Timble Ings
Ring Ouzel
26/03 Kilnsey
28/09 Penyghent Fell
Sedge Warbler
03/04 Otley Wetland
05/08 Otley Wetland
Reed Warbler
14/05 Otley Wetland
08/09 Otley Wetland
Common Whitethroat
02/05 Otley Wetland
24/08 Gallows Hill allotments
Garden Warbler
30/06 Ben Rhydding GP
29/04 Farnley Lake
Wood Warbler
22/04 Strid Wood
17/06 Dob Park
Willow Warbler
26/03 Otley Wetland
04/10 Addingham
Spotted Flycatcher
27/04 Beamsley
21/09 Lindley Wood
Pied Flycatcher
17/04 Strid Wood
22/07 Hubberholme
Linnet
29/03 Kex Ghyll
21/10 Farnley
Insufficient records (10 or less) to attach much confidence to these dates - unless species are
site-specific and site is well watched, e.g. common tern or sedge warblers at Otley Wetland.
Species 30
Oystercatcher

Date

First Recording
Site
Arrived late-Dec2005

Winter Visitors

Species
Common Goldeneye
Waxwing
Fieldfare
Redwing
Brambling
30

Date
23/04
23/03
26/04
12/04
13/04

Last dates
Site
Otley Wetland & Fewston
Burley
Barden View Point
Timble Ings
Burley

Hobby removed from table because of paucity of records.
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Date
01/11
23/10
12/10
15/10

First Dates
Site
Otley Wetland
None by end of year
Grassington
Ilkley
Kex Ghyll & Timble Ings

Annex B
Species seen at Grimwith Reservoir (in last 3 years and historically)
Little Grebe (1973/74)
Great Crested Grebe
Great Cormorant
Grey Heron
Whooper Swan
Pink-footed Goose
Greylag Goose
Snow Goose (1990)
Canada Goose
Barnacle Goose (1994)
Ruddy Shelduck
Common Shelduck
Eurasian Wigeon
Eurasian Teal
Shoveler
Mallard
Northern Pintail (1973)
Common Pochard
Tufted Duck
Goldeneye
Goosander
Ruddy Duck
Red Kite
White-tailed Eagle (1993)
Osprey
Marsh Harrier
Hen Harrier
Montagu's Harrier (2006)
Common Buzzard
Eurasian Sparrowhawk
(Northern Goshawk)
Common Kestrel
Merlin
Peregrine Falcon

Red Grouse
Black Grouse (1970)
Red-legged Partridge

Tawny Owl (1972/2006)
Short-eared Owl
Swift
Kingfisher (1973)
Green Woodpecker

Grey Partridge
Common Pheasant
Moorhen
Coot
Eurasian Oystercatcher
Ringed Plover
European Golden Plover
Northern Lapwing
Dunlin
Common Snipe

Great-spotted Woodpecker (1993, 2001)
Sky Lark
Shore Lark (1994)
Sand Martin
Barn Swallow
House Martin (1974)
Tree Pipit
Meadow Pipit

Black-tailed Godwit
Bar-tailed Godwit (1995)
Eurasian Curlew
Whimbrel (1993/95)
Common Redshank
Common Greenshank
Common Sandpiper
Ruddy Turnstone (1994&5; 2006)
Black-headed Gull
Common Gull
Herring Gull
Yellow-legged Gull
Lesser Black-backed Gull
Great Black-backed Gull
Sandwich Tern (2006)
Black Tern
Feral Pigeon
Stock Pigeon
Common Wood Pigeon
Common Cuckoo
Little Owl (2006)

Rock Pipit (2002)
Yellow Wagtail (1973 - 88, 99)
Grey Wagtail
Pied Wagtail
White Wagtail (1999)*
White-throated Dipper
Winter Wren
Dunnock
Robin
Black Redstart (2000)
Common Redstart
Whinchat
Stonechat
Northern Wheatear
Ring Ouzel
Common Blackbird
Fieldfare
Song Thrush
Redwing
Mistle Thrush
Grasshopper Warbler (2006)
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Annual number of species seen
2003

2004

2005 (survey)

2006

NC

59

92

85

114

Pied Flycatcher (1995)
Long-tailed Tit
Coal Tit
Blue Tit
Great Tit
Treecreeper (1974)
Jay
Magpie
Eurasian Jackdaw
Rook
Carrion Crow
Common Raven
Starling
Chaffinch
European Goldfinch
Eurasian Siskin
Common Linnet
Twite
Lesser Redpoll
Common Crossbill (1997)
Bullfinch
Reed Bunting

Escapees
Upland Goose (2005/6)

(Possible sighting)
* European nominate race - only UK race (pied) wagtail included in total
Historical sightings (dates)

Total (excluding escapee)
Total (including historic sightings)

Sedge Warbler
Blackcap (2006)
Common Chiffchaff
Willow Warbler
Goldcrest
Spotted Flycatcher

